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Abstract 

This thesis reports studies of systems containing actinide (An) and noble gas (Ng) elements, 

in both the nuclear materials and coordination chemistry fields.  

Among nuclear fuel fission products, noble gases (Ng, especially Kr and Xe) have low 

solubility and may release to the fuel-clad gap, which will lead to fuel swelling and thermal 

conductivity degradation. For the safe and efficient use of nuclear fuel, it is important to 

have a comprehensive understanding of fission gas release behaviours. However, the 

fission gas release model in actinide nitrides, promising candidates for use as a fuel in 

Generation IV reactors, is rudimentary. Chapter 3 studies the effect of non-stoichiometry 

of UN on point defect formation energy and Ng solution energy. The most stable defect 

types and the preferred trap sites of Ng under different stoichiometric conditions are 

reported. Chapter 4 investigates the diffusion of Ng in UN, and finds that the Ng diffusion 

is governed by the U vacancy-assisted mechanism. The calculated diffusion coefficients 

are in good agreement with the experiments. Chapter 5 extends the binary UN work to 

ternary (U, Pu)N. Actinide vacancy formation energy and Ng incorporation energy are 

found to be highly dependent on the chemical environment around the defects (i.e., the 

number of U atoms in the first (NU(1NN)) and second (NU(2NN)) nearest-neighbour shell), 

which increase as NU(1NN) increases while decrease as NU(2NN) increases. 

In coordination chemistry, An-Ng (especially He) complexes are candidate molecules for 

achieving high coordination numbers. Chapter 6 investigates the geometries, electronic 

structures, and bond properties of early An-Ng complexes, reporting 18-coordinate Th3+-

He and Th4+-He systems for the first time. The covalency of the An-He bond in the group 

valent AnHe17
q+ (An = Ac – U) species increases from AcHe17

3+ to UHe17
6+, while Ac-Ng 

bond covalency in AcNg12
3+ increases as the Ng gets heavier. 
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1 Literature Review on Actinide-noble Gas Systems 

1.1 Actinide-noble gas systems in nuclear fuel 

Since being commercially used in the 1950s, nuclear power has played an important role 

in global energy.  As the second largest source of low-carbon power in the world, there 

are 411 nuclear reactors in operation with a maximum operating capacity of 369 GWe 

currently1. The evolution of nuclear reactors can be divided into four generations2, 3 (Figure 

1-1). Generation I reactors were developed in the 1950s – 1960s, and use natural uranium 

and graphite as fuel and moderator, respectively1. The last one, Wylfa 1 in the UK, was 

shut down at the end of 20154. Generation II/III reactors typically use enriched uranium as 

fuel. They are usually cooled down and moderated by water, except for British gas-cooled 

reactors which use graphite moderators and CO2 coolant5. Generation III/III+ reactors 

evolved from Generation II with enhanced safety. All commercial reactors currently in use 

or under construction are of these types. 

 

Figure 1-1. Evolution of nuclear power systems from Generation I to the future Generation IV 

systems. Reprinted from reference 3. 

Designs of Generation IV reactors are considered revolutionary because of their 

discontinuity with Generation III. Compared with the Generation I-III reactors, Generation 
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IV reactors have the advantages of closed fuel cycles, higher operation temperature, longer 

core life, as well as larger capacity. The Generation IV international Forum (GIF), an 

international collective representing governments of 13 countries, has chosen six 

technologies that they believe are the future shape of nuclear energy (Figure 1-2)3, 6: gas-

cooled fast reactor (GFR), lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR), molten salt reactor (MSR), 

sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFT), supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR), and very 

high-temperature gas reactor (VHTR). The development of MSRs has two directions: one 

is molten salt fast neutron reactor (MSFR), which will take thorium into fuel cycles; and 

the other is fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature reactor (FHR), which has a similar fuel 

core structures as VHTR but uses molten salt as a coolant rather than helium7. Thus, there 

are seven reactor designs under development by the GIF. Among them, four designs are 

fast reactors (or fast-neutron reactors, FNR), and one can be built as a fast reactor (SCWR). 

 

Figure 1-2. Six reactor technologies of Generation IV. Reprinted from reference 6 with permission 

from Elsevier. 
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1.1.1 Advanced nuclear fuels 

Fuels for FNR are expected to have large actinide density, high thermal conductivity, good 

compatibility with fuel claddings and reactor coolant, and high melting points. Four 

advanced fuel types have been proposed and investigated for FNR: mixed-oxide fuel 

(MOX), metal alloy fuel, carbides, and nitrides8. 

Mixed-oxide fuel (MOX). Oxide fuels are the preferred choice in all the main countries 

due to mature manufacturing and operation technologies established from the main 

commercial reactor – pressurized water reactor (PWR). They are being researched 

particularly in Europe and Russia, like the European gas-cooled fast reactor ALLEGRO9, 

the European lead-cooled fast reactor ALFRED10, and the Russian BN series11. MOX fuels 

have higher melting temperatures than metal fuels and lower thermal expansion than 

carbides and nitrides, which contributes to their outstanding high-temperature 

performance12. Compared with other fuel types, the thermal conductivity of MOX fuels is 

the lowest, which forms a temperature gradient with the centre region of fuel pellets being 

the hottest13. This prompts the fission gas release to the fuel-cladding gap, contributing to 

a low fuel swelling rate. On the other hand, the large temperature gradient leads to highly 

localized fuel microstructures, which makes it difficult to predict entire fuel behaviours by 

extrapolating from limited regions due to the unique contribution of each region13.   

Metal fuel. Metal fuels are fabricated by adding alloying elements to uranium or uranium-

plutonium fuels to enhance fuel properties, like melting temperature and irradiation 

resistance. For example, melting temperatures of U and U-40% Zr are 1400 K and 1795 K, 

respectively14. Many metal alloy fuels have been experimentally explored, like U-Cr and 

U-Mo in the UK Dounreay Fast Reactor15, U-Fs (Fs represents the mixture of Mo, Ru, Rh, 

Pd, Zr, and Nb) and U-Pu-Zr in US sodium-cooled breeder reactor EBR-II and the 
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following ARC-10016. Zr has been proven to be the best choice among various alloy 

elements because it efficiently enhances fuel-cladding compatibility by reducing 

interdiffusion between fuel and cladding17. Thus, more recent interests have focused on U-

Pu-Zr. Compared with other fuel types, metal fuels have the highest actinide density and 

thermal conductivity. For example, U-10% Zr metallic fuel pins at 85% smear density 

provide 35 % more 238U than UO2 pellets with a smear density of 93%18. However, metal 

fuels are not suitable for LFR due to solubility in coolant Pb and/or Bi, which may lead to 

fuel dissociation in cladding breaching accidents19. 

Mixed carbides. There are several types of carbide fuels, like UC, UC2, U2C3, and (U, 

Pu)C20. Among them, monocarbide is the most favoured one for FNR with others being 

attractive for high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. Carbide fuels have a higher thermal 

conductivity than oxides, which results in a lower fuel temperature. Consequently, fission 

gas release rates are lower in carbide fuels, which may lead to greater fuel swelling. This 

is also a problem for nitride fuels. To overcome this, a larger fuel-cladding gap width is 

necessary to provide enough space for fuel swelling20. Carbide fuels are mainly being 

researched in India, where a fast breeder test reactor (FBTR) with a fuel of 70% PuC + 30% 

UC has been running since 198521. 

Mixed nitrides. Thermal conductivity and actinide density of nitride fuels (UN+10-

20%PuN) are about 7 and 1.3 times higher than the widely used oxide fuel UO2
22. 

Moreover, nitride fuels have longer fuel cycle times than oxide fuels. For example, by 

replacing a standard UO2 fuel with UN at the same enrichment, in-core fuel residence time 

can be increased by 1.4 years, which will lead to fewer shut downs for reloading23. An 

additional advantage of nitride fuels is their good compatibility with lead coolant, making 

them the preferred fuel type for LFR19. It is worth noting that enriched 15N should be used 
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in nitride fuels to avoid 14C contamination by (n, p) reaction of 14N 24.  Consequently, 

additional costs are required to enrich 15N, which can be offset by lower U enrichment 

requirements in nitride fuels25. Another issue of nitride fuels is possible dissociations at a 

temperature significantly lower than their congruent melting point (3123 K for UN) if 

nitrogen pressure is lower than a critical point (2.5 × 105 Pa for UN)26. Nitride fuels are 

mainly being researched in USA, Russia, and Japan. (U, Pu)N fuel pins with Pu content of 

18.6 wt% have been tested in Japan’s JOYO experimental reactor27. In Russia, nitride fuels 

have been tested in SFR BOR-60 with Pu content of 42 wt% and 57 wt%, and are planned 

to be loaded in future SFR BN-1200 and LFR BREST as a part of the “Breakthrough” 

project11, 28-29. In the US, the secure transportable autonomous reactor (STAR) project is 

being designed and developed, which is an LFR using (U, TRU)N fuels (TRU represents 

transuranic elements)30. 

This thesis is focused on nitride fuels. 

1.1.2 Fission gas release model 

During the normal operation of nuclear reactors, fissions of actinides will generate amounts 

of fission products. Approximately 30% of the fission products are noble gases (Ng) xenon 

and krypton in UO2
31. Tests on the BOR-60 rector with a fuel of U0.55Pu0.45N found over 

75% of the gas-phase components in the fuel-cladding gap are Xe and Kr28. These Ng have 

very low solubility in the fuel matrix, which may migrate within fuel grains, form bubbles 

on grain boundaries, and/or release to fuel-cladding gaps. The presence of gases is 

detrimental to the thermomechanical properties of fuels in two aspects. On one hand, gas 

bubbles within the fuel matrix will lead to fuel swelling, which may induce pellet-cladding 

mechanical interaction32. Tanaka et al. experimentally and theoretically studied fission gas 

release (FGR) and swelling in (U, Pu)N fuel pins in the experimental fast reactor JOYO27. 
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They found around 15% of fission gases were retained in bubbles with a corresponding 

swelling of about 7.4%, which leads to clad deformation. On the other hand, gas release to 

gap or precipitation in bubbles will degrade gap thermal conductance or fuel thermal 

conductivity, respectively. Pastore et al. reported an increased centreline temperature of 

UO2 due to fission gas release, which positively feeds back to further FGR33. Thus, to 

predict fuel performance and conduct risk assessments, it is necessary to have a 

comprehensive understanding of fission gas release behaviours in nuclear fuel.  

Experimental fission gas release model 

The release of fission gas can be divided into three stages (Figure 1-3)31: At the first stage, 

fission gases are generated and transported in bulk. The main fission gases Xe and Kr, 

generated by the beta decay of fissile materials (e.g., U235 and Pu239), have very low 

solubility in the fuel matrix. They will be trapped by the thermal and irradiation induced 

defect clusters or sinks to form intragranular bubbles. Due to the impact of fission 

fragments, these bubbles may collapse, resulting in the release of gas atoms. Then the 

fission gas atoms will migrate within grains to form new intragranular bubbles, or migrate 

towards grain boundaries. The second stage is the formation of intergranular bubbles on 

grain boundaries (Figure 1-3(b)), and the growth of bubbles will link them to form paths 

for fission gas release to grain edges. At the third stage, grain edge tunnels will form, 

through which gases can be released to the fuel-clad gap (Figure 1-3(c)). In the whole 

process, bulk diffusion of single Ng atoms (in stage 1) is the slowest, which sets a timescale 

for FGR34.  
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Figure 1-3. Illustration of fission gas release stages. (a) A grain of polycrystalline materials. The 

grain faces are the planes in grey, and the grain edges are the black lines between the two faces. (b) 

Grain boundary bubbles (black dots). (c) Grain edge gas tunnels. Reprinted from reference 31 with 

permission from Elsevier. 

The bulk diffusion of a single Ng atom follows the Arrhenius law 𝐷 = 𝐷0exp(−
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

with 𝐷0 and 𝐸𝑎 being the pre-exponential factor and activation energy, respectively. By 

measuring releases of Ng from single and polycrystalline UO2 during irradiation, Turnbull 

et al. established a relation between Ng diffusion coefficient and temperature for bulk 

diffusion (Figure 1-4)35-37. At high-temperature (T > 1653 K with U enrichment of 20 %), 

motions of the Ng atoms are either independent or assisted by thermal vacancy 

concentration on the U sublattice, which is called intrinsic diffusion. Davies et al. reported 

an 𝐸𝑎  and 𝐷0  of 3.04 eV and 7.6× 10-10 m2/s, respectively38. In an intermediate 

temperature range, a lower activation energy was found, which leads to a higher diffusion 

coefficient. Turnbull et al. attributed this to a non-equilibrium vacancy concentration due 

to irradiation damage35, which is called radiation-enhanced diffusion. In the low-

temperature range, athermal contribution induced by irradiation dominates, although there 

are currently no widely accepted equations for athermal diffusion35.  
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Figure 1-4. Possible components of the in-pile noble gas diffusion coefficient. Reprinted from 

reference 35 with permission from Elsevier. 

Application of atomic simulation to fission gas release 

Density functional theory (DFT) is the best tool to study single gas atom diffusion in the 

bulk (step 1) considering the small number of atoms required to describe a bulk system. 

As introduced in chapter 2.9, the diffusion rate of Ng in a bulk is determined by the Ng 

preferred trap sites and migration between different trap sites.  

The preferred trap site of Ng in a fuel lattice is evaluated by the solution energy, which is 

the energy difference between a Ng-contained supercell and the corresponding perfect 

supercell. Alternatively, it can be calculated as the sum of the vacancy formation energy 

and Ng incorporation energy (the energy difference between a Ng-contained supercell and 

the corresponding defect supercell). Many studies found the most favourable trap site 

highly depends on fuel non-stoichiometry39-45. UO2 has a wide range of non-stoichiometry, 

which can be expressed as UO2±x with x being from a slightly negative value to 0.2546. 
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Using the DFT method, Andersson et al. thoroughly studied point defects and Xe 

incorporation behaviour in UO2
39, 42, 47-49. They found Xe solution energies, except for at 

Schottky defects, decrease from hypostoichiometric (UO2-x) to hyperstoichiometric 

conditions (UO2+x)
39. The same trend is reported by Vathonne et al. for Kr43. Moreover, as 

a semiconductor, the defect charge state, formed by bounding holes or electrons to the 

defects50, also affects the solution energy of Ng in UO2. Vathonne et al. found that bound 

Schottky defect (BSD, VUO2
0 ), charged U-O vacancy cluster (VUO

2−), and charged U vacancy 

( VU
4− ) are the most favourable trap sites for Kr in hypostoichiometric (UO2-x), 

stoichiometric (UO2), and hyperstoichiometric (UO2+x) conditions, respectively43. 

Differently, the most favourable site for Xe in UO2+x is neutral U vacancy (VU
0)39. Bulk and 

point defect properties of mixed dioxides ((U, Pu)O2, (U, Th)O2) have been investigated 

by several studies, which successfully established solid solution models for mixed 

oxides51-54. The effect of chemical disorder on bound Schottky defect formation energies 

has been investigated by Bathellier et al. using empirical potentials, which provides a 

strategy to study point defect properties in mixed nuclear fuel53. 

Compared with UO2, the non-stoichiometry range of UN is narrow55. And as metallic, the 

charge state is not necessary to be considered for nitrides. The incorporation of Ng in 

stoichiometric UN has been well studied, and close solution energies were reported by 

different work, which is thoroughly reviewed in chapter 356. By contrast, the work on 

nonstoichiometric UN is limited. Kocevski et al. discussed point defect formation energies 

under hyperstoichiometric (UN1+x) and hypostoichiometric (UN1-x) UN57. They found U 

anti-site and N vacancy in UN1-x are the most stable ones. The dependence of Ng 

incorporation on UN non-stoichiometry is first reported by our work in chapter 356. For 

mixed nitrides, simulations focused on their lattice properties58-59. Using the molecular 
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dynamics (MD) method, Kurosaki et al. studied the physicochemical properties of 

U0.8Pu0.2N
59. They found lattice parameter, thermal expansion coefficient, and 

compressibility of U0.8Pu0.2N are between the values of UN and PuN. Geometric and 

electronic properties of A0.5B0.5N (A, B = U, Np, Pu) are investigated by Zhang et al. using 

the DFT method58. They found that the 5f states of all actinide atoms do not overlap with 

each other. The Ng incorporation in mixed nitrides has not been studied at the atomic level 

before due to the complicated solid solution model of mixed nitrides. Using the special 

quasi-random structure method, we have constructed (U, Pu)N solid solution model and 

investigated Xe incorporation behaviour60. 

The preferred trap sites in some other fuels have also been studied44-45, 61-63. The same as 

nitrides, the charge state is not considered for carbides and silicides which are also metallic. 

Using the DFT method, Huang et al. calculated Xe incorporation energy in UC under 

different stoichiometric conditions45. They found the most favourable sites are U vacancy 

and vacancy cluster containing a VU and 3 VC under C-rich and U-rich conditions, which 

is consistent with other works. For U3Si2, U 2a vacancy is the most favourable one for all 

stoichiometric conditions, which is followed by interstitial site and Si vacancy44.  

In summary, in ceramic fuels, Ng prefers the trap sites containing actinide vacancy or 

actinide vacancy clusters.  

For migration between different trap sites in UN, using the empirical potential, Kocevski 

et al. found Xe jump between interstitial sites by forming a Xe-U dumbbell has the lowest 

energy barrier64. However, the solution energy of Xe at the interstitial site is much higher 

than that in a U vacancy site, leading to extra energy costs to move Xe from the most stable 

site to the interstitial one. By the ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) method, Zhang et 

al. found that an interstitial Xe atom spontaneously moves into the nearest-neighbouring 
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U vacancy site at low temperature without energy barrier65. Then Xe diffusion happens by 

binding a second assisted U vacancy. The migration energy barriers for Kr and Xe in 

antiferromagnetic UN between different U vacancy types are reported to be 0.47 – 3.69 eV 

and 0.83 – 3.87 eV, respectively, by Claisse et al. using the climbing image nudged elastic 

band (CINEB) method (Figure 1-5)66.  

   

Figure 1-5. Left: solute atom (blue ball) migration in antiferromagnetic UN. White and black balls 

represent U and N, respectively. Right: migration energy (Em /eV) of Xe and Kr in UN along the 

pathways as the left figure. Reprinted from reference 66 with permission from the American 

Physical Society (APS). 

Compared with UN, migration studies in UO2 are abundant31-32, 34. The vacancy 

mechanism has been proved to be the dominant one for Ng diffusion in UO2, which 

involves two steps: Xe jumps from the initial trap site to the assisting vacancy, and the 

vacancy migrates to another nearest neighbouring site. The second step can occur through 

a direct mechanism or an indirect mechanism34. In the former, a vacancy directly jumps to 

another nearest-neighbouring site (Figure 1-6)67. In the latter, a vacancy jumps to a second 

nearest-neighbouring site, then returns to another nearest one67. Using the CINEB method, 

Andersson et al. found migration of Xe between two VU
4− has the lowest barrier, which is 
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about 0.44 eV lower than that between two neutral U vacancies42. Introducing extra O 

vacancies to the cluster increases the barrier by 1 – 2 eV. But their calculated Xe intrinsic 

diffusion rate using these atomic data is over one order of magnitude lower than the 

experiments (red circles in Figure 1-7). Perriot et al. attributed this underestimation to 

applying the LDA + U functional to calculate migration barriers48. They found the GGA + 

U functional predicts migration barriers involving U vacancies around 1 eV lower than that 

using LDA + U, which well reproduces the experimental Xe diffusion coefficient (Figure 

1-7).  

 

Figure 1-6. Xe-tetravacancy (XeTV, Xe is trapped at VUO2 site) migration in UO2 assisted by a VU 

mechanism along the direct pathway. The black spheres, grey cubes, and small red cubes are XeU, 

VU, and VO, respectively. The large wireframe cube is a single unit cell of UO2 and the inner 

wireframe cube corresponds to the oxygen atom positions. Reprinted from reference 67 with 

permission from the American Physical Society (APS).  

For Ng migration in silicides, Andersson et al. used the CINEB method to study the 

migration of Xe in U3Si2
44. They found Xe migration is anisotropic and has the lowest 

barrier for jumping between two 𝑉U4h   sites in the ab plane. The energy barrier by the 

interstitial mechanism is larger than that by the vacancy mechanism. The same anisotropy 

has been reported by Hu et al.68, but they found the lowest-barrier pathway is U4h to U2a 

vacancy along the c direction with the energy barrier being 1 eV larger than that obtained 
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by Andersson et al.. Moreover, the energy barriers for other pathways are also significantly 

different in these works. 

 

Figure 1-7. Total Xe diffusivity in UO2 obtained by Perrit et al.. Reprinted from reference 48 with 

permission from Elsevier. 

In addition to energy barriers, attempt frequency is another important factor to calculate 

the diffusion coefficient, which is determined by the vibrational frequency of initial and 

transition states. However, DFT calculations of attempt frequency have been deemed too 

costly and difficult to pursue. Two approximate methods can be used in direct DFT 

calculations. The one is to fix matrix atoms and study the motion of migrating atoms only69-

71, which has been used in our work in chapter 472. The other is to approximate the original 

system by a smaller supercell, which contains migration atoms and their neighbouring 

matrix atoms only. This has been used by Andersson et al. to calculate Xe diffusivity in 

U3Si2
44.  

Alternatively, many studies choose to use the molecular dynamics method based on 

empirical potentials for the costly attempt frequency calculation, although the accuracy of 
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MD simulations highly depends on the quality of the potential. Several different potentials 

have been used for the UN. By fitting the changes of lattice parameters to temperature and 

pressure, a Morse-type potential function added to a Busing-Ida type potential has been 

developed by Kurosaki et al.73. Using this potential, the calculated heat capacity at constant 

volume agrees well with the experimental data. A parameter-free method based on lattice 

inversion was used by Chen et al. to derive another Morse-type potential for UN74. The 

thermal expansion coefficient of the UN has been well reproduced by this potential. But 

the defect behaviour has not been taken into consideration by these two potentials. Then, 

a new one in the form of angular-dependent potential (ADF) has been developed by Kuksin 

et al. using a force-matching method to study the diffusion of point defects in UN75. 

Although the calculated lattice parameter and elastic constant agree well with experiments, 

this potential fails to reproduce defect formation energies and migration energies obtained 

from DFT, as well as experimental formation energies of different U-N phases. Based on 

the same method, another ADF potential has been developed by Starikov et al. for a UN + 

Xe system76. Compared with Kuksin et al., they used a larger database by adding 10 new 

reference configurations. The calculated Xe diffusion coefficient agrees well with some 

experiments. Employing an empirical fitting procedure, a pairwise Buckingham potential 

with a many-body embedded atom method (EAM) has been developed by Kocevski et al. 

for Xe-incorporated UN57. DFT defect formation energies and Xe incorporation energies 

are well predicted by this potential, but the negative Xe-VU binding energy contrasts with 

the DFT value. They attributed this to the simplification of atomic interactions in the 

empirical potential. In the case of UO2, the development of empirical potentials has been 

thoroughly reviewed in reference 32. An intrinsic issue for these empirical potentials is the 

inability to describe charge transfer, which restricts atoms to their formal charges. For 

example, only the formal +4, -2, and 0 charges were considered for U, O, and Kr in the 
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study of Kr diffusion in UO2 using Buckingham-type potential43. Thus, careful tests are 

necessary when using the MD method with empirical potentials, which is usually achieved 

by comparing with the information obtained from the DFT.  

Using a combination of DFT and MD calculations, a full expression of Ng intrinsic 

diffusion coefficient in UO2 has been well established in several studies. Perriot et al. found 

XeU2O𝑦  clusters dominate Xe diffusion across the full temperature range with XeU2O 

having the highest rate48. The obtained Xe total diffusivity is in good agreement with 

experiments above 1400 K. The diffusion coefficients of Kr in non-stoichiometric UO2 

have been reported by Vathonne et al.43. Compared with that in UO2, the work on UN is 

still rudimentary. Only three works (including ours) have reported a full expression of Ng 

diffusion coefficient66, 72, 76, which have been thoroughly compared in chapter 472. While 

all these works focused on a single U vacancy-assisted mechanism, the effect of vacancy 

cluster size is still unclear. In U3Si2, Xe diffusion coefficient is found to be anisotropic, and 

the diffusivity is faster than that in UO2 under thermal conditions44. These data have been 

utilized in an engineer-level code BISON to predict U3Si2 fuel performance in an advanced 

test reactor, which has successfully reduced uncertainties of BISON results77.    

1.2 Molecular actinide-noble gas system 

Due to the periodic model and plane-wave basis used to predict Ng diffusion in nitride 

fuels, directly analysing the nature of actinide-Ng interaction becomes difficult. Molecular 

systems are particularly helpful for studying the nature of the An-Ng bond, which 

contributes to understanding Ng incorporation and migration in nuclear fuels. The direct 

U-Ng bond was first reported by Li et al. in 200278-79. During the synthesis of CUO by 

laser ablation of U and CO in noble gas matrices, they found that the vibrational spectrum 

of CUO in an Ar matrix was different from that in a Ne matrix and that the spectral shift 
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from Ne to Ar was much larger than the normal “matrix shift”. Combined with density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations, they assigned the new spectrum in Ar to triplet CUO, 

but singlet CUO in Ne matrix. Such matrix-induced ground-state reversal suggests direct 

Ar-U bonding, and is also found in Kr and Xe matrices. One year later, more CUO-based 

An-Ng complexes were reported80. These CUO(Ar)4-n(Ng)n (Ng=Kr-Xe, n=1-4) 

complexes have the same triplet ground-state as CUO-Ar, which further proves the ground-

state reversal induced by heavier noble gas matrices. Moreover, the U-Ng bond becomes 

stronger as the Ng moves down the noble gas group. This ground-state crossover is further 

proved by Tecmer et al. using the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) 

algorithm81. They found a larger quantum entanglement of Ar4 orbitals with CUO 

compared to that of Ne4. Andrews et al. attributed the U-Ng interaction mechanism to the 

donation of Ng lone pair electrons into vacant orbitals of U80. Therefore, positively charged 

actinide compounds, like UO2
2+, are expected to have stronger interaction with Ng 

elements. Later, the U-Ng complexes [UO2(Ne)6]
+, [UO2(Ng)5]

+ (Ng = Ar-Xe) and 

UO2(Ng)4 (Ng = Ne, Ar) were reported in succession82-83. The larger average U-Ar binding 

energy in [UO2(Ar)5]
+ (5.64 kcal mol-1) than that in CUO(Ar)4 (e.g. 3.85 kcal mol-1) proved 

the prediction and indicated the influence of molecular charge on U-Ng interaction 

strength80, 83, which is also found in AuXen
q+ 84. The IR spectrum of PuO2 in Ar matrix is 

significantly lower than the calculated value of the isolated molecule by the SO-CASPT2 

method, suggesting the different ground states of PuO2 in Ar matrix and gas phase. Similar 

to UO2, this may be because of the interaction of Pu and Ar85-86.  

Actinide-Ng (especially He) complexes are also potential molecules to achieve high 

coordination numbers. Coordination number (CN), originally defined as the total number 

of neighboring atoms directly bonded with the central atom in a molecule or ion, is a 

fundamental concept in coordination chemistry. The experimental and theoretical search 
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for compounds with high CN has a long history. Hermann et al. predicted the existence of 

PbHe15
2+ with CN of 15 by DFT calculation87. Most importantly, they predicted that even 

higher CN was expected to exist in charged actinide-He interactions. Motivated by their 

work, Kaltsoyannis theoretically studied the structure of charged actinides coordinated by 

He atoms and reported 17-coordinated Ac3+-He, Pa4+-He, and Th4+-He complexes (Figure 

1-8), a step forward as for several years previously the highest known CN was 1688. 

However, a year later, the 18-coordinated Ac3+-He compound was reported by Ozama et 

al., using the path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) method89. They found 18 He atoms 

were rigidly arranged in the first shell with a highly symmetrical D4d structure. Besides, 

they reported the significant influence of basis set superposition error (BSSE) on CCSD(T) 

calculations with ECP basis sets. BSSE was neglected by Kaltsoyannis, as the employed 

basis sets were extensive, which could account for the different results. Ozama’s work also 

indicated the possibility to get other stable charged actinide-He complexes with CN ≥ 18 

by appropriate methods. Our later simulation (chapter 6) proves the significant effect of 

BSSE90, and found the same 18-coordinated Ac3+-He structure. Moreover, the coordination 

number of 18 is found for Th3+-He and Th4+-He systems. 

 

Figure 1-8. Optimized structure of AcHe17
3+. Reprinted from reference 93 with permission from 

John Wiley and Sons. 
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Another field involving systems containing actinide and Ng is the Kr/Xe uptake and 

separation by metal-organic frameworks (MOF). Wang et al. successfully synthesized a 

new 3D Th-based organic framework (named SCU-11), in which Th4+ is 10-coordinate 

with a bicapped square prim coordination geometry91. This new MOF has high Xe capture 

capacity and Xe/Kr selectivity compared with previously reported materials. They 

attributed this to the similar window size to the Xe atomic radius and the higher affinity of 

Th4+ site to the more polarizable Xe over Kr due to the polarizability of Th4+. Later, Mi et 

al. reported a new Th-based MOF (Th-BPYDC-I), which has a higher Kr/Xe separation 

rate due to the smaller window size92. Several other actinide-based MOFs were reported 

later, which usually use tetravalent actinides, although their Kr/Xe separation ability and 

interaction mechanism with Kr or Xe are not investigated93. 

1.3 Summary, Aims, and Objectives 

In conclusion, although nitride fuels are promising candidates for the future fast reactors, 

the FGR model in them is still rudimentary. The central aim of this work is to develop a 

reliable method to model the FGR in nitride fuels. Specifically, the binary UN and ternary 

(U, Pu)N are studied. To achieve the overarching aim, following objectives are proposed: 

 evaluate the performance of the DFT method for nitride systems; 

 predict defect formation energies, Ng incorporation and migration energies in the 

considered nitrides; 

 establish diffusion coefficient equations of Xe and Kr in UN; 

 develop a comprehensive understanding of the nature of actinide-noble gas 

interactions. 

This thesis is arranged as following: 
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Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background of methods that have been used in this 

thesis, as well as the used software.  

Chapters 3-5 report calculations of Kr and Xe incorporation and diffusion in nitride fuels. 

The incorporation of Kr and Xe in uranium mononitride is reported in chapter 3, which 

was published in 2021 in the Journal of Physical Chemistry C (Lin Yang and Nikolas 

Kaltsoyannis, J. Phys. Chem. C 2021, 125, 26999-27008, 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcc.1c08523). Chapter 4 reports the diffusion of Kr and Xe in 

uranium mononitride, in which diffusion coefficient equations are established. This work 

was published in 2022 in the Journal of Nuclear Materials (Lin Yang and Nikolas 

Kaltsoyannis, J. Nucl. Mater. 2022, 566, 153803, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2022.153803). Chapter 5 extends the binary uranium 

mononitride work to uranium-plutonium mixed nitride. The effect of chemical 

environments on Xe and Kr incorporation and migration energy is reported. This work was 

published in the Journal of Nuclear Materials in 2023 (Lin Yang and Nikolas Kaltsoyannis, 

J. Nucl. Mater. 2023, 577, 154330, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2023.154330).  

Chapter 6 turns to molecular systems to study An-Ng interactions, which reveal the nature 

of the An-Ng interaction, and results consistent with chapter 3 and 5 have been found. 

Furthermore, highly-coordinated An-Ng complexes have been analysed to establish the 

covalency trend of the An-Ng bond across the An and Ng series. This work was published 

in 2021 in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics (Lin Yang, Sophie Cooper and Nikolas 

Kaltsoyannis, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2021, 23, 4167, DOI: 10.1039/d0cp06175a). 

Finally, general conclusions and expectations for future work are given. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

Quantum mechanics is a powerful tool to study the microscopic world, in which the 

physical framework established by classical mechanics is no longer applicable. The motion 

of microscopic particles follows the Schrödinger equation, which can be written as1: 

(−
ħ2

2𝑚
∇2 + 𝑉)𝛹 = 𝑖ħ

𝜕𝛹

𝜕𝑡
 

(2.1) 

in which ħ is the reduced Planck constant, and 𝑚 is the mass of the particle. 𝑉 is the 

external potential where the particle exists. 𝛹 is a wave function at each point at each time 

𝑡. The time-independent form can be written as: 

𝐻𝛹 = 𝐸𝛹 (2.2) 

in which 𝐻 is the Hamiltonian operator. As a solution to the Schrödinger equation, the 

wavefunction 𝛹 contains all information of a system in a certain state, which provides a 

theoretical possibility to simulate any system. However, it is nearly impossible to explicitly 

solve the equation because of the large number of particles (nuclei and electrons) in a real 

many-body problem. 

To overcome this difficulty, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is usually adopted2, 

assuming nuclear motions and electronic motions can be solved separately because 

electronic responses to the displacement of the nucleus are almost instantaneous due to 

their great mass differences. By the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the overall 

wavefunction can be written as a product of nuclear wavefunction (Ψ𝑁(𝐑)) and electronic 

wavefunction (Ψ𝑒(𝐫, 𝐑)): 
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Ψ(𝐫, 𝐑) = Ψ𝑁(𝐑)Ψ𝑒(𝐫, 𝐑) (2.3) 

And the overall Schrödinger equation can be divided into the electronic equation (2.4) and 

nuclear equation (2.5): 

𝐻0Ψ𝑒(𝐫, 𝐑) = 𝐸𝑒(𝐑)Ψ𝑒(𝐫, 𝐑) (2.4) 

[𝑇(𝐑) + 𝐸𝑒(𝐑)]Ψ𝑁(𝐑) = 𝐸Ψ𝑁(𝐑) (2.5) 

in which 𝑇(𝐑) is nuclear kinetic energy, and 𝐸𝑒(𝐑) is electronic contributions to the total 

energy. Once the electronic Schrödinger equation is solved, the electronic energy (𝐸𝑒(𝐑)) 

can be used as the potential to solve the nuclear equation. In other words, the many-body 

problem is converted to the many-electron problem. In the following, we focus on how to 

solve the electronic Schrödinger equation. 

However, even with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, exact solutions of the 

Schrödinger equation can only be found in very few simple systems. The Hamiltonian for 

many-electron Schrödinger equation can be expanded as1: 

𝐻0 = −∑
ħ2

2𝑚𝑒
∇𝑖
2

𝑁𝑒

𝑖=1

− 𝑗0∑∑
𝑍𝑙
𝑟𝑙𝑖

𝑁𝑛

𝑙=1

𝑁𝑒

𝑖=1

+
1

2
𝑗0∑

1

𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑒

𝑖≠𝑗

 
(2.6) 

=∑ℎ𝑖

𝑁𝑒

𝑖=1

+
1

2
𝑗0∑

1

𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑒

𝑖≠𝑗

 
(2.7) 

in which 𝑗0 =𝑒
2 4𝜋휀0⁄  . The first two terms of equation (2.6) are kinetic energy of 

electrons and potential energy between electrons and nuclei, which can be combined as the 

one-electron Hamiltonian (ℎ𝑖). While the third term, electron-electron interaction, inhibits 

the use of the variation principle to analytically solve the equation. Thus, further 
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approximation methods, like Hartree-Fock (HF), post-HF, and density functional theory 

(DFT), are developed to make computations feasible. 

2.1 Hartree-Fock method (HF) 

Hartree-Fock method (HF)3 treats the electron-electron interaction in an “average” way, 

which assumes that each electron is moving in an electrostatic field of the nuclei and an 

average field of other 𝑁𝑒 − 1 electrons. Then, the HF equation for an individual orbital 

wavefunction (𝜑𝑚(𝑖)) is: 

𝑓1𝜑𝑚(1) = 휀𝑚𝜑𝑚(1) 
(2.8) 

Where 𝑓1  is the Fock operator, defined by the Coulomb operator (𝐽𝑛 ) and exchange 

operator (𝐾𝑛): 

𝑓1 = ℎ1 +∑{2𝐽𝑛(1) − 𝐾𝑛(1)}

𝑛

 
(2.9) 

𝐽𝑛(1)𝜑𝑚(1) = 𝑗0 ∫𝜑𝑛
∗(2)

1

𝑟12
𝜑𝑚(1)𝜑𝑛(2) d𝜏2  

(2.10) 

𝐾𝑛(1)𝜑𝑚(1) = 𝑗0 ∫𝜑𝑛
∗(2)

1

𝑟12
𝜑𝑛(1)𝜑𝑚(2) d𝜏2  

(2.11) 

in which 𝑚 and 𝑛 refer to orbitals, and 1 and 2 refer to electrons. With a reasonable 

guess of an initial wavefunction, the Fock operator can be constructed. Then, equation (2.8) 

can be solved iteratively when the solutions converge to a pre-set threshold. And the overall 

many-electron wavefunction (Ψ(𝐫, 𝐑)) can be written as a Slater determinant1: 

Ψ(𝐫,𝐑) = ‖𝜑𝑎(1)𝜑𝑏(2)⋯𝜑𝑧(𝑁)‖ 
(2.12) 
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2.2 Post-Hartree-Fock methods 

As introduced above, the HF method does not fully consider the quantum mechanical 

effects on electron distribution because the effect of 𝑁𝑒 − 1 electrons on the target one is 

treated in an average way. Moreover, the instantaneous interaction between electrons is 

also not included in the HF method. These deficiencies are summarized as the lack of 

electron correlation1. To improve the description of electronic motions, some post-HF 

methods are proposed, like configuration interaction (CI)4, multi-configuration time-

dependent Hartree (MCTDH)5, Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPPT)6, coupled 

cluster (CC)7, etc. We here focus on the MPPT and CC because they are used in this thesis. 

2.2.1 Møller-Plesset many-body perturbation theory (MPPT) 

Møller-Plesset many-body perturbation theory (MPPT)6 goes beyond the HF level by 

adding perturbation terms to an unperturbed zero-order Hamiltonian (𝐻0
(0)

) to include the 

correlation energy: 

𝐻 = 𝐻0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘𝐻(𝑘)

𝑘

 
(2.13) 

in which 𝜆 is an arbitrary value to control the size of perturbation terms. Similarly, the 

perturbed wavefunction and energy can be written as: 

Ψ = Ψ0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘Ψ(𝑘)

𝑘

 
(2.14) 

𝐸 = 𝐸0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘𝐸(𝑘)

𝑘

 
(2.15) 

Applying these perturbed terms to the time-independent Schrödinger equation (equation 
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(2.2)) yields a new electronic equation: 

[𝐻0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘𝐻(𝑘)

𝑘

] [Ψ0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘Ψ(𝑘)

𝑘

]

= [𝐸0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘𝐸(𝑘)

𝑘

] [Ψ0
(0)
+∑𝜆𝑘Ψ(𝑘)

𝑘

] 

(2.16) 

in which 𝑘 represents the 𝑘th-order perturbation term. In MPPT, the MP𝑘 indicates that 

up to 𝑘th-order correction energies are included. 𝐻0
(0)

 is the HF Hamiltonian (𝐻𝐻𝐹), which 

is the sum of one-electron Fock operators: 

𝐻𝐻𝐹 =∑𝑓𝑖

𝑁𝑒

𝑖=1

 
(2.17) 

The HF ground-state wavefunction (Ψ0
(0)

) is the eigenfunction of 𝐻𝐻𝐹, and 𝐸0
(0)

 is the 

eigenvalue of 𝐻𝐻𝐹 . If we consider the first-order perturbation only, the first-order 

Hamiltonian (𝐻(1)) is: 

𝐻(1)(𝑖) =  𝑗0∑
1

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑗

−∑{2𝐽𝑛(𝑖) − 𝐾𝑛(𝑖)}

𝑛

 
(2.18) 

in which the sum of 𝑗 omits the electron 𝑖, and 𝑛 is all occupied orbitals. According to 

the perturbation theory, the first-order correction energy is the expectation value of 𝐻(1) 

over the ground-state HF wavefunction (𝐸(1) = ⟨Ψ0
(0)
|𝐻(1)|Ψ0

(0)
⟩ = 0), which represents 

the 𝐸𝑀𝑃1 is identical to the HF energy. The second-order correction energy is: 
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𝐸(2) =∑
⟨Ψ𝐽

(0)
|𝐻(1)|Ψ0

(0)
⟩⟨Ψ0

(0)
|𝐻(1)|Ψ𝐽

(0)
⟩

𝐸0
(0)
− 𝐸𝐽

(0)

𝐽≠0

 
(2.19) 

in which Ψ𝐽
(0)

 is the wavefunction of the excited orbital, and also the eigenfunction of 

𝐻𝐻𝐹  with the eigenvalue of 𝐸𝐽
(0)

 . The inclusion of the second-order correction is the 

commonly used MP2 method. And the higher-level MP3 and MP4 are also the standard 

methods for small molecules1. 

2.2.2 Coupled-cluster method 

Coupled cluster (CC) theory7 is a highly accurate computational method going beyond the 

HF level by introducing the cluster operator 𝐶 . Exact electronic wavefunctions can be 

obtained by correcting the HF wavefunction (Ψ0) by an exponential operator (𝑒𝐶): 

 Ψ = 𝑒𝐶Ψ0 
(2.20) 

with: 

𝑒𝐶 = 1 + 𝐶 +
1

2!
𝐶2 +

1

3!
𝐶3 +⋯ 

(2.21) 

in which 𝐶 is defined as the sum of all 𝑖-electron excitation operators 𝐶𝑖: 

𝐶 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶3 +⋯ 
(2.22) 

with: 

𝐶1Ψ0 =∑𝑡𝑎
𝑝Ψ𝑎

𝑝

𝑎,𝑝

𝐶2Ψ0 = ∑ 𝑡𝑎𝑏
𝑝𝑞Ψ𝑎𝑏

𝑝𝑞

𝑎,𝑏,𝑝,𝑞

 

(2.23) 

and so on. 𝑎, 𝑏 are the occupied orbitals, and 𝑝, 𝑞 are the virtual orbitals, i.e., unoccupied 
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orbitals. 𝑡𝑎
𝑝

 and 𝑡𝑎𝑏
𝑝𝑞

 are termed as single- and double-excitation amplitudes, and so on. 

Note that the double-excitation determinant can be derived from both 𝐶2Ψ0 and 𝐶1𝐶1Ψ0 

with the latter being one of the expansion terms of 𝑒𝐶1. The difference between these two 

operators is significant: 𝐶2Ψ0 results from a connected double-excitation amplitude 𝑡𝑎𝑏
𝑝𝑞

, 

while the other is caused by two single-excitation amplitudes 𝑡𝑎
𝑝𝑡𝑏
𝑞
. 

In the actual application of the CC method, CCD represents only the 𝐶2 operator is used 

while CCSD uses 𝐶 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2. In CCSDT, C is expressed as 𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶3. However, it 

is demanding to explicitly calculate a triple-excitation, and hence perturbation theory is 

usually used to estimate the triple-excitation contribution, giving the CCSD(T) method. 

2.3 Density functional theory (DFT)  

Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most dominant computational methods to 

study electronic structure. Different from the above wavefunction-based methods, the basic 

idea behind it is that the total energy of a many-electron system depends on its electron 

probability density 𝜌. 

2.3.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems 

The development of DFT is based on a set of assumptions, chief among them are two 

theorems proved by Kohn and Hohenberg and some equations proposed by Kohn and 

Sham1, 8-9. The first theorem is the Hohenberg-Kohn existence theorem: The ground-state 

energy and all other ground-state electronic structures of a system are uniquely determined 

by its electron density. With this theorem, the ground-state energy (𝐸) of a multi-electron 

system can be expressed as a functional of the electron density 𝜌(𝐫) at a point 𝐫 in space 

and written as 𝐸[𝜌] . Although the existence theorem directly connects ground-state 
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properties to its electron density, how to construct the functional is still a question. The 

second theorem, which is called the Hohenberg-Kohn variational theorem, gives some 

clues: The electron density that minimizes the energy functional is the true ground-state 

electron density. In other words, if the functional form is known, the electron density can 

be iteratively solved. 

2.3.2 Kohn-Sham equations 

Although the general guidance is obtained according to the Hohenberg-Kohn variational 

theorem, a further step is needed to write down the actual form of the energy functional 

described by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. W. Kohn and L. J. Sham proposed that such a 

task can be solved by introducing a fictitious reference system that has the same electron 

density as a real system9. This fictitious system consists of Ne non-interacting electrons 

moving in a hypothetical external potential 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝐫), and has an electron density of 𝜌(𝐫). 

As the electrons are non-interacting, the ground-state wavefunction of the reference system 

can be described by a single Slater determinant composed from a set of one-electron Kohn-

Sham spinorbital 𝜑𝐾𝑆: 

Ψ𝑟𝑒𝑓 = ‖𝜑𝑎
𝐾𝑆(1)𝜑𝑏

𝐾𝑆(2)⋯𝜑𝑧
𝐾𝑆(𝑁)‖ 

(2.24) 

And the electron density can be constructed from the set of Kohn-Sham spinorbitals: 

𝜌(𝐫) =∑|𝜑𝑚
𝐾𝑆(𝑖)|2

𝑁𝑒

𝑖

 
(2.25) 

Since an actual system has the same electron density as the reference one, the total energy 

of the actual system is: 
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𝐸[𝜌] = 𝐸𝐾[𝜌] + 𝐸𝐽[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑉[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] 
(2.26) 

where 𝐸𝐾[𝜌] is the kinetic energy, which is equal to that in the reference system. 𝐸𝐽[𝜌] is 

the electron-electron potential energy, which describes the Coulomb repulsion and can be 

expressed as: 

𝐸𝐽[𝜌] =
1

2
∬

𝜌(𝐫1)𝜌(𝐫2)

𝐫1𝐫2
𝑑𝐫1𝑑𝐫2 

(2.27) 

Self-interaction needs to be subtracted to eliminate the duplicate counts. 𝐸𝑉[𝜌]  is the 

electron-nuclear interaction energy. Exchange-correlation energy 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] can be divided 

into exchange part (𝐸𝑋[𝜌] ) and correlation part (𝐸𝐶[𝜌] ). The first three terms all have 

analytical forms, while the 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌]  cannot be analytically expressed. Then the single-

electron Kohn-Sham equation for an actual system can be written as: 

(−
ħ2

2𝑚
▽2+ 𝑉(𝐫𝑖) + 𝑉𝐽(𝐫𝑖) + 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝐫𝑖))𝜑𝑚

𝐾𝑆(𝑖) = 휀𝑖𝜑𝑚
𝐾𝑆(𝑖) 

(2.28) 

in which 𝑉(𝐫𝑖) , 𝑉𝐽(𝐫𝑖)  and 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝐫𝑖)  are the external potential due to charged nuclei, 

electron-electron potential, and exchange-correlation potential, respectively. With a 

reasonable guess of initial Kohn-Sham spinorbitals, equation (2.28) can be solved 

iteratively to obtain the ground-state properties of an actual system. 

2.3.3 Exchange-correlation functionals 

As mentioned above, the exact form of 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] (as well as 𝑉𝑋𝐶, which is the derivative of 

𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌]) is unknown, and scientists thus make great efforts to develop approximate forms. 

Perdew et al. proposed that current exchange-correlation functionals can be divided into 

five rungs with accuracy increasing from LDA to Generalized-RPA, which is the well-
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known Jacob’s ladder (Figure 2-1)10-11.    

Local density approximation (LDA) lies at the lowest level in Jacob’s ladder, which is the 

simplest approach to approximate the exchange-correlation energy9. LDA is mainly 

derived from the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) model, in which an electron density is 

considered as uniform12. 𝑉𝑋𝐶 at each point can be replaced by the known potential of the 

HEG with the same electron density as that position. Then the exchange-correlation energy 

is: 

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴[𝜌] = ∫𝜌(𝐫)휀𝑋𝐶(𝜌(𝐫))𝑑𝐫 

(2.29) 

in which 휀𝑋𝐶(𝜌(𝐫)) is the exchange-correlation energy of the HEG that have the electron 

density 𝜌(𝐫).  

 

Figure 2-1. Jacob’s ladder of density functional approximations10-11. 

LDA depends only on the local electron density at a point, while the density gradient is 

neglected. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) method involves this factor13-

15, in which 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] can be written as:  
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𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝐴[𝜌] = ∫𝑓( 𝜌(𝐫), ∇𝜌(𝐫))𝑑𝐫 

(2.30) 

where ∇𝜌(𝐫) is the electron density gradient, and 𝑓() is the chosen function and varies in 

different GGA functionals. The usually used PW91 and PBE belong to this family14, 16. 

Although GGA functionals overcome the over-binding problem of the LDA method, it still 

has some drawbacks. The first one is that they failed to consider the van der Waals (vdW) 

interaction, which leads to inaccuracy in the reaction energy calculation17-18. Another one 

is related to self-interaction errors (SIE) resulting from the interaction of a single electron 

with its one density. Due to the SIE, wrong band gaps are sometimes predicted for systems 

with localized f electrons, like actinide and its oxide compounds19.   

The development of meta-GGA, the third rung of Jacob’s ladder, is based on two different 

lines. The first one makes use of the kinetic energy densities (𝜏(𝐫)) of the occupied Kohn-

Sham orbitals (𝜑𝑖(𝐫))
 20: 

𝜏(𝐫) = ∑
1

2
|∇𝜑𝑖(𝐫)|

2

𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝

𝑖

 
(2.31) 

Then 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] can be written as: 

𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎−𝐺𝐺𝐴[𝜌] = ∫𝑓( 𝜌(𝐫), ∇𝜌(𝐫), 𝜏(𝐫))𝑑𝐫 

(2.32) 

Due to the orbital dependency of the above approximation, the corresponding exchange-

correlation potential 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝐫𝑖) = 𝜕𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎−𝐺𝐺𝐴[𝜌] 𝜕𝜌⁄   cannot be directly calculated from 

the electron density. Thus, another line is to use the Laplacian of electron density 

(∇2𝜌(𝒓))21: 
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𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎−𝐺𝐺𝐴−𝐿[𝜌] = ∫𝑓( 𝜌(𝒓), ∇𝜌(𝒓), ∇2𝜌(𝒓))𝑑𝒓 (2.33) 

This is also called orbital-free meta-GGA functional.  

The next rung is hybrid approaches, in which the exact exchange energy from HF theory 

is incorporated with that from the DFT level. For example, the commonly used PBE0 

functional is composed of a 3:1 ratio of PBE and HF exchange energy and full PBE 

correlation energy22. In general, hybrid functionals predict a more accurate band gap 

compared with that of GGA, but the cost is more demanding. 

However, the above local, semi-local, and hybrid functionals do not consider the long-

range van der Waals (vdW) forces, which makes them less reliable on systems where vdW 

forces are important. To properly describe these systems in the DFT calculations, a 

correction dispersion term (𝐸𝐶,disp) can be added to the conventional density functionals 

(𝐸𝑋𝐶
SL/hybrid

)23:   

𝐸𝑋𝐶 = 𝐸𝑋𝐶
SL/hybrid

+ 𝐸𝐶,disp 
(2.34) 

There are several approaches that have been reported to construct the dispersion term. One 

is the atom-based pair type, which is a sum over the atom pairs24: 

𝐸𝐶,disp = −∑ ∑ 𝑓𝑛
damp

(𝑅𝐴𝐵)
𝐶𝑛
𝐴𝐵

𝑅𝐴𝐵
𝑛

𝑛=6,8,10,⋯𝐴<𝐵

 
(2.35) 

in which 𝐶𝑛
𝐴𝐵, 𝑅𝐴𝐵, and 𝑓𝑛

damp
 are the dispersion coefficients, distance between atom 

pair A-B, and damping function, respectively. The usually-used DFT-D3 belongs to this 

type.  

Another one is vdW-DF functionals, originally proposed by Dion et al.25: 
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𝐸𝐶,disp =
1

2
∬𝜌(𝐫)𝜇(𝐫, 𝐫′)𝜌(𝐫′) 𝑑3𝑟𝑑3𝑟′ 

(2.36) 

in which 𝜇(𝐫, 𝐫′) is some generally defined function depending on 𝐫 − 𝐫′. Due to the 

double spatial integration in this approach, it is therefore non-local and more expensive to 

calculate.  

The first four rungs of Jacob’s ladder consider only the occupied orbitals and fail to 

describe long-range interaction. Unoccupied orbitals are included in the fifth rung by 

random phase approximation (RPA)26-27. It provides a good description of long-range vdW 

interaction but has a huge error in short-range28. These errors can be cancelled out in solids 

from the energy difference, like surface reaction energy and formation energy29. But the 

error cancellation for molecules is still imperfect30. 

2.4 Basis set  

In both HF-based and DFT methods, a set of basis functions must be used to construct 

wavefunction and charge density, which is the so-called basis set. For molecular 

calculations, atom-centred basis sets are commonly used. While for extended solid systems, 

plane-wave basis sets are used when the periodic boundary condition is implemented. 

2.4.1 Atom-centered basis set 

The molecular orbital is a linear combination of atomic basis functions. And two 

commonly used basis functions are Slater-type orbitals (STOs) and Gaussian-type orbitals 

(GTOs)1, 31. STOs can be written as32: 

𝜓𝑛𝑙𝑚𝑙
(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝑁𝑟𝑛eff−1𝑒−𝜁𝑟𝑌𝑙𝑚𝑙

(𝜃, 𝜑) 
(2.37) 

where 𝑛, 𝑙 and 𝑚𝑙 are quantum numbers. The effective principal quantum number 𝑛eff 
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is related to the true principal quantum number (𝑛) as follows: 

𝑛 → 𝑛eff: 1 → 1  2 → 2  3 → 3  4 → 3.7  5 → 4.0  6 → 4.2 

𝑁 is a normalization constant, and 𝑌𝑙𝑚𝑙
(𝜃, 𝜑) is a spherical harmonic. Orbital exponent 

휁 describes the radial distribution. STOs have the same form as hydrogen-like orbitals, 

which are infinite at nuclei. A complete basis set consists of STOs with all permitted 

integral values of the quantum numbers and all positive values of 휁 . However, the 

evaluation of many-center two-electron integrals is impractical.  

GTOs33, proposed by S.F. Boys in 1950, have the form of: 

𝑔𝑖𝑗𝑘(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑) = 𝑁𝑥
𝑖𝑦𝑗𝑧𝑘𝑒−𝛼𝑟

2
𝑌𝑙𝑚𝑙

(𝜃, 𝜑) 
(2.38) 

in which the origin of the coordinates is the nucleus of an atom. 𝑁 is a normalization 

constant, and 𝛼 is a positive exponent, describing how diffuse the orbital is. 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘 

are non-negative integers, taking values as follows: 

Table 2-1. Possible 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘 values in Gaussian-type orbital 

 Possible combination Orbital Type 

𝑖 = 𝑗 = 𝑘 = 0 (0, 0, 0) s 

𝑖 + 𝑗 + 𝑘 = 1 (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) p 

𝑖 + 𝑗 + 𝑘 = 2 
(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 

2) 
d 

 

The most important advantage of GTOs is the product of two GTOs equals a GTO centred 

in the middle of two centres. As a result, a two-electron integral on many centres can be 

considered as an integral over two different centres, which is more computationally 
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feasible. However, GTOs give a poor description of orbitals at nuclei (𝑟 → 0), which are 

not able to show the cusp (Figure 2-2)31. Moreover, GTOs decay too rapidly as 𝑟 increases 

(Figure 2-2). To solve this limitation, several GTOs are usually linearly combined to form 

a contracted Gaussian function 𝜒0
1, 34: 

𝜒0 =∑𝑑0𝑖𝑔𝑖 (2.39) 

where 𝑔𝑖 is primitive GTOs, taking the form of equation (2.38), and 𝑑0𝑖 is contraction 

coefficients. 

 

Figure 2-2. Unit exponent normalized STO versus GTO. Reprinted from reference 31 with 

permission from Elsvier. 

In the simplest condition, each orbital from elementary valence theory is represented by 

one function, and the set of functions is called a minimal basis set. For example, a minimal 

basis set for Li to Ne (1s, 2s, and three 2p orbitals) consists of 5 basis functions. However, 

accurate calculations need a larger basis set because energies generated by a minimal basis 

set are not close to the HF limit. A commonly used method to extend a basis set is to double 

or triple the radial basis functions for each orbital, which is called double zeta (DZ) or 

triple zeta (TZ) basis set with the zeta representing the exponent of the STO basis functions. 

The increase of basis functions for all orbitals is computationally demanding. A 

compromise method between accuracy and efficiency is a split-valence basis set (SV basis 
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set), in which only the number of basis functions for valence orbital increases. Another 

method to improve accuracy is to include the polarization of orbitals. When atoms bond to 

form molecules, atomic orbitals are distorted by neighbouring atoms, which can be 

accounted for by including orbitals with 𝑙  values higher than the maximum 𝑙  in 

elementary valence theory. Another common additive is diffuse functions, in which basis 

functions are extended further from nuclei. This is important for anions because they have 

more diffusive orbitals than neutral or cationic atoms.   

2.4.2 Basis set superposition error 

The use of finite basis sets can lead to basis set superposition errors (BSSE), which usually 

occur in interaction energy calculation1. Take the interaction energy (𝐸int) between two 

atoms as an example: 

𝐸int(AB) = 𝐸(AB) − 𝐸(A) − 𝐸(𝐵) (2.40) 

where 𝐸(AB) , 𝐸(A) , and 𝐸(B)  are energies of compound AB, atom A, and atom B, 

respectively. If we use a finite basis set for atoms A and B, orbital for compound AB is the 

linear combination of the basis set for atom A and B in the calculation. In other words, the 

basis set for compound AB is larger than that for individual atoms, which can non-

physically lower the 𝐸(AB) and incorrectly generate lower interaction energy. 

A commonly used method to correct the BSSE is counterpoise correction35, in which the 

total energy of atoms A and B are calculated from the basis set that is used for compound 

AB. To achieve this, a ghost atom is introduced in the single atom calculation with the 

distance (𝑟AB) being the same as that in the compound. The ghost atom has a basis set on 

it but no electrons to fill the orbitals. 
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2.4.3 Plane waves  

Crystalline solids are constituted by periodically repeating unit cells, which include a 

regular array of atoms. In direct space, the primitive unit cell is the parallelepiped defined 

by Bravais lattice vectors 𝐚1, 𝐚2, and 𝐚3 with the volume (Ω) of: 

Ω = 𝐚1 ∙ (𝐚2 × 𝐚3) (2.41) 

And every lattice point can be described by these translation vectors: 

𝐑 = 𝑛1𝐚1 + 𝑛2𝐚2 + 𝑛3𝐚3 
(2.42) 

The periodicity of lattices (𝑎) produces a periodic potential, in which electrons move. We 

can recall the wavefunction of an electron in one-dimensional periodic potentials, which 

takes the form of plane waves (𝑒𝑖k∙𝑥) with the wave vector 𝑘 satisfying 𝑘1 = 𝑘2 +𝑚 ∙

2𝜋 𝑎⁄ . We can see the wavefunction takes the periodicity of 2𝜋 𝑎⁄ . 

Reciprocal lattice vectors (𝐛𝑖) are defined as: 

𝐛𝑖 ∙ 𝐚𝑗 = 2𝜋𝛿𝑖𝑗 (2.43) 

where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is Kronecker delta. And every point in reciprocal space can be written as: 

𝑮 = 𝑚1𝐛1 +𝑚2𝐛2 +𝑚3𝐛3 (2.44) 

Bloch proposed that the eigenstate of an electron in a periodic potential can be written as 

the product of a plane wave and a periodic function, which is the well-known Bloch’s 

theorem36: 

𝜑𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) = 𝑒𝑖𝐤∙𝐫𝑢𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) (2.45) 
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in which the wave vector 𝐤 takes values from the first Brillouin zone. The index 𝑗 runs 

over all states at the same 𝐤. 𝑢𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) is a function that has the same periodicity as the 

lattices. By Fourier transformation, every periodic function can be expanded in a set of 

complete and orthonormal plane wave basis: 

𝑓𝐺
𝑃𝑊 =

1

√Ω
𝑒𝑖𝐆∙𝐫 

(2.46) 

Therefore, the periodic function 𝑢𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) can be written as: 

in which 𝑐𝑗(𝐆, 𝐤) are expansion coefficients. And the full wavefunction can be written as: 

𝜑𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) =
1

√Ω
∑𝑐𝑗(𝐆, 𝐤)𝑒

𝑖(𝐆+𝐤)∙𝐫

𝐆

 (2.48) 

In real calculation, it is impractical to infinitely sum over all G vectors, which can be 

approximated by a finite sum over a set of k-points in the Brillouin zone. And there are a 

lot of schemes to sample the points, like the usually used Monkhorst-Pack and Γ-centered 

approaches37. And cutoff energy (𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡) is also used to truncate basis functions, which is 

defined as: 

1

2
|𝐤 + 𝐆|2 ≤ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡 (2.49) 

which means at each k-point, only G vectors with kinetic energy lower than 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡  are 

included in the basis. 

It is important to note that the biggest difference between plane waves and atom-centred 

𝑢𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫) = 𝑢𝑗(𝐤, 𝐫 + 𝐑) =
1

√Ω
∑𝑐𝑗(𝐆, 𝐤)𝑒

𝑖𝐆∙𝐫

𝐆

 (2.47) 
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basis sets is that plane waves do not depend on the positions of nuclei, which implies that 

they are delocalized and good at dealing with delocalized electrons. 

2.4.4  Pseudopotential 

Most chemical interaction is governed by valence electrons, and core electrons are inert. 

To reduce computational costs, core electrons can be considered together with a nucleus 

as a rigid core with a cutoff radius of 𝑟𝑐  by frozen-core approximation. Then the 

interaction between valence electrons and core is represented by a smooth effective 

potential, which is called pseudopotential in solid-state theory or effective core potential 

(ECP) in molecular quantum chemistry36. 

 

Figure 2-3. A sketch of pseudopotential. Blue dashed lines represent real nucleus potential and the 

wavefunction in it. Red solid lines are pseudopotential and the corresponding wavefunction. 𝑟𝑐 is 

cutoff radius. Reprinted from reference 38.  

As shown in Figure 2-3, real wavefunctions of valence electrons oscillate rapidly in the 

core region (𝑟 < 𝑟𝑐) to satisfy the orthogonality to the wavefunctions of core electrons. It 

is impractical to accurately reproduce them because the required basis set size will be 

extremely large. By pseudopotentials, the valence electrons in the core region can be 

described by a smooth pseudo wavefunction, which only requires a small basis set size. 
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And the pseudo wavefunctions outside the core region (𝑟 > 𝑟𝑐) are identical to their true 

wavefunctions. The basis set size can be reduced by increasing the core region or 

optimizing the smoothness of pseudopotentials.  

 

Figure 2-4. O 2p wavefunction (solid line), and corresponding pseudo wavefunctions generated 

from HSC (dotted line) and USPP (dashed line). Reprinted from reference 41 with permission from 

the American Physical Society (APS). 

There are two commonly used pseudopotentials with plane waves: norm-conserving 

pseudopotentials and ultrasoft pseudopotentials36. The norm-conserving pseudopotential, 

first proposed by Hamann, Schluter, and Chiang (HSC) in 1979 and further developed by 

others39, keeps the normalization of pseudo wavefunction inside the core region to ensure 

that the pseudo wavefunction outside the core region is as close to the true wavefunctions 

as possible40. In this method, the cutoff radius lies around the outermost maximum of all-

electron wavefunctions to assure the norm-conservation condition. However, for systems 

containing highly localized valence orbitals (e.g., O 2p orbitals), the resulting basis set size 

will be large. The ultrasoft pseudopotential (USPP), proposed by Vanderbilt, can solve this 

problem41. In USPP, the norm-conservation constraint is relaxed, and a charge difference 

term 𝑄𝑖𝑗  between charges obtained from pseudo and all-electron wavefunctions is 

introduced into a nonlocal overlap operator. Then, the all-electron wavefunctions of each 
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state can be transferred to pseudo functions independently. And the 𝑟𝑐  can be moved 

beyond the outermost maximum of all-electron wavefunctions (as O 2p orbital in Figure 

2-4). 

By generalization of the ideas of USPP and linear augmented-plane-wave methods, Blöchl 

proposed the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method42. In the PAW method, a whole 

space can be divided into interstitial region ΩI and a collection of non-overlapping atomic 

regions Ω𝑎 . The true wavefunction is derived from a pseudo wavefunction by linear 

transformation43: 

|Ψ⟩ = |Ψpseudo⟩ +∑(|𝜙𝑖⟩ − |�̃�𝑖⟩)⟨𝑝𝑖|Ψpseudo⟩

𝑖

 
(2.50) 

in which 𝜙𝑖  and �̃�𝑖  are all-electron and pseudo partial waves, respectively. Pseudo 

partial waves are equivalent to all-electron partial waves at the ΩI region, while at the Ω𝑎 

region, the pseudo wavefunction is only a computational tool and an approximation to the 

true wavefunction without the requirement of norm-conservation. 𝑝𝑖  is the projector 

function, which satisfies ⟨𝑝𝑖|�̃�𝑖⟩ = 𝛿𝑖𝑗.  

For the development of ECPs, there are two different approaches: shape-consistent and 

energy-consistent44. The former is termed norm-conserving pseudopotentials in solid state 

theory, which is based on the same basic idea as above45. The energy-consistent ECPs rely 

on total valence energies while making no use of wavefunction information46-47. 

Parameters for energy-consistent ECPs are adjusted to make the following expression 

become a minimum: 
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𝑆 =∑𝑤𝐼(𝐸𝐼
𝐸𝐶𝑃 − 𝐸𝐼

𝐴𝐸 + ∆𝐸shift)
2

𝐼

≔ min 
(2.51) 

in which 𝐸𝐼
𝐸𝐶𝑃 and 𝐸𝐼

𝐴𝐸 represent the total valence energies for a state I at the ECP and 

all-electron (AE) levels, respectively. The weight 𝑤𝐼 is used to increase the accuracy of 

the states of interest. ∆𝐸shift is the global shift from the all-electron (AE) reference state, 

which allows a systematic deviation of the 𝐸𝐼
𝐸𝐶𝑃 from the reference AE value. A large 

number of reference states is necessary to generate accurate parameters. 

The use of ECPs also provides an efficient way to consider relativistic effects, which is 

important for actinide elements48-49. As shown in equation (2.52), the mass of an electron 

significantly increases because it moves at a large velocity: 

𝑚 = 𝑚0[1 − (𝑣 𝑐⁄ )2]−
1
2 

(2.52) 

in which 𝑚0  is the rest mass. 𝑣  and 𝑐  are the velocity of the particle and light, 

respectively. Since orbital angular momentum is conserved, the electron mass increase 

leads to orbital contraction. For actinides, inner orbitals, i.e., s-orbitals, contract more 

strongly due to the larger velocity of inner electrons. Consequently, the screening of the 

nucleus increases, which leads to radial expansions of d- and f-orbitals50. Another 

complication induced by relativistic effects is spin-orbital coupling (SOC). It is a result of 

the interaction of spin and orbital magnetic moments of an electron. For AE calculations, 

additional computational efforts are required to account for relativistic operators. While in 

ECPs calculations, these operators for valence electrons can be replaced by their 

nonrelativistic analogs, and relativistic contributions are accounted for by a suitable 

parametrization of the ECPs to relativistic reference data. Thus, using relativistic ECPs 

(RECPs) can significantly save costs while ensuring accuracy. For actinides, the most 
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widely used RECP is the Stuttgart-Cologne energy-consistent small-core (60 core electrons) 

with the associated valence basis sets51-53. 

2.5 Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) 

The above HF, post-HF, and DFT methods focus on the ground state of a specific system 

and neglect the time dependence. But experimental measurement is an average over a huge 

number of states and finite time. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation provides a 

theoretical framework to study this average behaviour by computing the time evolution of 

the system and averaging over a sufficiently long time. MD methods determine the motions 

of particles by numerically solving Newton’s law36: 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎 → −∇𝐸 = 𝑚�̈�(𝑡) (2.53) 

In classical MD, predefined forces fields or potentials are required to describe the many-

body interactions, which limits its application in systems where chemical bonding patterns 

change qualitatively during simulation time. Moreover, once only one species has been 

changed in a well-studied system, huge efforts are needed to build a new potential or forces 

field. 

In ab initio MD (AIMD), the forces can be directly obtained from ab initio electronic 

structure calculation methods, e.g., DFT. Two commonly used AIMD methods are Born-

Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) and Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics 

(CPMD)36. In BOMD, electronic structures are calculated by solving the time-independent 

Schrödinger equation (equation (2.4)), and the position of nuclei follows classical 

mechanics: 
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𝑀𝐼�̈�𝐼(𝑡) = −∇𝐼min{〈Ψ|𝐻0|Ψ〉} 

𝐸0Ψ = 𝐻0Ψ 
(2.54) 

in which 𝑀𝐼  and 𝐑𝐼  are mass and position of the 𝐼 th nucleus. This requires an SCF 

calculation of the electronic structure at each MD step. To prevent this costly self-

consistent minimization at each step, Car and Parrinello introduce a fictitious dynamical 

variable, writing as an extended Lagrangian36, 54: 

ℒ𝐶𝑃 =∑
1

2
𝑀𝐼�̇�𝐼

𝐼

+∑𝜇〈�̇�𝑖|�̇�𝑖〉

𝑖

− 〈Ψ|𝐻0|Ψ〉 +∑Λ𝑖𝑗(〈𝜑𝑖|𝜑𝑗〉 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗)

𝑖𝑗

 
(2.55) 

in which 𝜇 is the fictitious mass of electrons. Lagrange multipliers Λ𝑖𝑗 is used to ensure 

orthonormality. And the corresponding equations of motion are: 

 𝑀𝐼�̈�𝐼(𝑡) = −∇𝐼〈Ψ|𝐻0|Ψ〉 

𝜇�̈�𝑖(𝑡) = −𝐻0𝜑𝑖 +∑Λ𝑖𝑗𝜑𝑗
𝑗

 
(2.56) 

After an initial electronic minimization, the fictitious dynamical variable keeps them on 

the ground state corresponding to new nuclei configurations. 

2.6 Special quasi-random structure (SQS)  

Special quasi-random structure (SQS) approach is an efficient and popular tool to generate 

disordered crystalline alloys55-56. Optimization of SQS is based on a criterion that cluster 

correlations in SQS should be consistent with corresponding cluster correlations in fully 

disordered structures.  

To understand the SQS, we should start with cluster correlation. For a crystalline 
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compound consisting of 𝑀𝑖 species, the site occupation can be described by a variable 𝜎𝑖, 

which takes values from 0 to 𝑀𝑖 − 1 . For a given structure, by constructing a point 

function 𝛾(𝜎𝑖) for each site, we then can quantify correlations between occupied multiple 

sites. A list of sites considered to calculate the correlation is defined as a cluster 𝛼. A cluster 

function (𝛤𝛼(𝜎)) is the product of all point functions: 

𝛼𝑖 specifies the type of point functions for each site in the cluster, which takes the value 

from 0 to 𝑀𝑖 − 1 with 𝛼𝑖 = 0 representing the site is not in the cluster. The point function 

should satisfy the orthogonality condition: 

It needs to be mentioned that the equation (2.57) is the product over all lattice sites. To 

reduce it to the cluster only, point functions also need to meet the condition of 𝛾0,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖) =

1. Then the cluster correlation is defined as: 

in which the 〈⋯ 〉𝛼  is an average of all clusters 𝛼′  that is equivalent to cluster 𝛼  by 

symmetry. In a fully disordered structure, atom distributions should be fully random and 

independent. Thus, the cluster correlation (𝜌𝛼(𝜎
𝑟𝑛𝑑)): 

𝛤𝛼(𝜎) =∏𝛾𝛼𝑖,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)

𝑖

 
(2.57) 

1

𝑀𝑖
∑ 𝛾𝛼𝑖,𝑀𝑖

(𝜎𝑖)𝛾𝛽,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)

𝑀𝑖−1

𝜎𝑖=0

= {
1if𝛼𝑖 = 𝛽𝑖
0otherwise

 
(2.58) 

𝜌𝛼(𝜎) ≡ 〈𝛤𝛼′(𝜎)〉𝛼  
(2.59) 

𝜌𝛼(𝜎
𝑟𝑛𝑑) = 〈∏𝛾𝛼𝑖

′,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)

𝑖

〉𝛼 =∏〈𝛾𝛼𝑖
′,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)〉𝛼

𝑖

 
(2.60) 
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in which 〈𝛾𝛼𝑖
′,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)〉𝛼 is directly related to average compositions of site i, i.e., the cluster 

correlation depends on compositions only.   

Take a binary AxB1-x system as an example. In a binary compound, the commonly used 

point function is based on the language of the Ising model:   

{
 
 

 
 𝛾1,2(0) = −1atomAatsite𝑖incluster

𝛾1,2(1) = +1atomBatsite𝑖incluster

𝛾0,2(0) = +1atomAatsite𝑖outsidecluster

𝛾0,2(1) = +1atomBatsite𝑖outsidecluster

 
(2.61) 

Then the 〈𝛾𝛼𝑖
′,𝑀𝑖
(𝜎𝑖)〉𝛼  is equal to 𝑥 × (−1) + (1 − 𝑥) × 1 = 1 − 2𝑥 . And pair cluster 

correlations for fully disordered A0.5B0.5 and A0.25B0.75 are 0 × 0 = 0  and 0.5 × 0.5 =

0.25, respectively.  

SQS is generated by enumerating all possible structures of a given compound. The smaller 

the cluster correlation of the generated structure differs from a fully disordered state, the 

more random the structure is.  

2.7 Diffusion coefficient from atomic jump process 

Diffusion coefficient. If we consider macroscopic diffusion in solids from a microscopic 

view, it is actually continuous individual jumps of a particle between neighbouring lattice 

sites. And the total displacement is a sum of discrete jump lengths, which is in the order of 

lattice parameter in crystal. To establish diffusion coefficient equations, we can start with 

a simple model: interstitial diffusion in a cubic crystal. As in Figure 2-5, with driving forces, 

a net flux 𝐽 from plane 1 to 2 is57: 

𝐽 = 𝛤𝑛1 − 𝛤𝑛2 
(2.62) 
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in which 𝛤 is the jump rate from plane 1 to plane 2, i.e., the number of jumps per unit time. 

𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the number of interstitial atoms per unit area in planes 1 and 2, respectively. 

And they can be related to a volume concentration 𝐶 by: 

𝑛𝑖 = 𝐶𝑖 × 𝜆 
(2.63) 

in which 𝜆 is jump length. 𝐶 changes slowly as a function of distance variable 𝑥: 

𝐶1 − 𝐶2 = −𝜆
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
 

(2.64) 

Inserting equations (2.63) and (2.64) to (2.62), the flux 𝐽 is: 

𝐽 = −𝜆2𝛤
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
 

(2.65) 

 

Figure 2-5. Schematic representation of interstitial diffusion of atoms in a lattice 

By comparing equation (2.65) with Fick’s first law 𝐽 = −𝐷∇𝐶, we can see the diffusion 

coefficient 𝐷 = 𝛤𝜆2 . Considering that particles can jump to 6 nearest-neighbouring 

interstices in a cubic lattice, the jump rate to a particular site is 𝛤 =
1

6
𝛤𝑡𝑜𝑡 . Thus, the 
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diffusion coefficient is: 

𝐷 = 
1

6
𝛤𝑡𝑜𝑡𝜆

2 
(2.66) 

We can see that the diffusion coefficient is determined by jump rates and jump distance, 

the latter can be easily obtained from the lattice parameter. The question now turns to the 

calculation of jump rate 𝛤. 

Jump rate. In a crystal, atoms oscillate around their equilibrium positions. To jump to a 

nearest-neighbouring vacancy or interstitial site, they need to squeeze through matrix 

atoms, which requires extra energy and high oscillated frequency. Using statistical 

thermodynamics, Vineyard proposed the individual jump rate 𝜔 (number of jumps per 

unit time to a particular neighbouring site) can be calculated by58: 

𝜔 = 𝑣0exp(−
𝐺𝑚

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

(2.67) 

in which 𝑣0  is attempt frequency, i.e., the vibrational frequency of the diffusing atom 

along the diffusion path. 𝐺𝑚 is Gibbs free energy of migration. 

In vacancy-assisted diffusion (Figure 2-6), the most important mechanism for self- and 

solute diffusion in crystalline solids, each atom moves through continuous exchanges with 

a neigbouring vacancy. The jump rate is thus also determined by the probability 𝑝 to find 

a vacancy near the tracer or solute atom. For self-diffusion, the probability 𝑝 is equal to 

site fraction of a vacancy, which can be calculated by equation (2.68) in thermal 

equilibrium57: 
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𝑝 = 𝐶𝑉 = exp(−
𝐺𝑉
𝑓

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) = exp(

𝑆𝑉
𝑓

𝑘𝐵
)exp(−

𝐻𝑉
𝑓

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

(2.68) 

in which 𝐺𝑉
𝑓
, 𝐻𝑉

𝑓
, and 𝑆𝑉

𝑓
 are vacancy formation Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, 

respectively. For solute diffusion, interactions between the solute atoms and neighbouring 

vacancies can affect the probability by: 

𝑝 = 𝐶𝑉exp(
𝐺𝐵

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

(2.69) 

where 𝐺𝐵 is Gibbs free energy of solute-vacancy binding. Thus, the jump rate of self- (𝛤) 

and solute diffusion (𝛤2, subscript 2 is used to distinguish it from self-diffusion) by the 

vacancy-assisted mechanism are: 

 

𝛤 = 𝜔𝐶𝑉 

𝛤2 = 𝜔𝐶𝑉exp(
𝐺𝐵

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

(2.70) 

And the total jump rates are the product of 𝛤 (or 𝛤2) and coordination number 𝑍 in the 

lattice.  

 

Figure 2-6. Monovacancy-assisted diffusion mechanism 
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Transition state search. As introduced in equation (2.67), the calculation of the jump rate 

involves the migration Gibbs free energy and attempt frequency, which requires the 

vibrational and energetic properties of the transition state (TS). According to harmonic 

transition state theory (hTST)59-60, the search for optimal transition states is the search for 

the highest-energy point along the minimum energy path (MEP). MEP is the most probable 

path connecting initial (IS) and final states (FS). And the maximum on MEP is the first-

order saddle point on a potential energy surface (PES), i.e., the maximum along one 

direction and the minimum along other directions. 

Nudged elastic band (NEB) method is an efficient tool to find the MEP61. It inserts a set of 

images between IS and FS, and adds a spring interaction between the neighbouring images 

to mimic an elastic band. The total force (𝐹𝑖) on each image is: 

𝐹𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖
𝑠|∥ − ∇𝐸(𝐑𝑖)|⊥ 

(2.71) 

where 𝐑𝑖  is a coordinate of an image 𝑖  with 𝐑0  and 𝐑𝑁  being IS and FS which are 

fixed. 𝐹𝑖
𝑠|∥ is spring forces along the local tangent: 

𝐹𝑖
𝑠|∥ = 𝑘(|𝐑𝑖+1 − 𝐑𝑖| − |𝐑𝑖 − 𝐑𝑖−1|)�̂�𝑖   

(2.72) 

in which 𝑘  is a spring constant and �̂�𝑖  is a normalized vector along the local tangent. 

∇𝐸(𝐑𝑖)|⊥ in equation (2.71) is a true force perpendicular to the local tangent: 

∇𝐸(𝐑𝑖)|⊥ = ∇𝐸(𝐑𝑖) − ∇𝐸(𝐑𝑖) ∙ �̂�𝑖 
(2.73) 

where 𝐸(𝐑𝑖) is the energy of the system. Then images are moved along the total force 

defined by equation (2.71) and converged on MEP when 𝑘 is same for all images. 

The climbing image NBE (CI-NEB) method includes a small modification to the NEB by 
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driving the highest-energy image to the saddle point62-63. The force on this image is 

modified to: 

𝐹𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −∇𝐸(𝑹𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 2∇𝐸(𝑹𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥)|∥ 

= −∇𝐸(𝑹𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 2∇𝐸(𝑹𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∙ �̂�𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 �̂�𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥  
(2.74) 

By equation (2.74), the energy of the highest-energy image is not affected by the spring 

and can climb to the highest point on MEP. 

Correlation factor. It needs to be noted that the above jump rate assumes all jumps are 

independent. This is true for interstitial diffusion considering each interstitial solute is 

likely to be surrounded by enough empty interstitial sites in a dilute interstitial solution. 

The probability of a solute atom jumping to each site is equal and independent of the 

previous step. But for vacancy-assisted diffusion, the motions of atoms are dependent on 

the previous jump, which can be accounted for by a correlation factor 𝑓 .57 Take self-

diffusion as an example (Figure 2-6), after a first tracer-vacancy exchange, the probability 

of vacancy to one of its nearest neighbouring sites is uniform, which is equal to 
1

𝑍
. But the 

tracer atom has a higher probability of immediately jumping back, which leads to no net 

displacement. We then need the correlation factor to correct the total displacement induced 

by these immediate “jump backs”: 

𝑓 = lim
𝑛→∞

〈𝑹2〉

〈𝑹random
2 〉

 
(2.75) 

in which 𝑹  and 𝑹random  are real and uncorrelated total displacement of a particle by 

sequence atomic jumps, respectively. And 〈⋯ 〉  takes an average over an ensemble of 

particles. 
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Unfortunately, it is hardly possible to directly measure the 𝑓. Measurements of the isotope 

effect, which is close to the real correlation factor, have been made for self-diffusion. It is 

found the 𝑓  highly depends on crystal structures and diffusion mechanisms, and the 

database has been well established for self-diffusion57. For example, the 𝑓  of self-

diffusion by vacancy mechanism in body-centre cubic and face-centre cubic are 0.7272 

and 0.7815, respectively64-65. Solute diffusion is more complex than self-diffusion, which 

also depends on solute species. The 𝑓 of solute diffusion is usually described by the so-

called “five-frequency model”, proposed by Lidiard et al.66-67. 

2.8 Analytical techniques 

2.8.1 Quantum theory of atoms-in-molecule (QTAIM) 

Different from molecular orbital analysis, the quantum theory of atoms-in-molecules 

(QTAIM) is based on the topology of electron density68-70. For a molecule, electrons are 

distributed throughout real space, with electron density (𝜌(𝐫)) being measurable. Nuclei 

act as positive attractors in a negative electron cloud. Take the electron density of the 

phenolic region of a morphine molecule as an example (Figure 2-7), we can see 𝜌(𝐫) 

reaches a maximum at the positions of nuclei, at which the first derivative of electron 

density (∇𝜌(𝐫)) is zero. 

There are also some local maximum or minimum points between nuclei, at which ∇𝜌(𝐫) 

are also zero. The points where ∇𝜌(𝐫) = 0 are called “critical points (CP)”. And an atom 

is defined as an area 𝛀 surrounded by surfaces (𝑆(𝛀)) on which flux of ∇𝜌(𝐫) is zero. 

And these zero-flux surfaces are defined as interatomic surfaces: 

∇𝜌(𝐫) ∙ 𝑛(𝐫) = 0 (2.76) 
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in which 𝑛(𝐫)  is a unit vector normal to surface 𝑆(𝛀) . A bond path (BP) is a line 

connecting two atoms through the interatomic surface and having local maximum electron 

density. 

 

Figure 2-7. A relief map representing the electron density of the phenolic region of the morphine 

molecule. Reprinted from references 70 with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 

To distinguish different CPs, we can introduce another important term, Laplacian of 

electron density ∇2𝜌(𝐫), which represents curvatures of electron density: 

∇2𝜌(𝐫) =
𝜕2𝜌(𝐫)

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝜌(𝐫)

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝜌(𝐫)

𝜕𝑧2
 

(2.77) 

Along each direction, a positive (+1) or negative (−1) curvature represents a minimum or 

maximum of electron density along this direction at the CP; the sum of signs is termed as 

signature 𝜎. We can then classify CPs according to the number of non-zero curvatures 𝜔

and signature 𝜎, and donate them as (𝜔, 𝜎): (3, -3) nuclear critical point; (3, -1) bond 

critical point; (3, +1) ring critical point; (3, +3) cage critical point. 

Bond critical point (BCP) properties, e.g., electron and energy density, are useful 
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descriptors to evaluate the nature of chemical bonds. Electron density at BCP (𝜌BCP ) 

reflects bond strength: 𝜌BCP > 0.2au  and < 0.1au  generally represent covalent and 

closed-shell bonding, respectively. The sign of ∇2𝜌(𝐫) at BCP (∇2𝜌BCP) indicates if the 

electron density concentrates ( ∇2𝜌(𝐫) < 0 ) or depletes ( ∇2𝜌(𝐫) > 0 ) at BCP. As 

mentioned above, ∇2𝜌(𝐫) is the sum of three curvatures, two of which are negative while 

the third one is positive at BCP. In closed-shell bonding (e.g., ionic bonding), the positive 

one is dominant and ∇2𝜌BCP > 0 . In contrast, ∇2𝜌BCP < 0  in covalent bonding70. For 

energy density at BCP, a local form of the virial theorem can be written as: 

ħ2

4𝑚
∇2𝜌(𝐫) = 2𝐺(𝐫) + 𝑉(𝐫) 

(2.78) 

in which 𝐺(𝐫) is gradient kinetic energy density and is always positive. 𝑉(𝐫) is potential 

energy density, which is the average of virial forces exerted on the point and is always 

negative. Thus, bonding with ∇2𝜌BCP < 0  is dominated by a local reduction of 𝑉(𝐫) . 

Conversely, it is governed by a local excess of kinetic energy.  

QTAIM method also provides a tool to directly measure bond orders, i.e., the number of 

electron pairs shared between two atoms by integrating exchange density over an atomic 

volume, which is termed as delocalization index (𝛿)70-71. The delocalization index between 

two atoms (𝛿(𝐴, 𝐵)) is defined as: 

𝛿(𝐴, 𝐵) = 2|𝐹𝛼(𝐴, 𝐵)| + 2|𝐹𝛽(𝐴, 𝐵)| 
(2.79) 

in which 𝐹𝜎(𝐴, 𝐵) is Fermi correlation: 

𝐹𝜎(𝐴, 𝐵) = −∑∑𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝐴)𝑆𝑗𝑖(𝐵)

𝑗𝑖

 

(2.80) 
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where 𝑆𝑖𝑗(Ω) is overlap integrals of two spin orbitals (𝜎 = 𝛼or𝛽) over a region Ω. 

2.8.2 Interacting quantum atoms (IQA) 

Based on QTAIM, Blanco et al. proposed an energy partitioning method – interacting 

quantum atoms (IQA)72. According to the IQA approach, the total energy of a molecule 

can be written as: 

𝐸 =∑𝐸net
𝐴

𝐴

+∑∑𝐸int
𝐴𝐵

𝐵≠𝐴𝐴

 
(2.81) 

in which 𝐸net
𝐴   and 𝐸int

𝐴𝐵 are atomic net energy and interatomic interaction energy, 

respectively: 

𝐸net
𝐴 = 𝑇𝐴 + 𝑉𝑒𝑛

𝐴𝐴 + 𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐴 

𝐸int
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑉𝑛𝑛

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑒𝑛
𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑛𝑒

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐵 

(2.82) 

where 𝑇𝐴 is atomic kinetic energy. 𝑉𝑖𝑗
𝑋𝑌 (X, Y = A, B and i, j = e, n) is the interaction 

energy between i of atom X and the j of atom Y. 

𝐸int
𝐴𝐵 is a good indicator of interactions between two atoms. The electron-electron term can 

be further partitioned into Coulomb (C), exchange (X), and correlation terms (corr): 

𝑉𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑉𝐶

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑋
𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉corr

𝐴𝐵  
(2.83) 

Then 𝐸int
𝐴𝐵 can be rewritten as: 

𝐸int
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑉cl

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉xc
𝐴𝐵 

(2.84) 

where 𝑉cl
𝐴𝐵  and 𝑉xc

𝐴𝐵  are classical and exchange-correlation interaction energy, 

respectively: 
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𝑉cl
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑉𝑛𝑛

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑒𝑛
𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝑛𝑒

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉𝐶
𝐴𝐵 

𝑉xc
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑉𝑋

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑉corr
𝐴𝐵  

(2.85) 

𝑉xc
𝐴𝐵 contains all quantum terms and is a good descriptor of covalent contributions to the 

interatomic energy. The more negative the 𝑉xc
𝐴𝐵 is, the higher the degree of covalency. 

2.9 Software Used 

VASP. The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)73-76, developed by the Hafner 

Research Group at the University of Vienna, is used throughout chapters 3-5. It is a 

powerful tool for performing ab initio quantum mechanical calculations for periodic 

systems using plane wave basis sets and pseudopotentials. PAW method implemented in 

VASP is used in this thesis. The basic methodology for VASP is density functional theory 

(section 2.3), which is the main method used in this thesis. The code is compatible with 

many external tools or scripts, like the transition state searching tool VTST62-63, 77 and 

electronic structure plotting script vaspkit. 

TURBOMOLE. TURBOMOLE78 is a molecular ab initio computational chemistry 

program developed by the group of Professor Reinhart Ahlrichs at the University of 

Karlsruhe, which is used in chapter 6 with version 7.3. The code is capable of using many 

post-HF methods for quantum chemical simulations of molecules and clusters, like the 

MP2 used in this thesis.  

AIMAll. All QTAIM and IQA calculations in chapter 6 were conducted in AIMAll79 

version 17.11.14, which is developed to perform quantitative and visual Atoms in 

Molecules analyses.   
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ABSTRACT: Uranium nitride is a material of considerable fundamental interest
and is a promising candidate for an advanced nuclear fuel. We here study intrinsic
point defects and incorporation of the fission gas atoms Kr and Xe in UN by
density functional theory, including the first report of the effects of non-
stoichiometry. The defect formation energies of U and N vacancies are found to be
highly dependent on stoichiometry. The most stable defect types are N vacancies
under U-rich and near-stoichiometric conditions but U vacancies under N-rich
conditions. The existence of a defect significantly affects the magnetic moment of
UN, especially defects involving U vacancies. The incorporation of Kr and Xe in
UN induces relaxation of the atomic positions of U and N atoms adjacent to Kr or
Xe, with the displacement induced by Xe being more significant than that by Kr due to the larger atomic radius of the former. The
calculated solution energy of Kr and Xe in a perfect UN supercell shows that the most energetically favorable sites are Schottky
defects and U vacancies under U-rich and N-rich conditions, respectively. Under near-stoichiometric conditions, Kr and Xe behave
differently, with the former preferring a U vacancy and the latter preferring the Schottky defect. Bader charge analysis indicates larger
charge transfer to noble gases on Kr incorporation than on Xe incorporation, consistent with the higher electronegativity of Kr.

■ INTRODUCTION
Uranium nitride (UN) is a metallic solid with a face-centered
cubic crystal structure. It is interesting both fundamentally and
also because it is a promising candidate for use as a nuclear fuel
in so-called Generation IV nuclear reactors due to its high
metal density and melting temperature and excellent thermal
conductivity.1,2 Given the difficulty of experimentally studying
radioactive materials such as UN, computational simulation is
particularly valuable, although the use of density functional
theory (DFT) to study the electronic structure of actinide
materials is not straightforward due to the combined
challenges of relativistic effects and the strong correlation of
5f electrons. Indeed, standard DFT functionals can yield
erroneous predictions for actinide materials, most notably the
failure of GGA functionals to reproduce the experimentally
determined insulating behavior of the actinide dioxides; the
over-delocalization of the 5f electrons by the GGA approach
incorrectly predicts these oxides to be metallic.3 This is
typically corrected by the application of the Hubbard U term,
which reduces the 5f delocalization.4−8

Over time, the radioactive fission of the actinide atoms in
nuclear fuel generates a large number of products, including
the noble gases (Ng) Kr and Xe, which have a low solubility in
the fuel. These gas atoms may migrate in the fuel matrix, form
bubbles inside and on the boundary of the grains, or escape to
the fuel-clad gap, with the former leading to fuel swelling and
the latter degrading the thermal conductivity of fuel rods.9

Fission gas behavior in UO2 nuclear fuel has been extensively
studied,10−15 including by computational approaches; Ander-

sson et al. developed diffusion coefficient models of Xe and Kr
in UO2 by combining DFT with empirical potentials, which
qualitatively agrees with the available experimental data.13,14

They also reported significant influence of non-stoichiometry
on Ng behavior in UO2.
For the safe and efficient use of nitride fuels, it is therefore

important to have a comprehensive understanding of their
properties, including the generation and migration of fission
products in the fuel matrix, especially as post-reactor studies
using (U, Pu)N mixed fuel found relative yields of 19 and
19.3% of Kr and Xe, respectively, in the fuel-clad gap.16

However, compared with UO2, gas release models for UN are
rudimentary. There are several theoretical works on the
behavior of Kr and Xe in UN,17−20 but they are based on
different methods and the results are not consistent. Klipfel et
al. studied the incorporation of Kr and Xe in UN using the
DFT/GGA(PBE) approach;17 although spin-polarization was
included, it is not clear whether an antiferromagnetic (AFM)
or ferromagnetic (FM) order was used. They found that the
preferred trap site for Ng is the Schottky defect (SD), and a
weak charge transfer to Ng was reported. Zhang et al.
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investigated the incorporation and migration of Xe in AFM by
the DFT + U method;20 although their Xe incorporation
energies are close to the values reported by others,17,19 the UN
defect formation energies are quite different from other works
that used standard GGA functionals.21,22

The discrepancy might originate from the different
descriptions of the UN electronic structure by the DFT and
DFT + U approaches. According to angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (ARPES),23 the U 5f electrons are fully
itinerant in UN. A theoretical study by the self-interaction-
corrected local spin density (SIC-LSD) approach also showed
the itinerant electronic structure of UN24 and reported that
standard LSDA approaches which treat all the U 5f electrons as
itinerant successfully reproduced the experimental UN band
structure.23 However, including the Hubbard U correction
overestimated the U 5f localization with the states near the
Fermi level being underestimated,18,25 which is contrary to the
strong and narrow U 5f peak near the Fermi level in the
photoemission spectrum.26 Although conventional DFT gives
a good description of the UN electronic structure, the FM state
is predicted to be the ground state by the PBE functional,25

and FM ordering is always used in UN research work when the
standard DFT approach is employed.17,22,27 Therefore,
comparison between the defect and Ng incorporation behavior
in AFM and FM UN is needed to support the use of the FM
state.
Based on the above-mentioned considerations, in this work,

we systematically study the incorporation behavior of Kr and
Xe in AFM and FM UN. Bulk properties are predicted by the
PW91, PW91 + U, PBE, SCAN, and HSE06 functionals to
compare their performance in describing the UN fuel matrix.
Then, the formation energies of UN intrinsic point defects
(vacancy, Frenkel pair, and SD) are calculated, and the effect
of non-stoichiometry is investigated. Finally, the incorporation
of Kr and Xe in perfect and defective UN is simulated. We
believe that our work is interesting both fundamentally and
that it may contribute to fission gas release models in UN.

■ METHODS

DFT Calculations. The DFT calculations reported in this
work are conducted using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP) version 6.1.2.28−30 The cutoff energy for the
plane waves is set to 520 eV. Up to 640 eV was tested with the
total energy being listed in Table S1, which shows that the
total energy change in the UN bulk is less than 0.01% above
520 eV. The orbital partial occupancy is described by the
Methfessel−Paxton method with a smearing width of 0.2 eV.
The tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections was used to
accurately describe the electronic density of states. The
Monkhorst−Pack sampling method with 10 × 10 × 10 k-
point meshes was applied for bulk ground-state studies.
The crystal structure of UN is face-centered cubic (NaCl).

Experimental work shows that UN is a conductor with an AFM
ordering under 53 K.31 To predict the ground state of the UN
bulk, we assessed the performance of four DFT approaches:
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the
PW9132 and PBE33 functionals, the meta-GGA SCAN
functional,34 the hybrid HSE0635 functional, and the
Hubbard-corrected PW91 + U method. For the latter, the
rotationally invariant method introduced by Dudarev et al.36

was used, with an effective Hubbard parameter (Ueff) of 1.85
eV, which has been shown to perform well for UN.21

The defect formation energy and Ng incorporation behavior
are studied in a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell (64 atoms) using a 3 × 3 ×
3 k-point mesh. Meshes up to 5 × 5 × 5 were tested with the
results being listed in Table S2, which shows that the total
energy is well-converged at 3 × 3 × 3. During geometry
optimization, the volume and shape of the supercell were fixed
with only the atomic positions being allowed to relax, thus
avoiding volume changes induced by the interaction between
the defect and its periodic images.37 All the structures were
optimized with a force convergence limit of 0.01 eV/Å.

Defect Formation Energies and Ng Incorporation
Energies. The incorporation of impurities in UN is facilitated
by point defects. In this work, the U vacancy (VU), N vacancy
(VN), U Frenkel pair (FPU), N Frenkel pair (FPN), and UN SD
are considered. Because UN is metallic, the defect charge state
is not taken into consideration. The defect formation energies
(Ef) are calculated from

∑ μ= − ± +E E E n Ef defect perfect A A el (1)

where Edefect and Eperfect are the total energies of the defective
and perfect UN supercell, respectively, and nA and μA are the
number and chemical potential of all atoms added or removed
to create the defect, respectively. Considering that the
stoichiometry of the supercell containing SDs does not change,
the formation energy of the SD can be simplified as

= − −
E E

n
n

E(SD)
1

f defect perfect (2)

in which n is the number of formula units in the perfect UN
supercell. Then, the formation energy of the SD is independent
of the chemical potential. Eel is the energy correction term due
to the elastic field induced by point defects. The inclusion of
defects or solute atoms in the crystal matrix is expected to
induce a long-range elastic field. Due to the supercell approach,
in which the periodic model is implemented, the defect or
solute atom can interact with its periodic images. When the
supercell size is sufficiently large, the elastic field will vanish
within the supercell and have a negligible effect on the defect
formation energy. However, 2 × 2 × 2 is insufficient to neglect
such interactions,38 especially for large defects (e.g. SD). Thus,
the elastic field correction term is necessary. The method
introduced by Varvenne et al.39 and the ANETO script
developed by them are used to estimate this term.
Similar to the defect formation energy, the Ng solution

energy [Es(Ng)] is the energy needed to incorporate the Ng
atom in the perfect UN supercell, which can be calculated from

∑ μ= − ± +∈E E E n E(Ng)s Ng defect perfect A A el (3)

where ENg∈defect is the UN supercell containing the Ng atom at
the defect site. To evaluate the ability of UN to trap the Ng
solute atom into the pre-existing defect, the Ng incorporation
energy [Ei(Ng)] is calculated from

μ= − − +∈E E E E(Ng)i Ng defect defect Ng el (4)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Properties of the UN Bulk. As stated in the Introduction,

previous calculations of Ng behavior in UN have employed the
DFT + U method,19,20 which fails to correctly describe the
electronic structures of itinerant actinide compounds (e.g., UC,
PuC, and PuN25,40−42). Application of conventional DFT
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predicts FM UN as the ground state.25,43 To compare the
performance of different functionals, we studied both the FM
and AFM UN bulk properties with the GGA (PBE and
PW91), PW91 + U, SCAN, and HSE06 approaches. The
calculated relative energy (ΔE/eV), lattice parameter (a/Å),
and magnetic moment (μ/μB) are listed in Table 1. The
relative energy is the energy difference between AFM and FM
states.

The GGA functionals perform significantly differently from
the hybrid and meta-GGA functional and the DFT + U
scheme, with the later three behaving similarly. PW91 and PBE
predict FM to be the ground state, with the total energy of the
AFM states being 0.13 and 0.16 eV higher, respectively. By
contrast, the AFM state is predicted to be the ground state by
PW91 + U, SCAN, and HSE06, and the energy difference
between the two magnetic states obtained from HSE06 is the
largest. The calculated lattice parameters are all reasonably
close to the experimental data; while PW91 + U and HSE06
slightly overestimate the value, the standard GGA functionals
and SCAN are opposite. Turning to the magnetic moment,
UN is experimentally observed to be AFM below 53 K with a
magnetic moment of 0.75 μB.

31 The calculated values vary
significantly, and the conventional DFT functionals reproduce
experiments better, with the value obtained from PW91 being

the closest to experimental data. PW91 + U, SCAN, and
HSE06 significantly overestimate the magnetic moment. The
UN magnetic order originates from the itinerant U 5f
electrons,23 but DFT + U and the hybrid functional
overestimate the localization of the 5f electrons. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no studies of the SCAN
functional’s performance in describing the electronic structure
of 5f compounds, but it overestimates the magnetic moment of
transition metals due to over-localization of the 3d electrons.44

The magnetic moment of FM UN is slightly larger than that of
the AFM state for PW91, PBE, and PW91 + U, while it is
opposite for SCAN and HSE06.
To further study the electronic structure of UN, the density

of states (DOS) is calculated and is plotted in Figure 1a−d. A
non-self-consistent calculation is not currently supported for
meta-GGA functionals in VASP, so the SCAN data are not
included. It can be seen from Figure 1a−d that all the
functionals correctly predict UN as metallic, but the states near
the Fermi level are quite different. Figure 1d shows that the
HSE06 U 5f DOS at the Fermi level is low, and Figure 1c
indicates that this is also the case at the GGA + U level, as
observed in other studies.18,25 This is in disagreement with
photoemission and ARPES experiments, which see a strong U
5f peak near the Fermi level (0−2 eV).23,26 The DOS obtained
from PW91 and PBE better reproduce experiment. The
underestimation of states near the Fermi level by DFT + U and
HSE06 is because the localization of U 5f electrons is
overestimated, and states that should be near the Fermi level
are over-stabilized to lower energy (Figure S1). This is clearly
related to the high magnetic moment obtained from PW91 +
U and HSE06, as discussed above.
Overall, the standard GGA functionals predict very similar

values for the lattice parameter and magnetic moments of the
FM and AFM states and indicate that the FM arrangement is
the ground state by a small energy, by contrast to PW91 + U,
SCAN, and HSE06, which predict an AFM ground state.
However, the electronic structure of UN is better reproduced
at the GGA level, and we therefore favor this approach for our

Table 1. Relative Energy (ΔE), Lattice Parameter (a), and
Magnetic Moment (μ) of AFM and FM Bulk UN Obtained
from Various Density Functionals and from Experiments

method ΔE/eV a/Å μ/μB

AFM FM AFM FM AFM FM

PW91 0.128 0 4.856 4.870 0.97 1.17
PBE 0.158 0 4.865 4.868 1.05 1.25
PW91 + U 0 0.074 4.927 4.916 1.59 1.71
SCAN 0 0.235 4.856 4.837 1.65 1.37
HSE06 0 0.448 4.927 4.912 1.92 1.58
expt31 4.886 0.75

Figure 1. Density of states of the AFM UN bulk at (a) PW91, (b) PBE, (c) PW91 + U, and (d) HSE06 levels.
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calculations. As PW91 performs better than PBE for the
magnetic moment calculation, it is used in the following defect
and Ng incorporation studies.
Intrinsic Point Defects. As discussed above, the PW91

functional reasonably describes the electronic structure of UN
but predicts the FM order as the ground state. In this section,
we study the effect of the magnetic order (AFM and FM) on
the defect structure and formation energy. Based on the
optimized UN unit cell, the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is established
to study the intrinsic point defects in UN. VU, VN, FPN, FPU,
and UN SD are considered. For AFM UN, a U atom with a
positive magnetic moment was removed to create the VU and
SD.
As stated in eq 1, the chemical potentials of U and N are

needed for the vacancy formation energy calculation. Many
previous studies have taken a N2 molecule and α-bulk U as
reference states to calculate the chemical potential of N and U,
respectively.17,22 However, the chemical potential should be a
range and is highly related to stoichiometric conditions.
According to the phase diagram of UN,45 near-stoichiometric
UN should be bound by U-rich conditions (in equilibrium
with bulk U) and N-rich conditions (in equilibrium with
U2N3). Using the total energy of bulk α-U and U2N3, the
calculated μU and μN are as follows: −11.98 eV < μU < −11.15
eV and −10.99 eV < μN < −10.17 eV (details are given in the
Supporting Information). Hence, the range of the U chemical
potential in UN is 0.83 eV, larger than the 0.24 eV for UC46

though smaller than the 7.59 eV for UO2.
14 We, therefore,

consider the following conditions in our work

(i) U-rich conditions (UN1−x) with μU = −11.15 eV and
μN = −10.99 eV;
(ii) N-rich conditions (UN1+x) with μU = −11.98 eV and
μN = −10.17 eV;
(iii) Near-stoichiometric conditions (UN) with μU =
−11.56 eV and μN = −10.58 eV (midpoint of the range).

The calculated defect formation energies (Ef) of AFM and
FM UN under the three conditions are listed in Tables 2 and
S5, and the energies without the elastic field correction are
summarized in Tables S3 and S4. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no previous work discussing the effect of

non-stoichiometry on the UN defect formation energies. The
defect formation energies [Ef

(1)] calculated versus bulk U and
the N2 molecule are also provided.
The formation energies of single U and N vacancies

calculated from the N2 molecule and bulk α-U are close for
the AFM and FM states, 3.17 and 4.42 eV for the former and
3.43 and 4.56 eV for the latter. The lower formation energy of
the U vacancy shows that it is energetically more favorable
than the N vacancy. N and U vacancy formation energies
obtained in other works are summarized in Table S5. This
reveals a large range of reported values, especially when the
total energies of isolated N and U atoms are used as their
chemical potential. Our calculated results are close to the
values of 3.74 and 4.24 eV reported by Klipfel et al.,17 and 3.22
and 4.42 eV reported by Bocharov et al.,22 using the PBE and
PW91 functionals for FM UN, respectively.
Considering the non-stoichiometry, the defect formation

energies of VU and VN vary under the three regimes, with the
AFM and FM states showing the same trend. The formation
energy of VU decreases from U-rich to N-rich conditions, while
that of VN is opposite, that is, the stability of VU increases from
UN1−x to UN1+x but that of VN reduces. Under U-rich
conditions (UN1−x), the N vacancy is more favorable than VU
with a VN formation energy of 1.76 and 1.90 eV for the AFM
and FM states, respectively. This is also true in near-
stoichiometric UN, while VU is more energetically favorable
for N-rich conditions (UN1+x). The trend that the most stable
defect is different under various conditions has also been
reported for UO2, for which VU

4− has the lowest formation
energy under O-rich conditions, while VO

2+ is the most stable
in U-rich and near-stoichiometric cases.7 For U2Si3, although
VU is the most stable site under all three conditions, the
formation energy of the Si vacancy increases from U-rich to Si-
rich cases.47

We find that the defects influence the magnetic moment of
the U atoms in AFM UN to different extents, while the effect
on FM UN is very small. The total magnetic moments μ of the
AFM UN supercell containing different defect types are listed
in Table 2. It can be seen that the total magnetic moment of
the supercell containing VN is 1.06 μB, while the value for the
VU defect system is −7.38 μB. The total magnetic moment of
the UN supercell containing a U vacancy is expected to be
−0.97 μB because a U atom with a positive magnetic moment
is removed to create the vacancy. To explain the significant
deviation for the VU defect system, the magnetic moments of
the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor U atoms
around the vacancy are shown in Figure 2a,b. The positive
and negative magnetization directions of the nearest-neighbor
U atoms are due to the AFM order of UN. For the N vacancy,
only the adjacent U atoms are affected with the μ values
slightly increasing. Bader analysis shows that the charge of
these U atoms increases by about 0.28 e. However, the U
vacancy affects the magnetic moments of both the nearest-
neighbor and the next-nearest-neighbor U atoms. The next-
nearest-neighbor U atoms are the U atoms with an N atom
between the U and the defect. It can be seen from Figure 2b
that the μ value of the nearest-neighbor U atoms with the
positive magnetic moment decreases, while the value of the U
atoms with the negative moment rises slightly. In addition, the
μ direction of the next-nearest-neighbor U atoms is reversed,
and its value reduces by about 0.41 μB. Thus, both the nearest-
and next-nearest-neighbor U atoms contribute to the
significant deviation of the total magnetic moment. Lan et

Table 2. Defect Formation Energy Considering Non-
stoichiometry (Ef) and Calculated From Bulk U and the N2
Molecule [Ef

(1)] and the Total Magnetic Moment (μ) of
AFM and FM UNa

magnetic
order defect type Ef/eV Ef

(1)/eV μ/μB

UN1−x UN UN1+x

AFM VU 3.17 2.75 2.34 3.17 −7.48
VN 1.76 2.18 2.59 4.42 1.06
FPN 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90 −1.00
SD bound 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.17 −10.43
SD unbound 4.96 4.96 4.96 4.96 −8.1

FM VU 3.43 3.01 2.60 3.43
VN 1.90 2.31 2.72 4.56
FPU 9.46 9.46 9.46 9.46
FPN 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04
SD bound 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.17
SD unbound 5.15 5.15 5.15 5.15

aThe VU defect and SD are created by removing a U atom with a
positive magnetic moment.
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al.21 also reported a change in the total magnetic moments of
defective AFM UN, in which the change induced by the U
vacancy is larger than that by the N vacancy, but they did not
analyze the magnetic moment change of the individual U
atoms. Bader charge analysis shows that the negative charge of
the adjacent N atoms around the U vacancy is reduced by 0.18
e, while the charge change in the nearby U atoms is negligible.
The Frenkel pair defect is a point defect formed by an atom

leaving its place to create a vacancy and becoming an
interstitial atom. A stable U Frenkel pair structure is not
obtained for the AFM UN supercell because, during the
optimization, atom U28 (Figure S2) moves to the U vacancy
site followed by the U interstitial atom migrating to the U28
original site, leading to the perfect UN supercell. The FPU

defect is located for FM UN (Figure 3a) with a formation
energy of 9.46 eV. The stable N Frenkel pair structure (Figure

3b) is obtained for both AFM and FM UN with similar
formation energies (4.90 and 5.04 eV, respectively). The much
lower formation energy of FPN than that of FPU is as expected,
considering the large size of U. The total magnetic moment of
the FPN defective supercell is −1.0 μB, indicating that the N
Frenkel pair defect has a slight influence on the AFM UN
magnetization.
The SD refers to a type of point defect consisting of vacancy

sites in the same stoichiometric ratio as the original crystal.
Bound and isolated SDs are considered in this work, and the
optimized structures are shown in Figure 3c,d. Table 2 shows
that the formation energy of the bound SD is slightly lower
than that of the isolated SD for both AFM and FM UN. This
indicates that the bound SD is more energetically favorable, in
agreement with the literature.48 Moreover, the elastic field
effect for all defects is negligible compared with the defect
formation energy, and the value for the bound SD is the largest
(Tables S3 and S4). This is not unexpected, considering the
larger size of bound SDs. The total magnetic moments of the
supercell containing the bound SD and unbound SD are
−10.43 μB and −8.10 μB, respectively. As with VU, which also
involves the removal of a positive magnetic U atom, the
significant deviation is due to the effect of the U vacancy on
magnetic moments of the nearby U atoms.
Overall, the structures and formation energies of the defects

are similar in AFM and FM UN, indicating the limited effect of
the magnetic order on the UN defect behavior. We find that
the single-point defects (VU and VN) are more favorable than
double-point defects (FP and SD). Considering the stoichio-
metric conditions, the N vacancy has the lowest formation
energy for U-rich and near-stoichiometric cases, while the U
vacancy is the most stable in N-rich conditions. Moreover,
defects involving the U vacancy have a greater impact on the
supercell magnetic moment.

Incorporation of Kr and Xe. As suggested in the previous
section, the bound SD is more favorable than the isolated one,
and the formation energies of FPU and FPN are larger than
those of other defect types. Thus, only the N vacancy, U
vacancy, bound SD, and the interstitial site are considered as
we study the incorporation of Kr and Xe in UN. The relaxed
structures of Ng in FM and AFM UN are shown in Figures
4a−h and S3, respectively.
As with the defect structures, the relaxed Ng incorporation

structures in AFM and FM UN are similar, indicating the
limited effect of the magnetic order. It is worth noting that for
the SD, the Ng atom is located between VU and VN, closer to
VU, rather than being situated at the U vacancy site. Moreover,

Figure 2. Magnetic moment of the nearest-neighbor U atoms and next-nearest-neighbor U atoms around the (a) N vacancy and (b) U vacancy in
AFM UN. For comparison, the values of the corresponding U atoms in the perfect UN supercell are also plotted.

Figure 3. Relaxed FM UN supercell containing the (a) U Frenkel
pair, (b) N Frenkel pair defect, (c) bound SD, and (d) unbound SD.
The teal, gray, and white balls represent uranium, nitrogen, and
vacancy sites, respectively. AFM shares the same defect structures as
FM UN.
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the incorporation of Ng at all considered trap sites induces the
displacement of U and N atoms to different extents. To
compare the displacements, the coordinate changes of U and
N atoms around the Ng are plotted in Figure 5. As for the
incorporation structures, the displacements of U or N atoms in
AFM and FM UN are similar. The coordinate change induced
by Xe is significantly larger than that by Kr, which is not
unexpected considering the larger atomic radius of Xe. It can
also be seen from Figure 5a,b that the UN matrix atoms have
the largest displacement when the Ng atom is incorporated at
the interstitial site, which is due to the small size of the
interstitial trap site. For the SD site, the displacement of nearby
N atoms is more obvious than that of U, consistent with a
relaxed structure in which the Ng atom is closer to VU.
The calculated solution energy (Es) and incorporation

energy (Ei) of Kr and Xe in UN are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. As stated in the Methods section, the solution and
incorporation energies represent the energetic cost of trapping
the Ng atom in perfect or defective UN supercells, respectively.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the solution energies of Kr in
perfect AFM and FM UN are very close to each other.
Together with the similar relaxed structures, these highlight the
similar solution behavior of Kr in AFM and FM UN. The
solution energies at the interstitial site are notably higher than
those at other sites due to the small steric space, which
indicates that the interstitial site is the least favorable one for
Kr incorporation. This is consistent with the largest displace-

ment of the nearby UN matrix atoms. For monovacancy trap
sites (VN and VU), the solution energy depends highly on
stoichiometric conditions. The solution energy of Kr trapped
at an N vacancy increases from UN1−x to UN1+x, while that of
Kr at VU behaves in the opposite way. The values at VU are
generally lower than those at VN, which is as expected
considering the larger steric space of the former. The most
energetically favorable site for Kr is different under the three
conditions. Under U-rich conditions (UN1−x), Kr at an SD
trap site has the lowest solution energy6.73 and 7.00 eV for
AFM and FM states, respectively. However, for near-

Figure 4. Relaxed structures of (a−d) Kr and (e−h) Xe in the FM UN supercell at different sites. The teal, gray, pink, and purple balls represent
uranium, nitrogen, krypton, and xenon, respectively.

Figure 5. Coordinate change (Δd) of the U (plain) or N (patterned) atoms around (a) Kr and (b) Xe in the AFM and FM UN supercells
containing the Ng impurity at different sites. Δd is the displacement of matrix atoms from their original position, and positive values mean that they
move away from Kr or Xe.

Table 3. Kr Solution Energies (Es) and Incorporation
Energies (Ei) in AFM and FM UN Supercells and the Bader
Charge of Ng (qNg)

magnetic
order defect type Es/eV Ei/eV qNg/e

UN1−x UN UN1+x

AFM interstitial 12.52 12.52 12.52 12.52 −0.16
VN 8.09 8.50 8.91 6.32 −0.77
VU 6.96 6.54 6.13 3.79 −0.10
SD 6.73 6.73 6.73 2.56 −0.16

FM interstitial 12.56 12.56 12.56 12.56 −0.18
VN 7.95 8.36 8.78 6.05 −0.89
VU 7.26 6.85 6.44 3.84 −0.13
SD 7.00 7.00 7.00 2.53 −0.16
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stoichiometric and N-rich conditions, the solution energy at
VU is lower, with the energy difference between the VU and SD
trap sites increasing from UN to UN1+x. This is similar to the
reported Kr incorporation behavior in UO2, where the most
favorable trap site is the SD and U monovacancy under U-rich
and O-rich conditions, respectively.14

For the incorporation of Kr in the UN supercell containing
pre-existing vacancy defects, the incorporation energies are
lower than the solution energy of Kr in the perfect supercell
due to the positive defect formation energies discussed above.
The incorporation of Kr at the SD site is the most favorable
with Ei of 2.56 and 2.53 eV in AFM and FM UN, respectively.
The behavior of Xe in UN (Table 4) has similar trends to

that of Kr. The solution and incorporation energies in AFM
and FM UN are close, and they are all slightly larger than those
of Kr, due to the larger atomic radius of Xe, and consistent

with the trend of the displacements of the UN matrix atoms.
However, the most stable trap site of Xe in perfect UN is
slightly different from that of Kr. Under U-rich and N-rich
conditions, the most energetically favorable site for Xe is the
SD and VU, respectively, which is the same as that for Kr.
However, under near-stoichiometric conditions, the solution
energy of Xe at the SD site in AFM UN is lowest, and the SD
and VU have the same solution energy in FM UN. This is
different from the case for Kr, for which VU is the most stable
site under near-stoichiometric conditions. For the incorpo-
ration of Xe in the UN supercell containing pre-existing
vacancy defects, the SD site is the most favorable, with an Ei of
3.12 and 3.31 eV in AFM and FM UN, respectively. Our
results thus extend the current literature, which reports the SD
as the most stable site.19,20

To study the effect of Ng incorporation on the electronic
structures of the UN supercell, the Bader charges of Ng have
been calculated (Tables 3 and 4). Electron transfer from the
adjacent U or N atoms to the trapped Kr atom can be seen
from the negative Bader charge of Kr at the four sites, with the
charge being slightly more negative in FM UN. Due to the
filled electronic structure of Kr, the charge transfer is moderate.
For Xe, the charge transfer is smaller than that for Kr, which is
expected, considering the lower electronegativity of Xe. This is
supported by the lower Xe(p) peak in the DOS at the
corresponding vacancy site, versus the situation for Kr(p)
(Figure S4). As with Kr, the charges of Xe in the AFM and FM
UN systems are similar. Moreover, qNg is the most negative
when the Ng atom is trapped at the VN site while least negative
at the VU site, with the latter even being positive for Xe, which
agrees with the higher Kr(p) [or Xe(p)] peak at the VN site

Table 4. Xe Solution Energies (Es) and Incorporation
Energies (Ei) in AFM and FM UN Supercells and the Bader
Charge of Ng (qNg)

magnetic
order defect type Es/eV Ei/eV qNg/e

UN1−x UN UN1+x

AFM interstitial 15.53 15.53 15.53 15.53 −0.06
VN 10.90 11.32 11.73 9.14 −0.39
VU 7.86 7.45 7.04 4.70 0.10
SD 7.29 7.29 7.29 3.12 −0.11

FM interstitial 15.58 15.58 15.58 15.58 0.01
VN 10.65 11.06 11.48 8.75 −0.34
VU 8.19 7.81 7.39 4.79 0.15
SD 7.81 7.81 7.81 3.31 −0.13

Figure 6. Charge density distribution (a.u.) of the (001) surface for the (a) UN perfect supercell, (b) VU and (c) VN defect supercell, (d−f) Kr, and
(g−i) Xe incorporated in FM UN at different vacancy sites.
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(Figure S4). This is because when the Ng atom is trapped at
VN and VU, the nearest matrix atoms are U and N, respectively,
which tend to lose or obtain electrons to reach their formal
charge as in the perfect supercell.
Figures 6a−i and S5 summarize the (001) plane charge

density distributions of Ng incorporated in the FM and AFM
UN supercells. Similar charge distributions are found between
the incorporation of Ng in AFM UN and the corresponding
FM UN, indicating that the magnetic order of UN has a quite
limited effect on the electronic structure of UN with
incorporated Ng. The more considerable charge density
distribution around Kr than that around Xe is consistent
with the larger absolute Kr Bader charge. Compared with the
charge density distribution of the perfect (Figure 6a) and VN
defect (Figure 6c) UN supercells, the incorporation of Kr and
Xe at the N vacancy site leads to clear charge accumulation on
adjacent U atoms toward nearby N atoms which are opposite
to the Ng (Figure 6d,g), and a moderate interaction between
the U atom and the nearby N atom can be observed. For Ng in
VU and SD sites, a significant increase in the charge density
between N atoms and the neighboring U atoms can be seen.
The change induced by Xe incorporation is more noticeable
than that by Kr, because of the shorter N−U distance induced
by the larger displacement of the nearby N atoms in the Xe
incorporated systems (Figure 5).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we have studied the incorporation
behavior of fission gas atoms, that is, Kr and Xe, in UN and
studied the effect of the UN magnetic order on this behavior.
We began by identifying the most appropriate form of DFT to
study UN, which has fully itinerant 5f electrons, concluding
that conventional GGA functionals perform better than hybrid
and meta-GGA functionals and the GGA + U approach.
Using the PW91 functional, we simulated intrinsic point

defects and explored the effect of non-stoichiometry. We found
that the defect structures and formation energies are similar in
AFM and FM UN, indicating a limited effect of the magnetic
ordering. The calculated chemical potential range of U in UN
is 0.83 eV, and the defect formation energy of U and N
vacancies is dependent upon the non-stoichiometry. We found
that the monovacancy formation is more energetically
favorable than vacancy pairs, and a bound SD is more stable
than an isolated one. Under U-rich and near-stoichiometric
conditions, the N vacancy has the lowest formation energy,
while the energy of U vacancies is the lowest under the N-rich
condition. We also found that the defect can affect the UN
magnetic moment in the AFM state, especially defects
involving the U vacancy. This is because the U vacancy not
only influences the magnetic moment of the nearest-neighbor
U atoms but also the next-nearest atoms.
We studied the incorporation of Kr and Xe in the UN

interstitial site, U vacancy, N vacancy, and the bound SD sites.
Similar incorporation geometries, solution energies, and
electronic structures are found for Ng in AFM and FM UN,
further indicating the small influence of the UN magnetic
order. Kr and Xe cause relaxation of the atomic positions of the
nearby UN matrix atoms, and the displacement induced by Xe
is more significant than that by Kr due to the larger atomic
radius of the former. Because the steric space of the interstitial
trap site is the smallest, the deviation of the U and N atoms
adjacent to the interstitial Ng atom is the largest. The
calculated energy results show that the solution energies of Kr

and Xe in a perfect UN supercell are larger than the
incorporation energies of Kr and Xe in UN supercells
containing the pre-existing defects due to the positive defect
formation energies (except at the interstitial site). The lower
energy of Kr in UN indicates that the incorporation of a Kr
atom is more stable than that of Xe. The most stable site of Ng
in a perfect UN supercell depends on non-stoichiometry.
Under U-rich and N-rich conditions, Kr and Xe prefer the SD
and U vacancy, respectively, but Kr and Xe behave differently
under near-stoichiometric conditions, where the former prefers
the U vacancy, while the latter prefers the SD site. The charge
density distribution suggests the increasing interaction between
U and N atoms near the Ng.
We believe that our work justifies the use of the GGA

approach and FM ordering in the study of Ng incorporation in
UN. We are currently studying Kr and Xe diffusion, to further
improve the fission gas release model in UN.
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Supporting Information

Method for determining the chemical potential of U and N in UN. According to the phase diagram of UN, near-

stoichiometric UN should be bound by U rich condition (in equilibrium with bulk U) and N rich condition (in 

equilibrium with U2N3). Then the chemical potential of U ( ) and N ( ) should follow the following equation:𝜇U 𝜇N

𝐸(U𝑥N𝑦) = 𝑥𝜇U + 𝑦𝜇N

in which  is the total energy of  phase. From the PW91 functional, the total energies of bulk α-U (U4), 𝐸(U𝑥N𝑦) U𝑥N𝑦

UN (U4N4), and U2N3 are -44.60 eV, -88.58 eV, and -54.46 eV, respectively. Applying these values to the above 

equation, the calculated  and  are:  and .𝜇U 𝜇N ―11.98 eV < 𝜇𝑈 < ―11.15 eV ―10.99 eV < 𝜇𝑁 < ―10.17 eV

Table S1. Cutoff energy convergence test. 

Cutoff energy /eV Total energy /eV

520 -88.5805
550 -88.5814
580 -88.5834
610 -88.5855
640 -88.5878

Table S2. Supercell size convergence test.

Cutoff energy /eV Total energy /eV

3 3 3× × -709.1991674

4 4 4× × -709.2048496

5 5 5× × -709.2142592
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Table S3. Uncorrected defect formation energies (Ef) and the elastic field correction term (Eel) for AFM UN. 

Ef /eV

UN1-x UN UN1+x

Eel/eV

VU 3.17 2.75 2.34 0.00

VN 1.76 2.18 2.59 0.00

FPN 4.92 4.92 4.92 0.04

SD bound 4.26 4.26 4.26 0.20

SD unbound 4.96 4.96 4.96 0.00

Table S4. Uncorrected defect formation energies (Ef) and the elastic field correction term (Eel) for FM UN. 

Ef /eV

UN1-x UN UN1+x

Eel/eV

VU 3.43 3.01 2.60 0.00 

VN 1.90 2.31 2.72 0.00 

FPU 9.46 9.46 9.46 0.01 

FPN 5.04 5.04 5.04 0.00 

SD bound 4.47 4.47 4.47 0.60 

SD unbound 5.15 5.15 5.15 0.00 

Table S5. N and U vacancy formation energies calculated vs N2 molecule and U bulk (E(1)
f), and isolated N and U 

atoms (E(2)
f).

E(1)
f /eV E(2)

f /eV

VN VU Magnetic order VN VU Magnetic order

4.42 3.17 AFM
Present work

4.56 3.43 FM

Ref [1] 4.24 3.74 Spin-polarization 9.43 10.55 Spin-polarization

Ref [2] 4.42 3.22 FM 9.56 10.39 FM

Ref [3] 7.81 6.89 AFM

Ref [4] 9.4 9.1 Neglect 
spin-polarization
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure S1. The partial density of states of the U f orbitals in AFM UN bulk obtained from PW91, PW91+U, PBE, 

and HSE06. Only the spin up states are shown as representation. 

Figure S2. Unrelaxed UN supercell containing U Frenkel pair defect.
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(a) Interstitial (b) VN (c) VU (d) SD

(a) Interstitial (b) VN (c) VU (d) SD

Figure S3. Relaxed structures of (a)-(d) Kr and (e)-(h) Xe in AFM UN supercell at different sites. The teal, grey, 

pink, and purple balls represent uranium, nitrogen, krypton, and xenon elements, respectively.

(a) Kr at VN (b) Kr at VU

(c) Xe at VN (d) Xe at VU

Figure S4. Density of states of the Kr and Xe incorporated UN supercell. 
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Figure S5. Charge density distribution (a.u.) of (001) surface for (a) UN perfect supercell, (b) VU and (c) VN defect 

supercell, (d)-(f) Kr, and (g)-(i) Xe incorporated in AFM UN at different vacancy sites. 

(a) UN supercell (b) VU (c) VN

(d) Kr at VN (e) Kr at VU (f) Kr at SD

(g) Xe at VN (h) Xe at VU (i) Xe at SD
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a b s t r a c t 

Uranium mononitride is a strong candidate for an advanced nuclear fuel. In this work we use density 

functional theory to model the diffusivity of matrix U atoms, as well as the noble gas (Ng) fission prod- 

ucts Kr and Xe, at the atomic scale under three stoichiometric conditions (U-rich, stoichiometric, N-rich). 

U self-diffusion is found to be dependent on stoichiometry, being largest under N-rich conditions. The 

U formation entropy significantly affects the U self-diffusion coefficient, indicating that it is necessary to 

consider the vibrational properties of the system to accurately describe diffusion properties in UN. The 

calculated Kr and Xe diffusion coefficients from the U vacancy (V U )-assisted mechanism are much larger 

than by interstitial mechanisms under the three stoichiometric conditions studied. The two mechanisms 

show opposite stoichiometric dependence, with the former increasing from U-rich to N-rich conditions 

and the latter decreasing. Kr moves significantly more quickly than Xe via the interstitial mechanism due 

to the larger atomic radius of the latter, while the effect of atomic size on the V U -assisted mechanism is 

negligible, indicating similar diffusivity of Kr and Xe in UN. The good agreement with experiment of our 

calculated Xe monovacancy-assisted diffusion coefficient indicates that the monovacancy-assisted mech- 

anism governs the Ng diffusion in UN, and supports the accuracy of our theoretical model. 

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Nitride fuels such as UN are considered as ideal candidates for 

eneration IV nuclear reactors, especially lead-cooled fast reactors, 

ue to their high metal density and melting temperature, excellent 

hermal conductivity, and good compatibility with lead coolant [1–

] . UN is also proposed as a potential replacement for UO 2 in light

ater reactors [4] . For the safe and efficient use of nitride fuels, it

s important to have a comprehensive understanding of their prop- 

rties, including the generation and migration of fission products 

n the fuel matrix. 

During irradiation of uranium, the fission of uranium generates 

 large number of products, 15% of which are the noble gasses 

Ng) Xe and Kr in UO 2 [5] . These Ng atoms have low solubility in

he fuel matrix, and may migrate in the fuel, form bubbles inside 

nd on the boundary of the grains or escape to the fuel-clad gap, 

eading to fuel swelling and reduction in the thermal conductivity 

f the fuel rods [6] . In the fission gas evolution process, the first

tep is single atom diffusion in the grain to the intragranular bub- 

les or the grain boundaries. This bulk diffusion step is the slow- 

st one, thus setting the timescale for fission gas release [7] . This 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: nikolas.kaltsoyannis@manchester.ac.uk (N. Kaltsoyannis) . 
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022-3115/© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
tep has been experimentally well established for UO 2 by Turn- 

ull et al. [8–10] , who reported that intrinsic, radiation-enhanced, 

nd athermal diffusion mechanisms govern the high temperature 

 T > 1650 K), intermediate temperature (1381 K < T < 1650 K), 

nd low temperature ( T < 1381 K) ranges, respectively. Using den- 

ity functional theory (DFT) and empirical potential methods, the 

ntrinsic and radiation-enhanced diffusion of Kr and Xe in non- 

toichiometric UO 2 have been simulated, and the results obtained 

re well-matched with experiments [11–14] , indicating the strong 

erformance of these theoretical methods in predicting Ng diffu- 

ion properties. 

By contrast to UO 2 , understanding of fission gas release in ni- 

ride fuels is rudimentary. Post-reactor studies using (U,Pu)N mixed 

uel found relative yields of 18.6% and 19.4% of Kr and Xe, respec- 

ively, in the fuel-clad gap [15] . Tanaka et al. found that approx- 

mately 80% of fission gasses were retained in the intragranular 

egion of (U,Pu)N at burn-up of 4.3% FIMA in fast reactor JOYO 

16] . Two published experimental studies give the Arrhenius dif- 

usion laws for Xe in UN [ 17 , 18 ], but there are no studies for Kr.

he Arrhenius relationships from these two experiments are sig- 

ificantly different, and the stoichiometry of the UN samples used 

n the experiments is unclear. There are a few modeling studies 

f Ng behavior in UN, which mainly focus on their incorporation 

19–22] . Our previous work studied the incorporation of Kr and Xe 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2022.153803
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jnucmat
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jnucmat.2022.153803&domain=pdf
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n UN under different stoichiometric conditions, and a comprehen- 

ive comparison with other works was made [23] . Kocevski et al. 

ompared the performance of various functionals and approaches 

n describing UN bulk properties and defect formation energies, 

oncluding that the GGA approach is preferred over GGA + U [24] . 

or migration data, Zhang et al. calculated the Xe migration energy 

arriers of several pathways by DFT + U /CI-NEB methods and found 

hat Xe is trapped in U vacancies (V U ) and is unable to move with-

ut the assistance of other U vacancies [21] . Kocevski et al. devel- 

ped a new potential for the U-N-Xe system and calculated activa- 

ion energies for Xe diffusion, finding that the V U -assisted mech- 

nism has the lowest activation energy [25] . Only two computed 

iffusion coefficient data are found, one by Starikov et al. using 

mpirical potentials [26] , and another one by Claisse et al. using 

he self-consistent mean field (SCMF) method [27] . Claisse et al. 

ound Kr and Xe to have similar diffusivity, but their calculated 

g diffusion coefficient with equilibrium V U concentration is sig- 

ificantly lower than the experiments. Starikov et al. studied only 

e, with the results in good agreement with the experiments and 

uch larger than that reported by Claisse et al . Thus, more experi- 

ents and theoretical works are needed to construct a good fission 

as release model in UN. 

Based on the above considerations, in this work we systemat- 

cally study the diffusion of Kr and Xe in UN using atomic scale 

alculations at the DFT level. Our previous work identified that 

GA functionals are the most appropriate form of DFT to study UN 

nd justified the use of ferromagnetic UN [23] , which is also sup- 

orted by Kocevski et al. [24] . Thus, all the calculations here are 

onducted in the DFT/PBE framework. The U self-diffusion coeffi- 

ient is firstly calculated, and the contribution of defect formation 

ntropy is studied. V U -assisted Ng diffusion is then investigated by 

he five-frequency model, and the effect of non-stoichiometry is 

tudied. Then, Ng diffusion by the interstitial mechanism is simu- 

ated. Finally, the total Ng diffusivity is compared with experiments 

o demonstrate the accuracy of our theoretical model, which we 

elieve will contribute to understanding fission gas release in UN. 

. Computational and methodological details 

.1. Density functional theory calculations 

All the DFT calculations in this work were conducted using the 

ienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) version 6.1.2 [28–30] . 

he cutoff energy was set to 520 eV, as established by our previ- 

us work on UN [23] . The Methfessel-Paxton method was utilized 

o describe the orbital partial occupancy, with a smearing width of 

.2 eV. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [31] was used 

o optimize geometries and calculate the entropy, which we have 

hown to perform well in describing the UN electronic structure 

23] . The energies of the obtained structures were subsequently 

alculated using the vdW-DF functional (in which revPBE is used 

or the exchange part), a non-local correlation functional proposed 

y Dion et al . [32] , to better account for the dispersion interactions.

The lattice parameter (4.868 Å) obtained from our previous cal- 

ulation was used to construct the supercell [23] . Two types of su- 

ercell were used. The uranium vacancy self-diffusion was studied 

sing a 2 ×2 ×2 supercell (64 atoms). However, this size is not suf- 

cient to study the vacancy-assisted Kr and Xe migration. There- 

ore, the supercell was expanded in the c direction, and 2 ×2 ×3 

96 atoms) was used. To assess the effect of supercell expansion, 

e calculated the migration barrier of a U vacancy in the two su- 

ercells, obtaining values of 3.25 eV and 3.21 eV in 2 ×2 ×2 and

 ×2 ×3, respectively, demonstrating the negligible impact of the 

upercell size. 

A 3 ×3 ×3 k -point mesh was used for the 2 ×2 ×2 supercell while

 3 ×3 ×2 mesh was used for the 2 ×2 ×3 supercell. To avoid the
2

olume change induced by interaction between the defect and its 

eriodic images [33] , the volume and shape of the supercell were 

xed and only the atomic positions allowed to relax during the 

eometry optimization. All the structures were optimized with the 

orce convergence limit of 0.01 eV/ ̊A. 

The saddle-point structures and migration barriers were de- 

ermined using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) 

ethod as implemented in the VTST package [ 34 , 35 ] with the

orce convergence limit of 0.05 eV/ ̊A. For the interstitial mecha- 

ism, 3 intermediate images were used due to the pronounced 

isplacement of the matrix atoms. For the vacancy-assisted mech- 

nism, convergence tests were conducted of images along the mi- 

ration pathway required for CI-NEB calculation. The Kr elemen- 

ary migration barriers ( E 1 , see later) were 2.984 eV and 2.983 eV 

sing 1 image and 3 images, respectively, indicating that a single 

mage is sufficiently accurate, consistent with the literature [36] . 

hus, 1 intermediate image was used for elementary migration 

arriers of the vacancy-assisted mechanism. 

Vibrational defect entropies were calculated following the ap- 

roach proposed by Mishin et al., which is based on the normal 

ode vibrational frequencies [37] . In the harmonic approximation, 

he vibrational entropy of a crystalline solid is given by: 

 = −k B 

3 N−3 ∑ 

n =1 

ln 

(
h v n 
k B T 

)
+ ( 3 N − 3 ) k B (1) 

n which N is the number of atoms in the system, and v n is the

requency of the n th normal mode. Three zero frequency modes 

ttributed to the translational invariance are neglected. In ab ini- 

io calculation, the normal mode frequencies can be calculated 

y diagonalizing the dynamical force matrix of the system. The 

HONOPY software [38] was utilized for the frequency calculation 

sing the finite differences method. 

.2. Diffusion coefficient calculations 

.2.1. U self-diffusion 

The vacancy mechanism is accepted as the dominant mecha- 

ism for matrix and substitutional solute atom diffusion in met- 

ls. Considering the lower solution energy of Kr and Xe in U va- 

ancy (V U ) than in N vacancy (V U ) [23] , only V U is considered as

he assisting site in this work. Although Schottky defects (SD) are 

he most favorable site under U-rich conditions, V U is the most fa- 

orable under N-rich and near-stoichiometric conditions. We here 

ocus only on V U , leaving diffusion via SD to a future study. 

The self-diffusion coefficient of U by vacancy mechanism can be 

xpressed as [39] : 

 = 

1 

6 

d 2 f 0 Z ω 0 C V U (2) 

here d, f 0 , and Z are the jump distance of the nearest U atom to 

he vacancy, the correlation factor for self-diffusion, and the num- 

er of neighboring lattice sites around the U vacancy to jump to, 

espectively. Considering the FCC cubic structure of the U sublat- 

ice in UN, these variables are equal to 
√ 

2 
2 a (where a is the lattice 

arameter), 0.7815 [39–41] , and 12, respectively. ω 0 is the vacancy 

ump rate, which can be expressed as following according to the 

ethod suggested by Vineyard based on statistical thermodynam- 

cs [42] : 

 0 = v 0 exp 

(
− E m 

v 
k B T 

)
(3) 

n which k B and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature 

K). The migration barrier E m 

v can be calculated by the CI-NEB 

ethod as introduced above. v is the attempt frequency, which 
0 
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an be calculated by Eq. (4) as proposed by harmonic transition 

tate theory [42] : 

 0 = 

3 N−3 ∏ 

i =1 

v IS i / 

3 N−4 ∏ 

i =1 

v TS 
i (4) 

The vibrational frequencies of the initial and transition states 

an be computed from the Hessian matrices. Due to the very high 

ost of full Hessian matrix construction, we approximated the full 

atrices by partial matrices including only the motion of the mi- 

rating atoms. Previous work shows that this approach captures 

he essence of the physics of self- and solute diffusion [43–45] . 

he calculations were conducted in VASP using the finite differ- 

nces method with atom displacements of ±0.015 Å. 

C V U is the concentration of U vacancies, and we use the thermal 

quilibrium concentration in this work. C V U can be written as: 

 V U = exp 

( 

−
G 

f 
V U 

k B T 

) 

(5) 

n which G 

f 
V U 

is the Gibbs energy of U vacancy formation and can 

e calculated by: 

 

f 
V U 

= E f 
V U 

− T S f 
V U 

(6) 

here E 
f 

V U 
and S 

f 
V U 

are the V U formation energy and entropy, re- 

pectively. The calculation of formation entropy is similar to that 

f formation energy: 

 

f 
V U 

= S de fect − S per fect + s u (7) 

here S de fect and S per fect are the entropy of the UN supercell with 

nd without U vacancies. s u is the partial entropy of U atoms, 

hich is estimated from U bulk. Combining Eqs. (2) - (7) , the self-

iffusion coefficient can be written as: 

 = a 2 v 0 f 0 exp 

(
S f v 
k B 

)
exp 

(
−E f v + E m 

v 
k B T 

)
(8) 

By comparing Eq. (8) with the Arrhenius relation D = 

 0 exp ( − E a 
k B T 

) , we can see that the self-diffusion coefficient is de- 

ermined by two key variables: one is the frequency-related expo- 

ential prefactor D 0 = a 2 v 0 f 0 exp ( 
S 

f 
v 

k B 
) , and the other is the activa- 

ion energy E a = E 
f 
v + E m 

v . 

.2.2. Kr and Xe diffusion through the monovacancy-assisted 

echanism 

Solute diffusion is more complicated than self-diffusion. In this 

ork, only Ng diffusion in the uranium sublattice is considered. 

he probability to find a vacancy near the Ng atoms can be written 

s: 

p = C V U exp 

(
E B 

k B T 

)
(9) 

n which E B is the binding energy of Ng atom and V U . As stated

bove, the thermal equilibrium C V U is used, which can be calcu- 

ated using Eq. (5) . Then like the self-diffusion coefficient, D of the 

acancy-assisted mechanism can be expressed as: 

 = a 2 ω 2 f 2 p = a 2 ω 2 f 2 exp 

(
S f v 
k B 

)
exp 

(
−E f v + E R − E B 

k B T 

)
(10) 

n which E R is the reconfiguration energy, i.e. the Kr or Xe solu- 

ion energy difference between that at the V U site and the low- 

st energy site. ω 2 is the exchange rate of V U -Ng pairs as shown

elow. f 2 is the correlation factor between two vacancy-solute ex- 

hanges, which reflects the dependence of two subsequent jumps 

f a solute atom. For FCC structure, this can be treated by the ‘five-

requency model’ proposed by Lidiard [ 46 , 47 ], which assumes the 
3 
nteraction and exchange limit between the solute and the nearest- 

eighbor sites. Five elementary exchange rates are involved in the 

ve-frequency model, which are shown in Fig. 1 and represent: 

ω 0 , exchange rate of V U -U in the UN supercell without Kr or 

e; 

ω 1 , exchange rate between the vacancy and the nearest ura- 

ium atoms around the Kr or Xe; 

ω 2 , exchange rate of V U -Ng pair; 

ω 3 , dissociation rate of the V U -Ng pair; 

ω 4 , association rate of the V U -Ng pair. 

The rate of each elementary mechanism can be calculated by 

q. (3) with v 0 and E m 

v being replaced by the attempt frequency 

 v i ) and migration barrier ( E i ) of each mechanism. v i is calculated 

y Eq. (4) . It is worth noting that the difference in the energy bar-

iers of V U -Ng pair dissociation and association is the V U -Ng pair 

inding energy E B . A positive value represents binding of the V U - 

g pair, and the larger the value, the stronger the interaction. Then 

f 2 can be calculated by the method proposed by Manning [48] : 

f 2 = 

ω 1 + 7 F 3 ω 3 / 2 

ω 2 + ω 1 + 7 F 3 ω 3 / 2 

(11) 

here F 3 is the escape probability, representing the probability that 

he vacancy will not return to a neighbor site around the solute 

fter a dissociation ω 3 jump. It has the numerical expression: 

 F 3 = 7 − 10 α4 + 180 . 5 α3 + 927 α2 + 1341 α

2 α4 + 40 . 2 α3 + 254 α2 + 597 α + 436 

(12) 

n which α = ω 4 / ω 0 . 

.2.3. Kr and Xe diffusion through the interstitial mechanism 

For the interstitial mechanism, the diffusion coefficient can be 

xpressed as: 

 = 

1 

6 

d int 
2 ω int f int (13) 

n which d int is the jump distance of the solute atom from one 

nterstitial site to another, and is equal to 1 
2 a in UN. f int is the cor-

elation factor for the interstitial mechanism, which is equal to 1 if 

he interstitial solute concentration is low enough. The interstitial 

ump rate ω int has a similar form to Eq. (3) with v 0 and E m 

v being 

eplaced by the attempt frequency v int and migration barrier E m 

int 
, 

ith v int being calculated by Eq. (4) . Then the interstitial diffusion 

oefficient at low solute concentration can be written as: 

 = 

1 

24 

a 2 v int exp 

(
−E int + E R 

k B T 

)
(14) 

. Results 

.1. Uranium self-diffusion by the vacancy mechanism 

As introduced in Section 2.2 , the U self-diffusion coefficient by 

he vacancy mechanism is determined by the activation energy and 

refactor, with the former being the sum of vacancy formation en- 

rgy and migration energy. The calculated energy terms from the 

BE and vdW-DF functionals are listed in Table 1 . As reported in 

he literature [ 23 , 24 ], the uranium vacancy formation energy was 

ound to vary under different stoichiometric conditions and de- 

ends on the uranium chemical potential μU . The range of μU cal- 

ulated by the vdW-DF functional is 1.28 eV, close to the 0.83 eV 

nd 1.53 eV obtained by PW91 [23] and PBE + U [24] , but still much

maller than the 7.59 eV for UO 2 [12] . This is consistent with the 

eported narrow stoichiometric range of UN [49] , which indicates 

he UN can maintain a slight non-stoichiometry which can be ex- 

ressed as UN 1 ±x with the x = 0.11. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the five-frequency model. The teal, gray, purple, and white balls represent uranium, nitrogen, krypton, and uranium vacancy sites, respectively. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

Calculated vacancy formation energy ( E f v ), migration 

energy ( E m v ), and activation energy ( E a ), all in eV, calcu- 

lated by vdW-DF and PBE functionals (in parentheses) 

for the uranium self-diffusion under U-rich (UN 1- x ), 

near-stoichiometric (UN), and N-rich (UN 1 + x ) condi- 

tions. 

E f v E m v E a 

UN 1- x 2.97 (3.46) 3.24 (3.21) 6.21 (6.67) 

UN 2.33 (3.05) 3.24 (3.21) 5.57 (6.26) 

UN 1 + x 1.69 (2.63) 3.24 (3.21) 4.93 (5.84) 
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Fig. 2. DFT/PBE calculated uranium vacancy formation entropy in UN as a function 

of temperature. 
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The PBE-calculated E 
f 
v are very close to the values of 3.43 eV, 

.01 eV, and 2.60 eV from U-rich (UN 1- x ) to N-rich (UN 1 + x ) con-

itions reported in our previous work [23] using the PW91 func- 

ional, as well as the 3.66 eV and 2.09 eV under U-rich and N-rich

onditions reported by Kocevski et al. using PBE + U [24] . From the

dW-DF functional, the calculated E 
f 
v are smaller, with the differ- 

nce from the GGA values increasing from U-rich to N-rich condi- 

ion. The calculated V U migration barrier from vdW-DF is slightly 

arger than the value obtained by PBE, and within the range 3.10- 

.52 eV reported in other work using DFT or empirical potential 

ethods [ 25 , 27 ]. Due to the stoichiometry-dependence of E 
f 
v , the

ctivation energy varies between the three stoichiometric condi- 

ions, decreasing from U-rich to N-rich, the trend also reported for 

elf-diffusion in UO 2 [50] . 

It can be seen from Eq. (8) that the prefactor depends on two 

arameters, the attempt frequency v 0 and the defect formation en- 

ropy S 
f 
v , both of which are determined by the vibrational proper- 

ies of the supercell. v 0 is calculated to be 9.86 ×10 12 s −1 , which is

ithin the range of self-diffusion attempt frequencies in FCC met- 

ls and U-based fuels [ 36 , 51-53 ]. The formation entropy is explic-

tly calculated using Eqs. (1) and (7) and is shown in Fig. 2 . We

an see that S 
f 
v is around 5–6 k B at 500 - 2000 K, consistent with

he 6 k B estimated by Starikov et al. [26] . A mid-range value of

.5 k B was adopted. To minimize computational cost, other work 

sually replaces the vacancy formation Gibbs free energy by the 

ormation enthalpy, neglecting the entropy [ 51 , 54-56 ], which can 

enerate reasonable results when the vacancy formation entropy is 

egligible. However, our results suggest such an approximation is 

nsuitable for UN, in which the V U formation entropy is significant. 

Using the above activation energy and prefactor, the U self- 

iffusion coefficients under three stoichiometric conditions are cal- 

ulated and shown in Fig. 3 . To study the effect of entropy on the

iffusion coefficient, the results using S 
f 
v = 0 are also shown. To es- 

imate the accuracy of our modeling, we compare our results with 

xperiment. Two experimental datasets were found [ 57 , 58 ], but 

hey are contradictory. Although a pronounced dependence on N 2 

ressure ( p( N )) was reported by both works, Exp [1] [57] found 
2 

4 
hat D U is independent of temperature while Exp [2] [58] found 

he opposite. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient from Exp [2] is 

bout 100 times lower than that from Exp [1] ( Fig. 3 ). Another

imulation result reported by Starikov et al. using empirical inter- 

tomic potentials [26] is also plotted for comparison (labelled Cal). 

It can be seen from Fig. 3 (a) that the V U diffusivity shows high

toichiometric dependence, with the largest value under the N-rich 

ondition. This is as expected given the lowest activation energy 

nder N-rich condition ( Table 1 ). Our calculated values agree with 

oth experiments at the high-temperature range better than the 

al data do. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the result for the N-rich con-

ition matches Exp [1] best, which is consistent with the exper- 

mental condition in which hyperstoichiometric UN (UN 1 + x ) was 

sed. Neglecting defect formation entropy significantly underesti- 

ates the diffusion coefficient, further indicating the importance 

f the vibrational properties of the system. The result for the U- 

ich condition agrees well with Exp [2] , indicating that the con- 

radiction between the two experiments might be due to the use 

f different non-stoichiometric UN samples. It is worth emphasiz- 

ng that the experimental U diffusion coefficient may arise from 

ultiple mechanisms, such as U vacancy, U interstitial, and U an- 

isite, while our calculations considered only the U vacancy mech- 

nism. Starikov et al. considered all the above contributions, while 

he U self-diffusion coefficient was overestimated [26] . The excel- 

ent agreement between our results and experiment indicates that 

he V U mechanism is the dominant one for U self-diffusion in UN. 

Fig. 3 (a) shows that the slope of Exp [1] is very flat, indicat-

ng near temperature independence. According to Eq. (8) , the slope 

f Ln (D ) depends on the activation energy, which is 0.69 eV, 5.01, 

nd 3.38 eV for Exp [1] , Exp [2] , and Cal, respectively. Our calcu-

ated value ( Table 1 ) is in the same order of magnitude as the Cal,
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Fig. 3. (a) Calculated uranium self-diffusion coefficient in UN as a function of temperature under three stoichiometric conditions. The results with and without ab initio 

vacancy formation entropy are plotted in solid and dashed line, respectively. Exp [1] [57] and Exp [2] [58] were at N 2 pressure of 0.5 atm, and 1 atm, respectively. Exp 

[1] was conducted over the temperature range 1873–2133 K (purple area in (a)). The Cal line is the simulation results reported by Starikov et al. at N 2 pressure of 0.5 atm 

[26] . Diffusion coefficients at 1850–20 0 0 K are zoomed in (b). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 

Table 2 

Energy barrier ( E i /eV) and attempt frequency ( v i /s −1 ) for each elementary 

mechanism involved in the V U -assisted Kr or Xe diffusion obtained from 

the vdW-DF and PBE functionals (in parentheses). The binding energy ( E B ) 

of V U -Ng (Ng = Kr or Xe) pairs is also listed. 

Kr Xe Kr Xe 

E 0 3.24 (3.21) 3.24 (3.21) v 0 9.86 × 10 12 9.86 × 10 12 

E 1 3.28 (2.98) 3.29 (3.00) v 1 3.17 × 10 12 3.23 × 10 12 

E 2 0.78 (0.72) 1.16 (1.12) v 2 2.76 × 10 12 2.03 × 10 12 

E 3 3.91 (3.98) 3.99 (4.06) v 3 2.76 × 10 13 2.57 × 10 13 

E 4 2.96 (2.82) 3.09 (2.95) v 4 1.56 × 10 13 1.39 × 10 13 

E B 0.95 (1.16) 0.90 (1.11) 
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nd very close to Exp [2] , but much higher than Exp [1] . We sug-

est that 0.69 eV is suspect not only because it is out of step with

ther UN data, but also because it is significantly lower than the 

xperimental range of 2.6–7.8 eV for U self-diffusion in UO 2 [59] , 

s well as the experimental range of 2.6–5.3 eV for Co and Fe self-

iffusion [ 36 , 60 ]. We would welcome further experiments on this 

ubject. 

Overall, the very good agreement between our calculated U 

elf-diffusion coefficient and experiment at high temperature in- 

icates the accuracy of our modeling. 

.2. Vacancy-assisted diffusion of Ng (Ng = Kr, Xe) 

As introduced in Section 2.2 , the diffusion coefficient of the 

acancy-assisted mechanism depends on the rate of each elemen- 

ary jump, which themselves are decided by the elementary migra- 

ion barrier and attempt frequency. The calculated energy barrier 

nd attempt frequency are listed in Table 2 , with the former being 

lose to the results reported by Kocevski et al. [25] , Claisse et al.

27] , and Zhang et al. [21] . The similar E i obtained from the PBE 

nd vdW-DF functionals indicate that dispersion effects are negli- 

ible. 

The individual contributions from the five elementary jumps 

re not equally important in determining solute diffusivity. As 

hown in Fig. 1 , the ω 2 jump, i.e. the vacancy-solute exchange, di- 

ectly contributes to solute migration. Its energy barrier is signif- 

cantly lower than the others ( Table 2 ), indicating the higher mo- 

ility of Ng in UN than the U matrix atom. E 0 and E 1 are close 

o each other, which correspond to the energy barriers of V -U ex- 
U 

5

hange with and without the solute atoms. This reflects the limited 

ffect of Kr and Xe on the V U -U exchange energy barrier, which is 

ifferent from in UO 2 [12] . However, v 1 is much lower than v 0 , 
ndicating the significant effect of solute atom on the vibrational 

roperties of the system. Moreover, the positive binding energy in- 

icates that it is always favorable for a uranium vacancy to be close 

o the Kr and Xe atom in its trap site, which has a positive effect

n Ng diffusion by the V U -assisted mechanism. The E b of 0.95 eV 

nd 0.90 eV for Xe- and Kr-V U are close to the 0.90 eV and 0.74 eV

eported by Claisse et al. using the PBE + U method [27] , while Ko-

evski et al. obtained negative Xe-V U binding ( −0.465 eV) using 

mpirical potentials, which they attributed to the simplification of 

tomic interactions [25] . 

Comparison of E i for Kr and Xe reveals that they are similar 

except for E 2 ), and have the same trend of E 2 � E 4 < E 0 ≈ E 1 � E 3 . 

he energy barrier for Xe-V U exchange is much higher than that of 

r-V U exchange due to the larger atomic radius of the former. The 

ffect of solute size on matrix U atoms is very limited. 

The rates of each elementary mechanism were calculated using 

he above energy barriers and attempt frequencies. Fig. 4 shows 

hat the rates for both Kr and Xe follow the same order: ω 2 �
 4 > ω 0 ≈ ω 1 � ω 3 , which is the same as that obtained from the 

nergy barriers although the attempt frequencies lie in a wide 

ange of 2.03 × 10 12 to 1.56 × 10 13 s −1 . Significant difference be- 

ween Kr and Xe is found only in ω 2 , further demonstrating the 

ffect of solute atomic size on the V U -solute exchange jump. Ac- 

ording to the ω i order, the correlation factor ( Eq. (11) ) can be ap-

roximated as f 2 = ω 1 / ω 2 . Applying this simplified f 2 to Eq. (10) , 

he V U -assisted Kr and Xe diffusion coefficient is: 

 = a 2 v 1 exp 

(
S f v 
k B 

)
exp 

(
−E 1 + E f v + E R − E B 

k B T 

)
(15) 

As with U self-diffusion, the solute diffusion coefficient through 

he V U -assisted mechanism depends on two key parameters: the 

refactor D 0 = a 2 v 1 exp ( 
S 

f 
v 

k B 
) and activation energy E a = E 1 + E 

f 
v + 

 R − E B . We summarize in Table 3 the data needed to calculate 

he activation energy. Due to the stoichiometry dependence of the 

 U formation and Ng reconfiguration energy, the activation energy 

aries under the three stoichiometric conditions considered. Due to 

he decreasing formation energy of U vacancies from U-rich to N- 

ich conditions, the activation energies for both Kr and Xe decrease 

rom UN 1- x to UN 1 + x , similar to the trend reported for UO 2 and 
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Fig. 4. Rates of each elementary mechanism for Kr (solid line) and Xe (dashed line) 

diffusion in UN by the V U -assisted mechanism, as a function of temperature. 

Table 3 

Energy terms (eV) needed to calculate 

the activation energy of the vacancy- 

assisted Kr and Xe diffusion coeffi- 

cient under different stoichiometric con- 

ditions, obtained with the vdW-DF func- 

tional. 

Stoichiometry Kr Xe 

E B 0.95 0.90 

E 1 3.28 3.29 

E f v UN 1- x 2.97 2.97 

UN 2.33 2.33 

UN 1 + x 1.69 1.69 

E R UN 1- x 0.32 0.40 

UN 0.00 0.00 

UN 1 + x 0.00 0.00 

E a UN 1- x 5.62 5.75 

UN 4.66 4.71 

UN 1 + x 4.02 4.07 
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Table 4 

Energy terms (eV) needed to calculate the acti- 

vation energy of the Kr and Xe interstitial diffu- 

sion mechanism under different stoichiometric 

conditions. The values are obtained using the 

vdW-DF functional. 

Non-stoichiometry Kr Xe 

E int 0.29 0.27 

E R UN 1- x 7.32 8.97 

UN 7.63 9.22 

UN 1 + x 8.27 9.86 

E a UN 1- x 7.61 9.24 

UN 7.92 9.49 

UN 1 + x 8.56 10.13 
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m

 3 Si 2 [ 11 , 12 , 52 ]. The activation energies of Xe are slightly larger

han those of Kr, but the differences are very small, indicating the 

imited effect of atomic size on vacancy-assisted Ng diffusion. The 

ositive reconfiguration energies of 0.32 eV and 0.40 eV calculated 

y the vdW-DF functional under U-rich conditions for Kr and Xe 

ndicate that V U is not the most stable trap site for Ng in these

ircumstances. According to our previous work [23] , the Schottky 

efect is the most stable trap site for Kr and Xe in UN 1- x , with

econfiguration energies (0.26 eV and 0.38 eV) close to the PW91 

unctional. 

The diffusion coefficients for the vacancy-assisted mechanism 

alculated by Eq. (15) are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that

he diffusivity of Kr and Xe is governed by both non-stoichiometry 

nd temperature, with the latter being the intrinsic characteristic 

f thermal-induced diffusion. Considering the non-stoichiometry, 

oth Kr and Xe have the largest diffusion coefficient under the N- 

ich condition due to the lowest activation energy in UN 1 + x . The 

iffusion coefficient decreases from N-rich to U-rich conditions, the 

ame trend as activation energy. By comparing the diffusivities of 

r and Xe, we can see the diffusion coefficient of Kr is slightly 

arger than that of Xe. Similar to U self-diffusion, including the V U 

ormation entropy brings the calculated Kr and Xe diffusion coeffi- 

ients significantly closer to the experimental data (the experimen- 
6 
al results are plotted in Fig. 7 ), further illustrating the importance 

f the vibrational properties of the system on solute diffusion. 

.3. Interstitial diffusion of Ng (Ng = Kr, Xe) 

The calculated activation energy ( E a = E int + E R ) of the inter- 

titial mechanism is given in Table 4 . The migration barriers ( E int ) 

f Kr and Xe are close to one another, with the values being sig- 

ificantly lower than the V U -Ng exchange energy barrier ( E 2 ) in 

he monovacancy-assisted mechanism ( Table 3 ). This indicates only 

eak interaction between interstitial Kr and Xe and the matrix 

toms, which is consistent with the low Bader charge on the inter- 

titial Ng [ 21 , 23 ]. The calculated value of 0.27 eV for Xe is much

maller than the 1.5 eV reported by Zhang et al. [21] , possibly due

o the different theoretical approach used in their work (PBE + U ), 

hile our result is close to the 0.307 eV of Xe-U dumbbell inter- 

titial migration energy reported by Kocevski et al. using empirical 

otentials [25] . 

Due to the large solution energy of Kr and Xe at the interstitial 

rap site, the reconfiguration energies are significant, leading to the 

ronounced activation energies. Opposite to the activation energy 

f the vacancy-assisted mechanism, E a of the interstitial mecha- 

ism increases from U-rich to N-rich conditions, consistent with 

he trend of Kr in UO 2 [12] . The values for Xe are much higher

han that for Kr, different from the vacancy-assisted mechanism, 

ndicating the significant effect of atomic size on the interstitial 

echanism. The calculated 9.49 eV for Xe interstitial diffusion is 

lose to the 8.685 eV reported by Kocevski et al. using empirical 

otentials for Xe-U dumbbell interstitials, with the difference being 

ttributed to the different interstitial configuration and theoretical 

ethod [25] . 

The attempt frequencies are calculated to be 8.75 × 10 12 

 

−1 and 1.16 × 10 12 s −1 for Kr and Xe diffusion, respectively. 

ased on the above energies and frequencies, the interstitial dif- 

usion coefficients are calculated by Eq. (14) . As shown in Fig. 6 ,

he diffusion coefficients of the interstitial mechanism are much 

ower than those of the vacancy-assisted mechanism ( Fig. 5 ) under 

he three stoichiometric conditions, indicating that the vacancy- 

ssisted mechanism is the dominant one for Kr and Xe diffusion in 

N. This is different from what Vathonne et al. found in UO 2 un- 

er very U-rich conditions, where the interstitial mechanism is the 

ost favorable [12] . Under near-stoichiometric and O-rich condi- 

ions, the diffusivity via interstitials is 10–20 orders of magnitude 

ower than that by vacancy, which is similar to our results. An- 

ther difference between interstitial and vacancy-assisted mecha- 

isms lies in the stoichiometric dependence, with the diffusion co- 

fficient of the former decreasing from U-rich to N-rich conditions, 

hile the latter is opposite. 

Comparison of the diffusivity of Kr and Xe shows that Kr moves 

uch more quickly than Xe under the three stoichiometric condi- 
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Fig. 5. Diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature for the V U -assisted mechanism of (a) Kr and (b) Xe in UN under three stoichiometric conditions. The results with 

and without ab initio vacancy formation entropy are plotted in solid and dashed line, respectively. 

Fig. 6. Diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature for the interstitial mech- 

anism for Kr (solid line) and Xe (dashed line) in UN, under three stoichiometric 

conditions. 
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Fig. 7. Calculated diffusion coefficient of Kr (solid line) and Xe (dashed line) in UN 

as a function of temperature for thermal equilibrium U vacancy concentration un- 

der three stoichiometric conditions. The diffusion coefficients for various U vacancy 

concentrations ( C V U ) under near-stoichiometric conditions are plotted to illustrate 

the effect of vacancy concentration. The experimental temperature ranges for Exp 

[1] [17] and Exp [2] [18] are 1573–2673 K and 1273–1873 K, respectively. Diffusion 

coefficient equations were not reported for Cal [1] [26] and Cal [2] [27] , thus the 

lines were fitted from the reported data. Cal [1] , Cal [2] and experimental data re- 

fer to Xe diffusion only. 
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ions studied, which can be attributed to the smaller reconfigura- 

ion energy induced by the smaller atomic size of Kr. 

. Discussion 

Comparison between our simulated results and the two avail- 

ble Xe experimental datasets [ 17 , 18 ] over the temperature range 

f the latter is made in Fig. 7 . Although the experimental Xe dif-

usion coefficient will have a variety of contributing mechanisms, 

iven the present dominance of the V U -assisted mechanism, we 

se only that process in the construction of our data. As shown 

n Eq. (9) and (10) , the diffusion coefficient is proportional to 

he vacancy concentration. The thermal equilibrium C V U under near- 

toichiometric conditions lies in the range 10 −4 to 10 −7 , which 

ncreases with increasing temperature ( Eq. (5) ). To study the ef- 

ect of C V U , the diffusion coefficients for higher C V U of 10 −3 and 

0 −2 are also plotted. For comparison, we plot the simulated Xe 

iffusion coefficient in UN reported by Starikov et al. (Cal [1] ) 

26] and Claisse et al. (Cal [2] ) [27] using the empirical potential 

nd the self-consistent mean field method, respectively. Our sim- 
7 
lated results agree well with experiment, again indicating that 

he monovacancy-assisted mechanism is the dominant one for Ng 

iffusion in UN. Both the Kr and Xe diffusivities are dependent 

n stoichiometry, but to a smaller extent than in UO 2 [ 11 , 12 ],

onsistent with the narrower nonstoichiometric range of UN [49] . 

he diffusion coefficient increases as the vacancy concentration in- 

reases. 

The diffusivity relations corresponding to Fig. 7 are summarized 

n Table 5 . The calculated activation energies for thermal equilib- 

ium C V U are larger than those from experiments, leading to the 

teeper slopes of the calculated lines in Fig. 7 , although our re- 

ults are close to the 5.12 eV reported by Starikov et al. [26] for

ear-stoichiometric UN. The activation energies for higher C V U are 

lose to the experiments. As shown in Eq. (8) , the activation energy 

or equilibrium C V U depends on the vacancy formation energy, re- 

onfiguration energy, migration energy barrier and vacancy-solute 

inding energy. For fixed C V U , the E 
f 
v term, which is the key pa- 

ameter for calculating the vacancy concentration, is omitted. Thus, 

he significant overestimation of E a for equilibrium C V U could be 

ttributed to the overestimation of vacancy formation energy. The 

nability of DFT to accurately describe vacancies in metals has been 
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Table 5 

Diffusion coefficient relations of Kr and Xe in UN under the three stoichiometric conditions corresponding to Fig. 7 . The units of D , k B , and T are m 

2 s −1 , eV K −1 , 

and K, respectively. 

Kr Xe Vacancy concentration in our simulation, temperature range for Exp, or method for Cal 

UN 1- x D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 5 . 62 
k B T 

) D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 5 . 75 
k B T 

) Thermal equilibrium C V U 
UN D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 4 . 66 

k B T 
) D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 4 . 71 

k B T 
) Thermal equilibrium C V U 

UN 1 + x D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 4 . 02 
k B T 

) D = 2 × 10 −4 exp ( − 4 . 07 
k B T 

) Thermal equilibrium C V U 
UN D = 8 × 10 −10 exp ( − 2 . 33 

k B T 
) D = 8 × 10 −10 exp ( − 2 . 38 

k B T 
) C V U = 10 −3 

UN D = 8 × 10 −9 exp ( − 2 . 33 
k B T 

) D = 8 × 10 −9 exp ( − 2 . 33 
k B T 

) C V U = 10 −2 

Cal [1] D = 1 . 4 × 10 −3 exp ( − 5 . 12 
k B T 

) Empirical potentials [26] 

Cal [2] D = 8 . 67 × 10 −1 exp ( − 8 . 62 
k B T 

) Self-consistent mean field method [27] 

Exp [1] D = 2 . 05 × 10 −8 exp ( − 2 . 23 
k B T 

) 1573–2673 K [17] 

Exp [2] D = 3 × 10 −10 exp ( − 2 . 60 
k B T 

) 1273–1873 K [18] 
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ell studied [ 61 , 62 ]. Vacancies are created by the removal of an

tom from the bulk, resulting in a small internal surface in the 

etal [63] . Inaccurate description of the electronic states at these 

urfaces leads to discrepancies between calculated and experimen- 

al vacancy formation energy in metals, e.g. 1.71 eV (calculated) 

64] vs 1.34 eV (experiment) [65] for V Co in FCC Co. It is also worth

oting that the experimental activation energy was indirectly de- 

ermined by measuring the Xe release fraction and fitting the dif- 

usion coefficient, so arguably the difference between experiment 

nd simulation is not unexpected. 

Table 5 also shows that our calculated prefactor for thermal 

quilibrium C V U is several orders of magnitude higher than the ex- 

erimental values, though close to Cal [1] . As stated in Section 2.2 ,

ur attempt frequency calculations are limited to the moving 

toms only and the harmonic approximation is used for phonon 

alculation. Ho et al. found that although the attempt frequen- 

ies for Al vacancy diffusion obtained from the moving atom-only 

pproach agree well with the literature, a well-converged value 

s obtained when 12 atoms are included, differing by a factor of 

bout 1.6 from the value obtained from the moving atom only 

44] . Glensk et al. reported the significance of anharmonic contri- 

ution to Al and Cu vacancy formation entropy [66] . Thus, these 

pproximations do introduce uncertainties into the results. The sig- 

ificantly different prefactors from the two experiments indicate 

he difficulty of accurately describing the vibrational properties of 

he system. Large discrepancy between calculated and experimen- 

al prefactors has also been reported for Kr and Xe diffusion in UO 2 

 11 , 12 ] for equilibrium vacancy concentration. 

Compensation of simulated activation energy and prefactor re- 

ults in the good agreement between calculated and experimen- 

al diffusion coefficients over the experimental temperature range, 

ith better agreement for near-stoichiometric and N-rich condi- 

ions. And the diffusion coefficients for higher C V U fit the experi- 

ents better. This is most likely because the samples used in the 

xperiments are irradiated, for which the vacancy concentration 

ight be 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the equilibrium va- 

ancy concentration. 

Our near-stoichiometric result agrees well with Cal [1] , which 

lso simulates near-stoichiometric UN. However, Cal [2] gives sig- 

ificantly lower values than other studies [27] , which is unex- 

ected considering the generally good performance of the SCMF 

ethod, which considers vacancies beyond the first nearest neigh- 

or in describing the solute diffusion. This might be because this 

tudy employed the vacancy formation energy reported by Lan 

t al. [67] in calculating the thermal equilibrium vacancy concen- 

ration; these are much higher than the values reported in other 

orks. As a consequence, significantly underestimated C V U and dif- 

usion coefficient are obtained. 

Our calculated diffusivities for Kr and Xe are similar, indicating 

he small influence of solute atomic size. Due to the absence of 

xperimental work on Kr diffusion in UN, comparison with exper- 

d

8 
ment cannot be made, but the similar diffusivity of Kr and Xe in 

O 2 qualitatively supports our finding [ 68 , 69 ]. It is also consistent 

ith the similar yields of Kr (18.6%) and Xe (19.4%) in the fuel-clad 

ap for (Pu, U)N [15] . 

. Conclusions 

In this contribution, we have reported the results of model- 

ng studies of the diffusion behavior of the fission gasses Kr and 

e in UN. We began by studying the U self-diffusion via the U 

onovacancy mechanism, finding that this is affected by UN non- 

toichiometry and temperature. The calculated activation energies 

re 6.21 eV, 5.57 eV and 4.93 eV under U-rich, near stoichiometric, 

nd N-rich conditions, respectively. The calculated vacancy forma- 

ion entropy of 5–6 k B demonstrates that the explicit calculation of 

he entropy is required to accurately study the self-diffusion. Un- 

er N-rich conditions, U has the largest diffusion coefficient due to 

he lowest activation energy. The excellent agreement between our 

alculated U self-diffusion coefficient and experiment validates the 

ccuracy of our theoretical model, and indicates that the monova- 

ancy mechanism is the dominant one for U self-diffusion. 

Using the five-frequency model, we studied Kr and Xe diffusiv- 

ty in UN by the monovacancy-assisted mechanism. We calculated 

he energy barrier of each elementary jump in the five-frequency 

odel and found that the values are close for Kr and Xe except 

or that of the V U -Ng exchange jump, which directly contributes 

o the Ng migration. This indicates the significant effect of solute 

tomic size on V U -Ng exchange, while the effect on matrix atom 

ovement is negligible. The rates of each elementary jump have 

een calculated, decreasing in the order ω 2 � ω 4 > ω 0 ≈ ω 1 � ω 3 

or both Kr and Xe. The activation energy for Kr and Xe is depen- 

ent upon the non-stoichiometry, which decreases from U-rich to 

-rich conditions. The values for Xe are slightly larger than that for 

r, indicating a minor atomic size effect. The diffusion coefficient 

or Kr and Xe is governed by temperature and non-stoichiometry, 

ncreasing from U-rich to N-rich conditions, with the values for Xe 

eing slightly lower than for Kr. 

We then studied Kr and Xe diffusivity in UN via the intersti- 

ial mechanism. The calculated activation energies are significantly 

arger than by the monovacancy-assisted mechanism, while the 

iffusion coefficients are much lower, indicating that the interstitial 

echanism is not the dominant one for Ng diffusion in UN. Oppo- 

ite to the monovacancy-assisted mechanism, the diffusion coeffi- 

ient from the interstitial mechanism increases from N-rich to U 

rich conditions, and the values for Kr are much larger than for Xe, 

ndicating the pronounced effect of solute atomic size. 

Finally, we compared our simulated results with experimen- 

al data for Xe diffusion and studied the effect of vacancy con- 

entration. The reasonable agreement between our calculated 

onovacancy-assisted diffusion coefficient with experiment - simi- 

ar to or better than existing theoretical and empirical models - in- 

icates that the monovacancy-assisted mechanism governs Xe dif- 
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usion in UN. The diffusion coefficient increases with increasing va- 

ancy concentration. We believe our work provides a good theoret- 

cal basis to predict the diffusivity of Ng in UN grains, and that it 

ill contribute to fission gas release models in UN. 
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5 Incorporation and Migration of Xenon in Uranium-plutonium Mixed Nitride 

This chapter is the author published article (Lin Yang and Nikolas Kaltsoyannis, 

Incorporation and migration of xenon in uranium-plutonium mixed nitride; A density 

functional theory study, J. Nucl. Mater. 2023, 577, 154330, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnucmat.2023.154330), which has 18 pages in total. All work in 

this chapter was completed by myself under the supervision of Prof. Nikolas Kaltsoyannis. 
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a b s t r a c t 

Actinide nitride materials are promising candidates for advanced nuclear fuels. In this work, we investi- 

gate the bulk properties of the mixed nitrides U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, and study the incorporation 

and migration behaviour of the fission gas Xe. The disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N structures are 

constructed using the special quasi-random structure method. Their lattice parameters are closer to the 

experimentally determined values than the corresponding ordered structures. The density of states show 

that Pu f states are located at lower energy than U f, consistent with the trend of increasing f orbital 

stability across the actinide series. The actinide vacancy formation energy ( E f ) in disordered and ordered 

U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is highly dependent on the chemical environment around the vacancy: it increases as the 

number of U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell (N U (1NN)) increases, but decreases as the num- 

ber of U atoms in the second nearest-neighbour shell (N U (2NN)) increases. The Xe incorporation energy 

( E i ) is found to be independent of vacancy species, depending only on the chemical environment of the 

vacancy. As does E f , E i increases with increasing N U (1NN), while decreases with increasing N U (2NN), be- 

cause the smaller the N U (1NN) and the larger the N U (2NN), the larger the vacancy steric space. The E i 
of Xe and Kr are calculated to be within the ranges 4.47–6.01 eV and 3.30–4.64 eV, respectively. The 

Xe migration energy barrier in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N allows us to set the energy range for Xe diffusion in 

disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N as 0.50–1.75 eV. A lower range of 0.30–1.25 eV is found for Kr diffusion. 

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

Compared with the widely used uranium dioxide nuclear fuel, 

etal nitride fuels have higher metal density and thermal conduc- 

ivity, which makes them good candidates for future Generation 

V fast reactors, especially metal-cooled fast reactors, due to their 

ood compatibility with metal coolants. Some research reactors 

ave been constructed to study the serviceability of mixed nitride 

uels, e.g. the BOR-60 reactor with fuel of composition U 0.55 Pu 0.45 N 

nd U 0.4 Pu 0. 6 N, and the JOYO reactor with U 0.8 Pu 0. 2 N fuel [1–3] . To

upport reactor design, simulation codes are used to evaluate fuel 

erformance and assess risk [ 4 , 5 ]. These codes are developed by

tting experimental data in which the fuel microstructure param- 

ters are not included. As a result, significant discrepancies have 

een obtained between the simulated and experimental fission gas 

mainly the noble gas (Ng) Xe) release rates [4] . Fission gas atoms 

ave low solubility in fuel matrices, and their trapping and release 

ay lead to fuel swelling and degeneration of thermal conductiv- 
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ty. Thus, a comprehensive understanding of the micro properties 

f mixed nitride fuels, such as defect structure and fission gas in- 

orporation and diffusion, is necessary for the development of ac- 

urate fission gas release models. Considering the difficulties in the 

xperimental study of Pu and its compounds, atomistic simulation 

s a powerful tool to obtain these properties. 

By contrast to mononitride fuels, work on mixed nitride fuels 

s extremely limited. Kurosaki et al . studied U 0.8 Pu 0. 2 N by molec- 

lar dynamics, and found that the physicochemical properties of 

he mixed nitrides are intermediate between those of UN and PuN 

6] . Zhang et al . studied the electronic and mechanical properties 

f U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N by the GGA + U method [7] . To save calculation re-

ources, they simplified the U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N model into UN and PuN 

ayers orderly stacked in a 1:1 ratio, although in reality, similar to 

ixed oxide fuels, (U, Pu)N is a solid solution with U and Pu be- 

ng randomly distributed in the actinide sublattice. To accurately 

tudy the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of mixed ni- 

rides, the construction of fully disordered (U, Pu)N structures is 

ecessary. Several methods are used in the literature to model 

he chemical disorder of different elements in size-limited systems 

8–10] . Amongst them, the special quasi-random structure (SQS) 

ethod, based on the Monte Carlo search scheme, is commonly 
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sed for small supercells [ 11 , 12 ], and has been proven to perform

ell for disordered mixed oxides, e.g. (Pu, U)O 2 , (Pu, Th)O 2 , and (U,

h)O 2 [ 13 , 14 ]. To the best of our knowledge, disordered (U, Pu)N

as not been studied at the atomistic level before. 

For actinide oxides, density functional theory (DFT) calcula- 

ions using conventional generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 

unctionals usually overestimate the delocalization of 5f electrons 

nd incorrectly predict these oxides as metallic, which is typically 

orrected by applying a Hubbard U term to the actinide 5f states 

15] . By contrast, for UN, in which all the 5f electrons are delo- 

alized, conventional GGA functionals well reproduce the experi- 

ental electronic spectrum [16–18] , and including the U correc- 

ion generates imaginary phonon modes [19] . However, PuN is lo- 

ated at the delocalized-localized 5f boundary in the actinide se- 

ies [20–23] , and the dual nature of the Pu 5f states makes it hard

o well reproduce the PuN electronic properties. Different ground 

tates have been suggested by different theoretical works, e.g. a f 3 

round state electronic configuration was suggested by Petit et al . 

sing the SIC-LSD method [20] , while Li et al . found a f 4.8 ground

tate by dynamic mean field theory [23] . Although the Hubbard 

 -corrected DFT method was used in some previous literature to 

tudy PuN, conventional GGA functionals correctly predict PuN as 

etallic, and the obtained lattice parameter is close to the exper- 

ments [ 22 , 24-26 ]. Moreover, the DFT + U formalism was found to

ncrease the number of metastable states, and ground state control 

ethods are necessary [27] . Therefore, conventional GGA is used 

o study (U, Pu)N in this work, on the basis that it performs well

or both UN and PuN. 

Based on the above considerations, we here study the mi- 

rostructure properties of U x Pu 1- x N, as well as the incorporation 

nd migration of Xe in it. Considering that the Pu content of the 

U, Pu)N fuel studied experimentally ranges from 0.2 to 0.6, we 

ere focus on U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. We first investigate the

eometric, electronic, and thermodynamic properties of disordered 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, and compare the results with those of

he corresponding ordered structures. Then, defect formation en- 

rgies in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are calculated to establish their relationship 

ith the defect chemical environment. Finally, the incorporation 

nd migration of Xe are simulated. Comparative calculations of Kr 

n ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are also conducted to give an energy range 

or Kr incorporation and migration in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. We 

elieve our work will contribute to the understanding of the mi- 

rostructure properties of uranium-plutonium mixed nitride fuels, 

nd fission gas behaviour within them. 

. Computational and methodological details 

Modelling U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N . (U, Pu)N is a solid so-

ution with U and Pu randomly distributed on the cationic sublat- 

ice, with a rock-salt structure similar to that of UN. The Special 

uasi-random Structure (SQS) method was used to construct dis- 

rdered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, employing the “mcsqs ” mod- 

le in the Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) [ 11 , 12 ]. A very

arge supercell is necessary to model the fully random-distributed 

olid solution, which will lead to high computational cost. To bal- 

nce efficiency and accuracy, we therefore tested two supercell 

izes, 2 ×2 ×2 and 3 ×3 ×3. The details of the SQS modelling are

iven in the supplementary information (Figure S1 and S2). For 

omparison, ordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N were also con- 

tructed by replacing 1 and 2 U atoms with Pu atoms in bulk 

N, as shown in Figure S3. The ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N structure is the

ame as that used by Zhang et al. [7] . A 2 ×2 ×2 supercell was con-

tructed for ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N to study the defect formation en- 

rgy, and a 2 ×2 ×3 supercell was used for the Ng (Ng = Xe, Kr)

igration study, as tested in our previous work on UN [28] . 
2 
DFT calculations . All the structure optimization and energy cal- 

ulations in this work were conducted using DFT within the Vienna 

b initio Simulation Package (VASP) 6.1.2 [29–31] . The cutoff en- 

rgy was set to 520 eV, as tested in our previous work [18] . The

erdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [32] was used for geom- 

try optimization with the force convergence limit of 0.01 eV/ ̊A. 

he energy of the obtained structures was calculated by the vdW- 

F functional to better account for the dispersion interactions [33] , 

ith the energy convergence limit of 10 −5 eV. The Monkhorst- 

ack sampling method with a 10 ×10 ×10 k mesh was used for the 

rdered bulk, and 3 ×3 ×3 and 3 ×3 ×2 k meshes were used for

 ×2 ×2 and 2 ×2 ×3 supercells, respectively. To determine saddle 

oint structures and migration energy barriers, the climbing im- 

ge nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method, as implemented in the 

TST package, was used [ 34 , 35 ]. 3 intermediate images were used 

ith the force convergence limit of 0.05 eV/ ̊A. 

The chemical potentials of Pu and U were calculated from α- 

 and α-Pu bulk, while those of N and Ng were calculated from 

n N 2 molecule and isolated Ng atom by putting N 2 or Ng into a

0 ×20 ×20 Å 

3 cell and fully relaxing. The convergence criteria and 

unctional used are as above. 

Defect formation energies and Ng incorporation Energies . 

revious studies have suggested that Ng has the lowest solution 

nergy at the uranium vacancy (V U ) site in UN, and the V U -assisted

echanism is the dominant one for fission gas atom diffusion in 

N [ 18 , 28 , 36 ]. Thus, the current work focuses on the cationic ac-

inide vacancy (V An ) defect (V Pu and V U ) and V An -assisted Ng mi- 

ration. The vacancy formation energies are calculated from: 

 f = E de fect − E per fect + μAn (1) 

n which E de fect and E per fect are the total energies of the defect and 

erfect supercell, respectively. μU is the chemical potential of the 

ctinide atom (U or Pu) removed to create the vacancy. Bathellier 

t al. studied the effect of chemical disorder on E f of bound Schot- 

ky defects (BSDs) in (Pu, U)O 2 [37] . They found that choosing a 

-based or Pu-based BSD is equally valid, since the difference be- 

ween the E f of two BSD types is a shift in the reference energy.

he same E f range is obtained by using U-based or Pu-based BSD. 

herefore, we here choose to focus on the E f of V U to study the

ffect of chemical disorder, with the results for E f (V Pu ) shown in 

he supplementary information. 

As the periodic model is implemented in the supercell ap- 

roach, the inclusion of defects and incorporated Ng atoms can 

nduce spurious interactions between periodic images [38] . Elas- 

ic field correction terms can help to correct for such interactions 

n the calculation of defect formation energy and Ng incorporation 

nergy, but our previous work suggests that this energy term is 

egligible for the 2 ×2 ×2 UN supercell [18] . Thus, we do not em-

loy elastic field corrections in the current work. 

Similar to the defect formation energy, the incorporation ener- 

ies of Ng in the defect (U, Pu)N supercell are calculated from: 

 i = E Ng∈ de fect − E de fect − μNg (2) 

here E Ng∈ de fect is the (U, Pu)N supercell containing an Ng atom at 

he vacancy site, and μNg is the chemical potential of an isolated 

g atom. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. U x Pu 1- x N bulk properties 

Structural Properties. We first compared our calculated 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N lattice parameters a and bond length 

 with experiment, and the data are plotted in Fig. 1 . As intro-

uced in the supplementary information, the optimized a and d of 
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Fig. 1. (a) Lattice parameter of U x Pu 1- x N against Pu content. The experimental values are from Reference [39] . (b) Calculated U-N (hollow) and Pu-N (solid) bond lengths of 

U x Pu 1- x N against the Pu content. The dashed line in (a) is the expected lattice parameter derived from Vegard’s law. 
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Table 1 

Calculated Bader charge ( q /|e|) of disordered and ordered 

U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The charges of U and Pu in UN and 

PuN are calculated to be 1.60 and 1.46, respectively. 

Disordered structure Ordered structure 

q Pu q U q Pu q U 

U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N 1.56 1.82 1.37 1.62 

U 0.5 Pu 0.5 N 1.39 1.65 1.40 1.65 
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he disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N in Fig. 1 are the aver-

ge values of the three selected SQS supercells, with the values of 

ach SQS supercell being listed in Table S1. The a and d of the or-

ered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are obtained by optimizing the 

U, Pu)N bulk, and the dashed line in Fig. 1(a) is the expected lat-

ice parameter of (U, Pu)N derived from the experimental a of UN 

nd PuN based on Vegard’s law [ 39 , 40 ]. 

The experimental a of (U, Pu)N does not strictly obey Veg- 

rd’s law [39] , with the a of U 0.81 Pu 0.19 N and U 0.62 Pu 0.38 N being

lightly lower than the values expected from Vegard, while the 

 of U 0.42 Pu 0.58 N and U 0.21 Pu 0.79 N are larger ( Fig. 1(a) ). This in-

icates that (U, Pu)N are not ideal mixtures. The calculated a of 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N also deviate from Vegard’s law, con- 

istent with experiment. Compared with the lattice parameter of 

he ordered structures, the deviation of the disordered structures is 

maller and the values are closer to the experimental values. The a 

f the 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 disordered supercells are quite close

or both U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, with differences of 0.07% and

.05%, respectively, indicating that the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is suffi- 

ient to represent disordered (U, Pu)N. Moreover, Table S1 shows 

hat the lattice parameters of the selected SQS supercells are simi- 

ar. While there are no previous simulations of disordered (U, Pu)N 

ith which to compare our results, our calculated a for ordered 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is smaller than the 4.917 Å reported by Zhang et al . [7] .

he difference could be attributed to the different method they 

sed (PBE + U ), which is consistent with the fact that the Hub- 

ard correction tends to overestimate the lattice parameter of UN 

4.900 vs 4.889 vs 4.868 Å, by PBE + U , experiment and PBE, respec-

ively) [ 7 , 39 ]. 

The U-N and Pu-N distances in the ordered structures are 

early the same due to symmetry, and increase slightly as the Pu 

ontent increases. In the disordered supercells, however, the U-N 

nd Pu-N distances are quite different, with the latter being 1.5% 

o 2.5% larger than the former in each structure. This is consis- 

ent with the larger experimental lattice parameter of PuN than 

N ( Fig. 1(a) ), which indicates that the Pu-N and U-N bonds in

isordered (U, Pu)N tend to perform as in the pure mononitride. 

his leads to the sizeable displacement towards U of the N atoms 

rom their ideal sites (Figure S4). With increasing Pu content, the 

verage U-N distance decreases, while the Pu-N distance remains 

early constant, being similar to the Pu-N bond length in PuN. 

he values obtained from the 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3 supercells are

lose to each other, with differences of 0.18% and 0.41% for d U-N 

nd d Pu-N in U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N, and 0.26% and 0.17% for d U-N and d Pu-N 

n U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. This further indicates that the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is

ufficient to study disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. As with 

he lattice parameter, the bond lengths of the selected SQS super- 

t

3 
ells with the same composition are close. Therefore, the 2 × 2 × 2 

upercells with the best cluster correlations (details in the supple- 

entary information) are used to study the electronic and thermo- 

ynamic properties of U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N in the following 

ections, with the relaxed structures being shown in Fig. 2 . 

Electronic properties . The Bader atomic charges q of Pu and U 

n disordered and ordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are given in

able 1 ; q U in the mixed nitrides are larger than in UN, especially

n the disordered structures, indicating that the U-N bond is more 

onic in the mixed nitrides. By contrast, q Pu are smaller than in 

he PuN (except for disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N), which is consistent 

ith the findings of Zhang et al . that the Pu-N bond is less ionic in

ernary actinide nitrides than in the binary PuN [7] . Moreover, in 

he mixed nitrides, the Bader charge of U is larger than that of Pu, 

ndicating that more electrons transfer between U-N than Pu-N. In 

he disordered structure, the charges of both U and Pu decrease as 

he Pu content increases, but stays nearly constant in the ordered 

tructure. 

To further study the electronic properties of U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, the density of states (DOS) were calculated, and are 

lotted in Fig. 3 and Figure S5. Both U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N

re metallic with the main contributions to the DOS around the 

ermi level being from the An f orbitals. Pu f states are located 

t lower energy than U f, consistent with the trend of increas- 

ng f orbital stability across the actinide series [ 17 , 41 ]. Experimen-

al valence band photoelectron spectra of PuN show that there 

re three peaks of Pu f states within 1 eV [42] . For UN, a strong

eak near the Fermi level is found experimentally [16] . These fea- 

ures were well reproduced by the PBE functional, while the addi- 

ion of a Hubbard U correction predicts lower peak locations due 

o the overestimation of the localization of An 5f states [ 17 , 18 ].

ig. 3 shows that these peak features are retained in the mixed 

itrides. In other words, the DOS of the mixed nitrides are the su- 

erposition of those of UN and PuN. The N p states are located 

etween −6 and −2 eV, with clear hybridization between N p and 

n f and d. The latter hybridization lies at a lower energy than 

he former, indicating that both the An d and f orbitals contribute 
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Fig. 2. Optimized disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N (left) and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N (right) supercells generated by the SQS method. Black, teal, and grey balls represent plutonium, uranium and 

nitrogen, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Density of states of disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N (a) and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N (b). 
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Table 2 

Calculated formation enthalpy ( �H f ) of UN and PuN using the PBE 

and vdW-DF functionals. Experimental and previous simulated re- 

sults are listed for comparison. 

�H f /eV 

Exp [ 44 , 46 ] APW + lo/PBE [47] PBE vdW-DF 

UN −3.01 ± 0.02 −3.02 −2.60 −2.93 

PuN −3.10 ± 0.03 −3.23 −2.74 −3.08 

Table 3 

Formation enthalpy ( �H f ) and mixing enthalpy ( �H mix ) of disordered 

and ordered U x Pu 1- x N using the vdW-DF functional. 

�H f /eV �H mix /eV 

disordered ordered disordered ordered 

U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N −2.84 −2.86 0.12 0.10 

U 0.5 Pu 0.5 N −2.91 −2.88 0.10 0.13 

t  

l

t

T

U

c

a

m

c  
o the An-N bond. Moreover, the peak positions of U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N 

nd U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are quite similar, suggesting little effect of the Pu 

ontent on the peak location in the DOS, although the difference 

n peak intensity can be attributed to the Pu concentration. This 

s different from the mixed oxides, in which the UO 2 band gap 

ignificantly narrows in (U, Pu)O 2 [43] . The DOS of the ordered 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N (Figure S5) are generally similar to 

hose of the corresponding disordered (U, Pu)N, and also show hy- 

ridization between An d/f and N p states. Note that the Pu f states 

lightly overlap with U f below the Fermi level, indicating interac- 

ion between the An atoms in ordered (U, Pu)N. 

Energetic properties . To study the thermodynamic stability of 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, we have calculated their formation 

nthalpy and mixing enthalpy using the total energy results from 

lectronic structure calculations: 

H f = E U x Pu 1 −x N − xμU − ( 1 − x ) μPu − μN (3) 

H mix = E U x Pu 1 −x N − xE UN − ( 1 − x ) E PuN (4) 

n which E U x Pu 1 −x N 
, E UN and E PuN are the total energies of U x Pu 1- x N,

N and PuN, respectively, and μU , μPu and μN are the calculated 

hemical potentials of U, Pu, and N. We also calculated the for- 

ation enthalpy of UN and PuN ( Table 2 ), for comparison with 

xperiments and previous theoretical work. As shown in Table 2 , 

ompared with the experimental results, the absolute values of 

he formation enthalpies are significantly underestimated by the 

BE functional. On inclusion of dispersion (vdW-DF), the calculated 

H f of UN and PuN agree well with experiment and other compu- 

ational work, indicating that van der Waals interactions are impor- 
4

ant in describing nitrides. By contrast to AnO 2 [ 44 , 45 ], the abso-

ute value of the formation enthalpy of PuN is slightly larger than 

hat of UN, indicating that the former is more energetically stable. 

The formation enthalpies of the mixed nitrides can be found in 

able 3 ; the values for disordered and ordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are all negative, with the absolute values slightly in- 

reasing as the Pu content increases. This is consistent with the 

bove finding that PuN has more negative �H f than UN. The for- 

ation enthalpies of the disordered and ordered structures are 

lose for U Pu N, but that for disordered U Pu N is more
0.75 0.25 0.5 0. 5 
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Fig. 4. U vacancy formation energy against the number of U atoms in the first 

nearest-neighbour shell (N U (1NN)) and second nearest-neighbour shell (N U (2NN)) 

in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The green dashed and dotted lines are the U vacancy for- 

mation energies in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N and UN. The UN data are taken from Ref 

[28] . 

Fig. 5. Calculated Xe incorporation energy ( E i ) at V U (green) and V Pu (orange) 

sites in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N against the number of U atoms in the first nearest- 

neighbour shell (N U (1NN)) and second nearest-neighbour shell (N U (2NN)) around 

the Xe in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The green and orange dashed lines represent the 

E i of Xe at V U and V Pu sites in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. 
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egative than for the ordered structure, indicating that the for- 

er is more energetically stable. The mixing enthalpies are posi- 

ive for both U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, indicating that demixing 

s a possibility for the mixed nitrides. The non-zero values indicate 

U, Pu)N are not ideal solid solutions, consistent with the lattice 

arameter data discussed earlier. 

In summary, the uranium-plutonium mixed nitrides are not 

deal solid solutions, and the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell is sufficient to 

tudy the geometric properties of disordered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The DOS near the Fermi level of the mixed nitrides 

re the superposition of the f states of UN and PuN, and the peak 

ositions are nearly independent of the Pu content. The forma- 

ion enthalpy of U x Pu 1- x N becomes more negative as the Pu con- 

ent increases, indicating that U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is slightly more stable 

han U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N. Furthermore, ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N can be consid- 

red as consisting of UN and PuN layers stacked in a 1:1 ratio, 

nd hence Xe incorporation and migration data within an ordered 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N UN layer can be compared with our previous UN work 

o investigate the effect of mixing in Pu. Thus, we focus primarily 

n U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N in the following defect and Ng migration studies. 

.2. Actinide vacancies in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N 

During the normal operation of a nuclear reactor, defects in 

he fuel matrix will be produced by the neutrons emitted and by 

ssion product cascade, or by high temperature, with the former 

nd the latter being called irradiation-induced defects and thermal 

efects, respectively [48] . These defects are critical for fission gas 

iffusion because they may serve as the accommodation site for 

ssion gas atoms and assist fission gas migration. Previous stud- 

es have suggested that Ng has the lowest solution energy at the 

ranium vacancy (V U ) site in UN, as well as in UC which has a

imilar structure to UN [ 36 , 49 ]. Thus, we here focus mainly on ac-

inide vacancies (V An ) in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, with some supporting results 

or U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N also shown. As noted above, (U, Pu)N are not ideal

olid solutions, and may have local ordering. We here assume that 

hort-range ordering effects due to non-ideality can be neglected, 

s indeed did the recent study of (Pu, U)O 2 [37] . 

Zhao et al . found variable vacancy formation energy in the solid 

olution alloys, dependent on chemical environment [50] . This is 

lso expected here for mixed nitrides considering the random dis- 

ribution of the An sublattice. Therefore, we classify the vacancy 

ccording to the number of uranium atoms in the first and second 

earest-neighbour shells (N U (1NN) and (N U (2NN), respectively), 

nd denote it as ( a, b ), where a and b are N U (1NN) and N U (2NN),

espectively. For example, the structure of (8, 2) V Pu is shown in 

igure S6. The V An formation energies in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N were calcu- 

ated using Eq. (1) , with the results shown in Fig. 4 . Some V An for-

ation energies in U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N were also calculated, and are given 

n Table S2. 

Fig. 4 shows that E f of V U increases as N U (1NN) increases, but 

ecreases as N U (2NN) increases, a trend also true for U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N 

Table S2). E f of V U in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is much smaller than

hat in the disordered structure. This is as expected considering 

hat the chemical environment of V U in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is (4, 

). The V U formation energy in pure UN is calculated to be 2.97 eV 

dotted line in Fig. 4 ) [28] , which is larger than that of some V U 

n disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. This indicates that the mixing in of Pu 

reates some low energy cost U vacancy sites. E f of V Pu shows the 

ame trend as that of V U (Figure S7). 

.3. Incorporation of Xe in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N 

In the previous section we found that defect formation ener- 

ies are dependent on the chemical environment around the va- 

ancy. To study the effect of chemical environment on Xe incor- 
5 
oration, we calculated the incorporation energy of Xe in disor- 

ered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The chemical environment around the Xe is as 

efined above. Fig. 5 shows that the E i of Xe increases with in- 

reasing N U (1NN), but decreases with increasing N U (2NN), which 

s the same trend as that of E f . Due to limited supercell size, there

re no V U and V Pu vacancies that are in the same chemical envi- 

onment, but it can be seen from the points in the N U (1NN) = 8

olumn that E i increases uniformly as N U (2NN) decreases regard- 

ess of the vacancy species, indicating the negligible effect of va- 

ancy species on Xe incorporation. The E i of Xe at the V U and 

 Pu sites in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are calculated to be 4.47 eV and

.01 eV, respectively, shown as the green and orange dashed lines 

n Fig. 5 . The E i of Xe at the (8, 0) V U site (5.98 eV) in disordered

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is close to the 6.01 eV of Xe at the V Pu site in ordered

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, the chemical environment of which is also (8, 0). This 

urther illustrates that the Xe incorporation energy is independent 

f the vacancy species, but highly dependent on the vacancy chem- 

cal environment. Bader analysis (Table S3) shows that the charge 

f Xe at the vacancy sites is low and similar at different sites, indi- 

ating weak interaction between the matrix atoms and the solute 

e atom, also shown by the charge density distribution (Figure S8). 

The dependence of Xe incorporation energy on the chemical en- 

ironment can be attributed to the vacancy steric space. The de- 
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Fig. 6. Charge density difference of (8, 2) and (8, 6) V Pu in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The purple and yellow represent positive and negative charge density, respectively. 
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Table 4 

Migration energy barrier ( E m ) for 

Xe diffusion in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N at the ( a, 

b ) vacancy site, in which a and b 

are the number of U atoms in the 

first and second nearest-neighbour 

shells around the vacancy. 

E m /eV 

E f m E r m 

(4, 2) → (4, 0) 1.15 0.73 

(4, 4) → (4, 0) 1.33 0.64 
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U

U  

a

endence on N U (1NN) is because the cationic size of U is slightly 

arger than that of Pu. Thus, the smaller N U (1NN), the larger the 

acancy space. To study the dependence of E i on N U (2NN), the 

harge density differences of the (8, 2) and (8, 6) V Pu supercells 

ere calculated. Fig. 6 shows that compared with the perfect su- 

ercell, the charge density between the N and the vacancy site in 

he defect supercells decreases, while the density around the N in- 

reases in the direction away from the vacancy. Meanwhile, the 

eighbouring N atoms move away from the vacancy towards the 

NN actinide atoms. As noted in Section 3.1 , charge transfer be- 

ween U and N is more significant than that between Pu and N. 

hus, the displacements of the N atom bonded to the U(2NN) are 

arger than those of the N atoms bonded to the Pu(2NN), which 

re calculated to be 0.21 Å and 0.14 Å for the N atoms bonded to

he U(2NN) and Pu(2NN), respectively, in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N with (6, 2) V U .

s a result, the larger the N U (2NN), the larger the vacancy space, 

nd the lower the Xe incorporation energy. 

In previous work, we found that the incorporation behaviour of 

r in UN is similar to that of Xe [18] . Thus, the trend in the effect

f the chemical environment is expected to be the same for Kr as 

or Xe. The E i of Kr at the V U and V Pu sites in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N

re calculated to be 3.30 eV and 4.64 eV, respectively, which are 

maller than for Xe due to the smaller atomic size. The E i of Kr in

isordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are expected to be within this range. 

.4. Migration of Xe in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N 

The energy barriers for Xe migration in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are pre- 

ented in this section. We here mainly consider the direct ex- 

hange of Xe atoms with nearest neighbour vacancies, considering 

hat the vacancy-assisted mechanism governs fission gas diffusion 

n UN [ 28 , 36 ]. As we found above that the Xe incorporation energy

s highly dependent on the chemical environment of the vacancy, 

ut independent of the vacancy species, it is therefore expected 

hat the vacancy chemical environment will also affect the migra- 

ion energy. To probe this, we calculated the Xe migration energy 

arrier ( E m 

) along two possible pathways that can be identified in 

ur disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N model, with the results being listed in 

able 4 . The initial and final states are represented by the vacancy 

hemical environment as defined above. The forward ( E 
f 
m 

) or re- 

erse ( E r m 

) migration energy is the energy difference between the 

ransition state (TS) and the initial (IS) or the final state (FS). 

Table 4 shows that E 
f 
m 

and E r m 

are different for the same path- 

ay, which is also found for Ni-based solid solution alloys [50] . 

his can be attributed to the chemical disorder of the mixed ni- 

ride. Wolverton et al . found that the incorporation of the solute 

toms generates strain on the neighbouring matrix atoms [51] , and 
6 
 vacancy at the nearest-neighbouring position around the solute 

elps to relieve the strain by relaxing the solute atom towards 

hat vacancy. Naghavi et al. also reported displacement of the so- 

ute atom towards the other vacancy in FCC cobalt [52] . In UN, 

he displacement of Xe in the IS and FS are the same consider- 

ng the equivalent structures of the IS and FS, and the TS is lo- 

ated at the mid point of the two vacancies. The total energy of 

he system increases smoothly from the IS to the TS, and then de- 

reases to the FS, giving the same energy barrier (1.16 eV) forwards 

r backwards along the migration pathway [28] . However, in disor- 

ered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, the IS and FS structures are nonequivalent, which 

eads to different degrees of displacement of Xe towards the TS. 

e here take the (4, 2) → (4, 0) pathway as an example; Fig. 7

hows that the Xe atom in the IS and FS deviates from the lattice 

ites, more obviously in the FS. This is because the steric space of 

he (4, 0) vacancy is smaller than that of the (4, 2), so Xe displaces

ore to relieve the strain. In other words, the smaller the vacancy 

pace, the larger the displacement of Xe towards another vacancy. 

n the transition state (TS), Xe is located between two vacancies 

nd is surrounded by four Pu atoms (Figure S9). N atoms move 

way from Xe to create enough space for Xe to pass through. The 

4, 4) → (4, 0) pathway has a similar TS configuration, in which Xe 

s also surrounded by 4 Pu atoms. By comparing the E 
f 
m 

of the two

athways we can see that with the same FS, the larger the IS va- 

ancy space, the higher the energy barrier, while for the pathway 

ith the same IS, the larger the FS vacancy space, the smaller the 

nergy barrier. 

Due to the complicated situation of the disordered supercell, it 

s impractical to calculate all migration pathways. We found above 

hat the Xe incorporation energy at the V Pu and V U sites in ordered 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N set the upper and lower limits for Xe incorporation in 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, because the (8, 0) V Pu and (4, 6) V U have the smallest

nd largest vacancy steric space. Thus, it is expected that the E m 
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Fig. 7. Initial state (left) and final state (right) structures of Xe migration along the (4, 2) → (4, 0) pathway. 

Table 5 

Migration energy barriers ( E m ) for Xe in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N along four processes. 

The initial and final state vacancy site is defined as ( a, b ), in which a and 

b are the number of U atoms in the first and second nearest-neighbour 

shells around the vacancy. 

E m /eV 

(i) (4,6) → (4, 6) 1.40 

(ii) (4, 6) → (8, 0) 1.75 

(iii) (8, 0) → (4, 6) 0.50 

(iv) (8, 0) → (8,0) 1.01 
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n ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N could also set the range for Xe diffusion in

isordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. 

As shown in Figure S3, the UN and PuN layers are stacked in 

 1:1 ratio in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, similar to the Ll 0 -ordered TiAl

lloy. Ikeda et al . experimentally studied the monovacancy-assisted 

mpurity (Ni and In) diffusion in TiAl and theoretically proposed a 

olute diffusion model, which can be used in our work [53] . Based 

n their model, vacancy-assisted Xe diffusion could happen by four 

rocesses: (i) within the UN layer; (ii) from the UN layer to the 

uN layer; (iii) from the PuN layer to UN layer; (iv) within the PuN 

ayer. We simulated the migration of Xe by these processes, and 

he calculated energy barriers are listed in Table 5 . 

We can see that Xe has the highest and lowest migration bar- 

iers by processes (ii) and (iii), with E m 

of 1.75 eV and 0.50 eV,

espectively. This suggests that the E m 

range of Xe in disordered 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is 0.5–1.75 eV. As expected, the E m 

of the two represen-

ative Xe pathways in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N ( Table 4 ) are within

his range. The comparison between processes (i) and (iii), as well 

s (ii) and (iv), illustrates our finding that with the same FS, the 

arger the IS vacancy space, the higher the energy barrier. Further- 

ore, the comparison between processes (i) and (ii), as well as (iii) 

nd (iv), shows that with the same IS, the larger the FS vacancy 

pace, the lower the energy barrier. The migration energies of Kr 

y these four processes (Table S4) have the same trend as that of 

e, with the energy range of 0.30–1.25 eV. It is not unexpected to 

nd the lower energy barrier for Kr considering the smaller atomic 

ize of Kr compared with that of Xe, which is consistent with the 

rend in UN [28] . 

As reported in our previous work, the migration energy barrier 

f Ng in UN is 1.16 eV and 0.78 eV for Xe and Kr, respectively [28] ,

hich are smaller than the E m 

of Xe and Kr within the UN layer

process (i)) in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. This shows that the mixing of PuN into

N inhibits the migration of fission gas atoms within the UN sub- 

attice. However, with the help of a Pu vacancy site, the energy 

arriers are lower than that in UN (process (iii)). 

Finally, we note that our Xe incorporation and migration en- 

rgy ranges, and chemical environment dependence, are based on 

ome representative structures, as DFT is too expensive to conduct 

n exhaustive study. A similar situation holds true for the defect 
7 
ormation energies studied in Section 3.2 . Future work, most likely 

sing empirical potentials as employed by Bathellier et al. for (U, 

u)O 2 [37] , should be able to interrogate a more complete set of 

tructures. 

. Conclusions 

In this contribution, we have investigated the bulk properties of 

 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N, and studied the migration behaviour 

f fission gas atom Xe, in U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. We began by modelling dis- 

rdered U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N structures using the Special 

uasi-random Structure method with 2 ×2 ×2 and 3 ×3 ×3 super- 

ells. The similar lattice parameter and bond length obtained from 

he two supercells suggest that the 2 ×2 ×2 is sufficient to study 

isordered mixed nitrides. The density of states (DOS) indicates 

hat both U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are metallic with the main

ontributions to the DOS around the Fermi level being from the An 

 orbital. Pu f states are located at lower energy than U f, consistent 

ith the trend of increasing f orbital stability across the actinide 

eries. The formation enthalpies of U 0.75 Pu 0.25 N and U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are 

2.84 eV and −2.91 eV, respectively, indicating that the latter is 

ore stable. The non-zero mixing enthalpies indicate that (U, Pu)N 

re not ideal solid solutions. 

We then simulated the actinide vacancy in disordered and or- 

ered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N and studied the effect of the chemical environ- 

ent. We found that the defect formation energies of V Pu and V U 

ncrease as the number of U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour 

hell (N U (1NN)) increases, but decrease as the number of U atoms 

n the second nearest-neighbour shell (N U (2NN)) increases. 

Then, we studied the incorporation of Xe at the actinide va- 

ancy in disordered and ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. The incorporation en- 

rgy of Xe in disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N is found to be independent 

f vacancy species, depending only on the chemical environment 

f the vacancy. The incorporation energy increases with increasing 

 U (1NN), but decreases with increasing N U (2NN), as does E f . This 

s because the smaller the N U (1NN) and the larger the N U (2NN), 

he larger the vacancy steric space. The incorporation energy of Xe 

t V U and V Pu sites in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are 4.47 eV and 6.01 eV,

espectively, which are the lower and upper limits for the E i in dis- 

rdered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. This is as expected considering the steric space 

f V U and V Pu in ordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N are the largest and smallest

ompared with that in the disordered U 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N. Comparative cal- 

ulations for Kr show that its incorporation energy range is 3.30–

.64 eV. 

Finally, we simulated the migration of Xe in disordered 

 0.5 Pu 0. 5 N along two representative pathways. The calculated en- 

rgy barriers show that with the same final state (FS), the larger 

he initial state (IS) vacancy space, the higher the energy barrier. 

hile for the pathway with the same IS, the larger the FS vacancy 

pace, the smaller the energy barrier. The migration energy bar- 

ier in ordered U Pu N is expected to set the energy range for 
0.5 0. 5 
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Modeling the disordered U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N. Mixed (U, Pu)N is a solid solution that 

has the same face-centred cubic (FCC) structure as that of UN and PuN. Pu and U atoms are 

randomly distributed in the actinide sublattice with the N sublattice being the same as that in 

the mononitrides. We modeled the disordered U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N by the SQS method 

using the mcsqs module implemented in the Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) [1, 2]. 

This method is based on Monte Carlo simulation to minimize an objective function that seeks 

to match the maximum number of cluster correlation functions. We considered pair, triplet, and 

quadruple correlation with the cut-off of the fifth, second, and nearest-neighbour sites, 

respectively. Two different supercell sizes, 2×2×2 and 3×3×3, were used. The search for the 

perfect SQS structure was considered to have stopped when no new structures were generated 

within 24 hours. The total energies of the generated structures were calculated using the settings 

given in the main text, and shown in Figure S1 and S2. The cluster correlations of the generated 

SQS supercells are also shown in Figure S1 and S2.  

 

The relative cluster correlations ∏𝑎𝑏 represents the correlation of a-vertex cluster with the 

cut-off of b (e.g., ∏22 represents the pair correlation between an atom and its second nearest-

neighbour atoms) related to the corresponding perfectly random alloy. Thus, the more zeros are 

in the ∏𝑎𝑏, the closer the generated SQS is to an ideally random distribution. The ideal SQS 

is reached if all ∏𝑎𝑏 values are zero. Due to the large cluster and cut-off that we considered, 

the ideal SQS is only found for 2×2×2 U0.5Pu0.5N. But the best SQS does not represent the 

lowest-energy structure. It can be found from Figure S1 that for 2×2×2 U0.5Pu0.5N, the SQS-4 

has the lowest total energy, i.e., the most thermodynamically stable, although the degree of 

random distribution is worse than that of SQS-17. This is also true for other systems.  

 

The standard deviations of the total energies are quite small, 0.02 eV and 0.03 eV for 2×2×2 

U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N, and 0.09 eV and 0.05 eV for 3×3×3 U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N, 

respectively. This suggests the thermodynamic stabilities of the generated SQS supercells are 

close.  

 

To study the geometric properties of disordered U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N, we selected three 

structures for each UxPu1-xN: one has the best relative cluster correlations, one has the lowest 

total energy, and one by combining the total energy and cluster correlations. The optimized 

lattice parameter and bond distance of the selected structures are shown in Table S1. The 

average value of three structures is used in the main text.  
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Figure S1. Relative cluster correlations (∏𝑎𝑏) (left) and total energies (right) of the generated 2×2×2 U0.75Pu0.25N 

and U0.5Pu0.5N SQS supercells. The dashed lines in the right figures represent the average total energy. SQS–n 

represents the nth generated SQS supercells. 
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Figure S2. Relative cluster correlations (∏𝑎𝑏) (left) and total energies (right) of the generated 3×3×3 U0.75Pu0.25N 

and U0.5Pu0.5N SQS supercells. The dashed lines in the right figures represent the average total energy. SQS–n 

represents the nth generated SQS supercells. 
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Table S1. Calculated lattice parameter (a), U-N bond distance (dU-N), and Pu-N bond distance (dPu-N) in selected 

U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N supercells.  

 Supercell size SQS structure a /Å dU-N /Å dPu-N /Å 

U0.75Pu0.25N 

2×2×2 

SQS-1 4.878 2.431 2.466 

SQS -5 4.878 2.430 2.466 

SQS -6 4.878 2.430 2.466 

3×3×3 

SQS -9 4.874 2.425 2.476 

SQS -10 4.876 2.426 2.476 

SQS -11 4.874 2.425 2.475 

U0.5Pu0.5N 

2×2×2 

SQS -4 4.889 2.417 2.473 

SQS -14 4.888 2.422 2.467 

SQS -17 4.889 2.422 2.468 

3×3×3 

SQS -5 4.886 2.414 2.474 

SQS -10 4.886 2.415 2.473 

SQS -17 4.886 2.414 2.474 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure S3. Ordered U0.75Pu0.25N (left) and U0.5Pu0.5N (right) bulk. Black, teal, and grey balls represent plutonium, 

uranium, and nitrogen, respectively.  
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Figure S4. Schematic of N displacements in U0.5Pu0.5N. Grey, teal, and black balls represent the N, U, and Pu, 

respectively. The white ball represents the ideal site for N. The degree of displacement has been exaggerated to show 

the direction of N displacement.  

 

 

 

Figure S5. Density of states of ordered U0.75Pu0.25N and U0.5Pu0.5N.  

 

 

 

Figure S6. (8, 2) VPu in disordered U0.5Pu0.5N. Black, teal, and grey ball represent plutonium, uranium, and nitrogen, 

respectively.  
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Table S2. Calculated U and Pu vacancy formation energies in disordered U0.75Pu0.25N against the chemical 

environment (a, b), where a and b are the number of U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell (NU(1NN)) and 

second nearest-neighbour shell (NU(2NN)) around the vacancy.  

VU  VPu 

(a, b) 𝐸𝑓 /eV  (a, b) 𝐸𝑓 /eV 

(6,4) 2.92  (8,6) 3.19 

(8,6) 2.91  (9,6) 3.26 

(9,6) 2.93    

 

 

Figure S7. Pu vacancy formation energy against the number of U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell (NU(1NN)) 

and second nearest-neighbour shell (NU(2NN)) in disordered U0.5Pu0.5N. The dashed line is the Pu vacancy formation 

energies in ordered U0.5Pu0.5N. 

 

Table S3. Bader charge of Xe at uranium or plutonium vacancy sites in disordered U0.5Pu0.5N against the number of 

U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell (NU(1NN)) and second nearest-neighbour shell (NU(2NN)). 

NU(1NN) 

NU(2NN) 

4 6 8 

6   -0.02 

4 0.04 0.01 0.01 

2 0.04 0.04 0.05 

0 0.06  0.07 
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Figure S8. Charge density distribution (a.u.) of the (001) surface for Xe at different vacancy sites in disordered 

U0.5Pu0.5N. The chemical environment around the Xe is defined as (a, b), where a and b are the number of U atoms 

in the first nearest-neighbour shell (NU(1NN)) and second nearest-neighbour shell (NU(2NN)) around the vacancy. 

 

 

Figure S9. Transition state structure of Xe migration along the (4, 2) → (4, 0) pathway. 

 

Table S4. Migration energy barriers (𝐸𝑚) for Kr in the U0.5Pu0.5N along four processes. The initial and final state 

vacancy site is defined as (a, b), in which a and b are the number of U atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell 

(NU(1NN)) and second nearest-neighbour shell (NU(2NN)). 

 𝐸𝑚 /eV 

(i) (4 ,6) → (4, 6) 0.90 

(ii) (4, 6) → (8, 0) 1.25 

(iii) (8, 0) → (4, 6) 0.30 

(iv) (8, 0) → (8 ,0) 0.71 
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High coordination number actinide-noble gas
complexes; a computational study†

Lin Yang, Sophie Cooper and Nikolas Kaltsoyannis *

The geometries, electronic structures and bonding of early actinide-noble gas complexes are studied

computationally by density functional and wavefunction theory methods, and by ab initio molecular

dynamics. AcHe18
3+ is confirmed as being an 18-coordinate system, with all of the He atoms

accommodated in the primary coordination shell, and this record coordination number is reported for

the first time for Th4+ and Th3+. For Pa and U in their group valences of 5 and 6 respectively, the largest

number of coordinated He atoms is 17. For AnHe17
q+ (An = Ac, q = 3; An = Th, q = 4; An = Pa, q = 5;

An = U, q = 6), the average An–He binding energy increases significantly across the series, and correlates

linearly with the extent of He - Anq+ charge transfer. The interatomic exchange–correlation term Vxc

obtained from the interacting quantum atoms approach correlates linearly with the An–He quantum theory

of atoms-in-molecules delocalization index, both indicating that covalency increases from AcHe17
3+

to UHe17
6+. The correlation energy in AnHe16

3+ obtained from MP2 calculations decreases in the order

Pa 4 Th 4 U 4 Ac, the same trend found in Vxc. The most stable complexes of Ac3+ with the heavier

noble gases Ar–Xe are 12 coordinate, best described as Ng12 cages encapsulating an Ac3+ ion. There is

enhanced Ng - Ac3+ charge transfer as the Ng gets heavier, and Ac–Ng covalency increases.

1. Introduction

The noble gas (Ng) elements, with their completely filled
principal quantum shells, were considered unreactive for a
long time. However, the 1962 report of the first stable Ng
compound, Xe+[PtF6]� disproved that view,1 and a new field
of chemistry was opened. After that, many scientists devoted
themselves to noble gas chemistry, and various new Ng com-
pounds were reported from both experimental and theoretical
studies.2–5 Among them, actinide–Ng complexes, CUO(Ar)4�n(Ng)n

(Ng = Kr–Xe, n = 1–4), were first reported by Andrews et al. in
2002.6 During the synthesis of CUO by laser ablation of U and CO
in Ng matrices, it was found that the vibrational spectrum of CUO
in an Ar matrix was different from that in a Ne matrix, with the
spectral shift from Ne to Ar being much larger than the normal
‘‘matrix shift’’. Combined with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, Andrews et al. assigned the spectrum in Ar to triplet
CUO, but to singlet CUO in Ne. Such matrix-induced ground-state
reversal suggested direct Ar–U bonding, and U–Ng bonds were
also found in Kr and Xe. The interaction between U and Ng was
attributed to the donation of Ng lone pair electrons into vacant

orbitals of U, suggesting that positively charged actinide com-
pounds such as UO2

2+ would have stronger interaction with
Ng elements, and the U–Ng complexes [UO2(Ne)6]+, [UO2(Ng)5]+

(Ng = Ar–Xe) and UO2(Ng)4 (Ng = Ne, Ar) were indeed subse-
quently reported.7,8 The larger average U–Ng binding energy
in [UO2(Ng)5]+ vs. UO2(Ng)4 and CUO(Ng)4 (e.g. 23.6 kJ mol�1,
14.6 kJ mol�1 and 16.2 kJ mol�1 respectively for Ng = Ar)
supports the influence of charge on U–Ng interaction strength,
also found in AuXen

q+.2,9

Actinide–Ng (especially He) complexes are candidate molecules
for achieving high coordination numbers. Coordination number
(CN), originally defined as the total number of neighboring atoms
directly bonded to the central atom in a molecule or ion, is a
fundamental concept in coordination chemistry, and the experi-
mental and theoretical search for compounds with high CN has a
long history.10–13 Hermann et al. predicted the existence of
PbHe15

2+ with a CN of 15 by DFT calculation,14 and that even
higher CN systems may be achievable in charged actinide–He
interactions. Motivated by this work, our group15 theoretically
studied actinide ions coordinated by He atoms and reported
17-coordinated AcHe17

3+, PaHe17
4+ and ThHe17

4+ complexes, a
step forward as for several years the highest known CN was
16.11–13 UHen

q+ (q = 2–6) and PaHen
5+ were also studied, but no

stable structures were found with n 4 15. However, a year later,
AcHe18

3+ was reported by Ozama et al., using coupled cluster
theory and path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD).16 According
to their work, 18 He atoms can be accommodated in the first
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coordination shell, in a highly symmetrical D4d structure, the
increase in CN from our work potentially being due to omission
of basis set superposition error (BSSE) in our CCSD(T) calcula-
tions. Although CN higher than 18 has recently been reported for
M(H2)12

n+ (M = Ac, Th, Pa, U, La, n = 3, 4)17 and An(BH)24 (An = Th–
Cm),18 genuine CNs of 24 are debatable given the strong H–H
interaction in M(H2)12

n+ and lack of direct evidence for true
24 M–B bonds in An(BH)24. High coordination number is also
observed in metal cluster-based compounds. M(EH)12 (M = Cr,
Mo, W; E = Zn, Cd, Hg)19 possess 12 M-ER bond paths which are
characterized as 6 three-centre two-electron bonds by quantum
theory of atoms-in-molecules (QTAIM) and MO analysis. Weak
peripheral E–E bonding is also observed with lower bond order
than the M–E bonds. By contrast, [Pt@Pb12]2�,20,21 which has
similar geometry, is stabilized by strong interactions in the Pb
icosahedron.

In this contribution, we study AnHen
q+ (An = Ac–U) using

wavefunction theory, DFT and ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) calculations, and probe the nature of the An–He inter-
action. The latter is investigated via the QTAIM, interacting
quantum atoms (IQA) and natural population analysis (NPA)
methods. We also extend the helium work to the heavier Ng
elements neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, systemically inves-
tigating the nature of the Anq+–Ng interaction, including the
influence of Ng polarizability.

2. Computational details

All the geometrical structures, binding energies and thermody-
namic stabilities of AnNgn

q+ complexes were studied by dispersion-
corrected density functional theory methods (DFT-D3),22 as imple-
mented in TURBOMOLE 7.3.23 Effective core potentials (ECPs) with
60 core electrons were used for the actinide elements along with
the def-TZVPP valence basis sets,24–26 and the aug-cc-pV5Z basis
set27 was used for He. Stuttgart RLC basis sets and ECPs with 2, 10,
28, and 46 core electrons respectively were used for Ne, Ar, Kr, and
Xe.28,29 To ensure valid comparisons with the He results, both the
aug-cc-pV5Z and Stuttgart RLC ECP basis sets were used for
benchmark AcNen

3+ calculations (Table S1, ESI†). The average
Ac3+–Ne distance and distance range obtained, as well as the
binding energies, are close, suggesting that comparisons may
indeed be justifiably made between the He and heavier Ng results,
despite the difference in Ng basis sets employed. Harmonic
vibrational frequency analysis30 was conducted for all optimized
structures to ensure that they are true minimum structures.

To benchmark the density functional selection, CCSD(T)31

calculations were conducted in MOLPRO 201932 using the 60
electron ECP along with associated ECP60MWB_SEG valence
basis set for An (Ac, U)24–26 and aug-cc-pV5Z basis set for He.27

HF33 and MP234 calculations were performed in Gaussian 1635

with the same basis sets as used for the CCSD(T) calculations.
BSSE corrections were evaluated by the counterpoise correction
method.36

QTAIM and IQA37 calculations were conducted using the
AIMAll software.38 The input files for the IQA calculations were

generated from DFT calculations based on the B3LYP-D3
density functional39 because the BHLYP-D3 density functional
(which is used for our other production DFT calculations) is not
currently supported for IQA analysis in AIMAll. The details for
the IQA calculations were as reported in our previous work.40

Natural population analysis (NPA) was carried out using NBO
7.041 to obtain the natural charges and electron configurations
of the AnNgn

q+ complexes.
To study the thermodynamic stability of the optimized

AnNgn
q+ structures, AIMD calculations were performed in TUR-

BOMOLE, using the Nosé–Hoover thermostat.42 The time step
was set to 1.21 fs and the total simulation time to 1.25 ps for
Ac3+–Ng compounds. For the Th4+–He complexes, longer simu-
lation times were used, 2.47 ps and 3.71 ps for temperatures of 3 K
and 10 K respectively. The simulations for AcHe18

3+ and ThHe18
4+

were conducted twice, yielding similar results. Hence, simulations
for the Ac3+–Ng complexes were conducted only once.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Potential energy curves for An3+–He

As stated in the Introduction, Ozama et al. reported that BSSE
has a significant influence on the Ac3+–He potential energy
curve at the ECP60MWB/CCSD(T) level.16 To verify this, we
began by studying BSSE, calculating the potential energy curve
for the Ac3+–He interaction with CCSD(T), with and without
BSSE correction. Both contracted and uncontracted valence
basis sets were used for Ac. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the effect
of BSSE depends on whether the Ac basis set is contracted or
uncontracted. The contracted basis set without BSSE gives the
deepest potential well of 35.13 kJ mol�1, close to the 34.98 kJ mol�1

and 35.0 kJ mol�1 calculated by Ozama et al. and by us, respec-
tively. However, the potential well without BSSE but using the
uncontracted basis set is much shallower, 22.68 kJ mol�1 at 2.61 Å.
BSSE correction leads to a shallowing of the potential energy curve,
to 21.93 kJ mol�1 and 22.18 kJ mol�1 for contracted and uncon-
tracted basis set respectively, close to the value of 21.94 kJ mol�1

predicted by Ozama et al. This suggests that BSSE correction has a
marked influence on CCSD(T) calculations using contracted basis
sets, but that the impact on uncontracted basis set calculations is
slight. BSSE at the DFT level was also studied, using the PBE-D3
functional as a representative example (Fig. S1, ESI†). The results
suggest that the effect is very small, with potential well depths of
27.40 kJ mol�1 and 27.46 kJ mol�1 with and without BSSE
correction, respectively. On the basis of these results, we (i) use
BSSE-corrected contracted basis set CCSD(T) data as a benchmark
to determine the most appropriate density functional (contracted
basis sets are used for DFT calculations in the TURBOMOLE
software) and (ii) neglect BSSE corrections in our DFT calculations.

Ac3+–He potential energy curves were calculated by various
density functionals; the results from PBE-D3 and BHLYP-D3 are
shown in Fig. 1(b) with the other data being plotted in Fig. S2
(ESI†). All functionals match reasonably well with BSSE-corrected
CCSD(T), with hybrid functionals performing slightly better than
GGA. Among the hybrids, the BHLYP curve is the best match for
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the coupled cluster results, and hence BHLYP-D3 is used for
geometry optimization and binding energy calculations of
AnNgn

q+. The only exception is UHen
3+, for which BHLYP-D3

gave a poor description of the UHe18
3+ average binding energy

(Fig. S3, ESI†) and U3+–He potential energy curve (Fig. S4, ESI†).
Fig. S4 (ESI†) shows that the binding energies obtained from
BHLYP-D3 are very large, leading to an extremely deep potential
well which does not converge to 0 at large U3+–He distance.
Further examination indicates that the total energy of U3+

obtained by BHLYP-D3 is appreciably less negative than from
the other methods employed (Table S2, ESI†), and also less
negative than obtained from the same calculation performed in
Gaussian 16, suggesting that TURBOMOLE does not converge to
the correct ground state of U3+ with BHLYP. Given this observation
and, as the curve from B3LYP-D3 matches better with that of
CCSD(T), it is used for the study of U3+–He complexes.

3.2. Anq+–He complexes

3.2.1 Ac3+–He complexes. Using the BHLYP-D3 functional,
we were able to locate a AcHe18

3+ true minimum structure. This
is an increase in CN of one from our previous work, which
employed the HFS functional,15 and located only AcHe17

3+. The
data in the previous section indicate that this difference arises
from the omission of BSSE in our previous benchmarking
CCSD(T) calculations, which generated an Ac3+–He well which

was too deep, and hence led to our using the HFS approach.
The optimized structure of AcHe18

3+ is shown in Fig. 2(a); it is
close to a distorted tetrakis cuboctahedron and has D4d

symmetry, as reported by Ozama et al.16 Efforts to coordinate
19 and 20 He atoms in the primary shell all failed.

The stability of AcHe18
3+ was studied by AIMD at 10 K,

starting from the initial geometry shown in Fig. 2(a). The
results are shown in Fig. 3; the lowest energy structure over
the course of the simulation is the starting structure. Further-
more, the root mean square deviations of the He atoms from
the initial structure are less than 0.15 Å, also indicating the
stability of the AcHe18

3+ structure, with only slight relaxation of
the He atoms in the first coordination shell.

Geometrical parameters of Ac3+–He complexes from n = 1 to
18 are listed in Table 1. The average Ac3+–He distance increases
by only 0.109 Å from n = 1 to 17, with the bond distance range
maximising at 0.039 Å for the 16-coordinate system. However,
the bond distance range jumps to 0.108 Å at n = 18, with the
average bond distance being 0.027 Å longer than that at n = 17,
suggesting a crowded distribution of He atoms in AcHe18

3+.
However, the range of 0.108 Å is still small enough to assign all
18 He atoms to the primary coordination shell. That we find
bond critical points (BCPs) between Ac3+ and all 18 He atoms
also supports this conclusion. Note also the very small bond
length range for n = 12 (Fig. 2(b)), 0.001 Å, rising to 0.026 Å at
n = 13, due to disruption of the stable AcHe12

3+ icosahedral
structure. The average Ac–He distance of AcHe17

3+ is 2.719 Å,

Fig. 1 Potential energy curves of Ac3+–He by (a) CCSD(T) calculation and
(b) DFT calculation using PBE-D3 and BHLYP-D3 density functionals.39,43

Fig. 2 Optimized geometries of AcHe18
3+ and AcHe12

3+.

Fig. 3 Evolution of AcHe18
3+ potential energy with time at 10 K.
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larger than the 2.671 Å that we reported before,15 consistent
with the smaller revised Ac3+–He well depth.

The incremental |EIB(n)| and average |Eav(n)| binding energies
of AcHen

3+ (n = 1–18) are plotted in Fig. 4. |EIB(n)| is defined as
the difference between the total energy of AcHen

3+ and the sum
of the total energy of AcHen�1

3+ and He, and represents the
energy gain for each He atom attachment. Eav(n) is calculated by
equation

Eav(n) = (E(n) � E(Ac3+) � n � E(He))/n

in which E(n), E(Ac3+) and E(He) are the total energy of AcHen
3+,

Ac3+, and He. As shown in Fig. 4, |Eav(n)| decreases from n =1 to
18, which is as expected considering more He atoms are
attached to the Ac3+ centre. |EIB(n)| is similar to our PBE results
in ref. 15, while smaller than the HFS result. It decreases
steadily from n = 1 to 12, and then suddenly drops at n = 13
before slightly increasing at 14. The energy change from n = 12
to 13 is consistent with the trend in Ac3+–He distance range,
and the increase at n = 14 is due to the establishment of a new
stable structure as reported by Hermann and us.14,15 It is worth
noting that the |EIB(n)| at n = 18 is only 6.24 kJ mol�1 which,
together with the large Ac–He distance range of AcHe18

3+,
explains the failure to coordinate more than 18 He atoms.

3.2.2 Thq+–He (q = 3, 4) complexes. The search for the
highest CN of charged actinide–Ng complexes was extended to other

early actinide elements from Th to U. Both their group valence and
trivalent oxidation states were considered. The 18-coordinated
structure was also located for ThHe18

q+ (q = 3, 4) with the
geometries shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2. The geometry and
symmetry of ThHe18

4+ are similar to AcHe18
3+ with a smaller

Th–He distance (2.541 Å), while the average Th4+–He binding
energy is 42.001 kJ mol�1, more than twice that of Ac3+–He, likely
due to the increased charge on Th4+ vs. Ac3+.

To study the thermodynamic stability of ThHe18
4+, AIMD

calculations were conducted at 3 K and 10 K. As shown in Fig. 6,
ThHe18

4+ remains as the minimum potential energy structure
at 3 K. However, as the temperature is increased to 10 K, the
minimum potential energy structure changes to ThHe17

4+, with
the 18th He atom located in the second shell, i.e. the system is
better represented as ThHe17+1

4+. The Th–He distance range in
the ThHe17

4+ part is quite small (0.040 Å), and the distance
difference between the two shells is 1.213 Å. Compared with
AcHe18

3+, the primary coordination shell of ThHe18
4+ is more

crowded, which leads to a reduction in the CN at higher
temperature.

Although a stable ThHe18
3+ structure was obtained, the

range of Th3+–He distances is quite large (2.645–3.183 Å). As
shown in Fig. 5(b), there are two He atoms, highlighted in
orange, with an average Th3+–He distance of 3.178 Å, farther
out than the other 16 He atoms (average Th3+–He distance =
2.673 Å), making the CN 18 description debatable. However,
QTAIM analysis shows BCPs between Th3+ and all 18 He atoms
(Fig. 7). The presence of a BCP can be considered as the
indicator of a chemical bond. The average electron density at
the BCPs between Th3+ and the two more distant He atoms is
only 0.005 a.u., while the value is 0.013–0.015 a.u. between Th3+

Table 1 Average Ac3+–He distance (rav) and distance range (Dr) in
AcHen

3+ (n = 1–18)

n rav/Å Dr/Å n rav/Å Dr/Å

1 2.610 — 10 2.638 0.016
2 2.606 0.001 11 2.642 0.013
3 2.611 0.005 12 2.644 0.001
4 2.613 0.006 13 2.660 0.026
5 2.620 0.011 14 2.671 0.018
6 2.628 0.012 15 2.683 0.037
7 2.631 0.013 16 2.701 0.039
8 2.635 0.005 17 2.719 0.037
9 2.638 0.011 18 2.746 0.108

Fig. 4 Incremental |EIB(n)| and average |Eav(n)| binding energies of
AcHen

3+ (n = 1–18).

Fig. 5 Optimized (a) ThHe18
4+ and (b) ThHe18

3+ geometries. The furthest
two He atoms in the latter are highlighted in orange in (b).

Table 2 Geometrical parameters and average binding energies of
AnHen

q+ in their highest CN structure

rav/Å Dr/Å |Eav|/kJ mol�1

ThHe18
4+ 2.541 0.151 42.001

ThHe18
3+ 2.729 0.538 19.452

PaHe17
5+ 2.360 0.053 90.604

PaHe16
3+ 2.623 0.213 22.257

UHe17
6+ 2.296 0.082 179.917

UHe16
3+ 2.623 0.083 22.908
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and the other 16 He atoms. Therefore, we conclude that
ThHe18

3+ is genuinely 18-coordinated, although two of the
bonds are extremely weak. Note that the average Th3+–He
binding energy (19.452 kJ mol�1) is slightly larger than the
18.098 kJ mol�1 of Ac3+–He, but significantly less than that of
Th4+–He.

To further understand the actinide–Ng interaction within
these highly coordinated complexes, QTAIM and NPA analysis
for ThHe18

q+ (q = 3, 4) were conducted, and the results are

presented in Table 3. The data for AcHe18
3+ are also given.

Different from orbital-based analysis, QTAIM is based on the
topology of the electron density.44 BCP properties such as the
electron density (rBCP), Laplacian of the electron density
(r2rBCP), the ratio of kinetic and potential energy densities
(�GBCP/VBCP), and the energy density (HBCP) are all useful
descriptors of chemical bonds. A general rule is that rBCP 4
0.2 a.u. and HBCP o 0 are features of covalent interaction, while
rBCP o 0.1 a.u. represents closed-shell interactions (ionic
bonding, hydrogen bonding, van der Waals bonding).45 How-
ever, for chemical bonds involving actinides, rBCP is rarely
larger than 0.2 and usually less than 0.1 a.u. r2rBCP describes
whether the electron density is concentrated (r2rBCP o 0) or
depleted (r2rBCP 4 0) at the BCP. For highly polarized bonds,
positive r2rBCP is possible. For BCPs with positive r2rBCP,
�GBCP/VBCP between 0.5 and 1 is a feature of covalent character,
while �GBCP/VBCP 4 1 is considered to indicate non-covalent
interaction.40 Moreover, the delocalization indices (d), which
represent the number of electrons shared between two atomic
basis, is a widely used measure of bond order, and also a good
indicator of covalence.

The QTAIM atomic charges in Table 3 indicate that the
overall q+ charge partially redistributes between An and He due
to electron transfer from the He atoms to the An centres. That
said, the An QTAIM charges are close to the formal oxidation
state in all cases, and the He charges are small. These charges
indicate closed-shell bonding in Thq+–He and Ac3+–He; this has
been previously characterized as a charge-induced dipole
interaction.15 The BCP data and small d values further confirm
this. Although the An/He charges calculated by NPA are not as
disparate as those from the QTAIM, they are also suggestive of
ionic bonding. Charge transfer, as well as rBCP and d, for
ThHe18

4+ are larger than for ThHe18
3+ and AcHe18

3+ (which
are similar to one another) consistent with the average Anq+–He
binding energy being mainly determined by the charge on the
metal centre, as noted above.

3.2.3 Anq+–He (An = Pa, q = 3, 5; An = U, q = 3, 6) complexes.
The highest CN obtained for Pa5+–He and U6+–He complexes is
17, and 16 for Pa3+–He and U3+–He complexes. It is not
unexpected to find lower CN of Paq+ and Uq+ than Thq+ and
Ac3+, given the smaller ionic radii of the former and the
increased Anq+–He distance range from Ac3+ to Thq+. The CNs
of 17 and 16 reported here are higher than the 15 suggested in
our previous work for Pa5+–He and Uq+–He (q = 2–6),15 as well as
in other reported actinide complexes.46,47

18-Coordinated structures were also located for PaHe18
3+

and UHe18
3+, but were found to have imaginary frequencies. To

obtain true minima, the PaHe18
3+ and UHe18

3+ structures were
distorted along the largest imaginary mode and re-optimized,
resulting in lower energy AnHe16

3+ (An = Pa, U) structures with
the remaining two He atoms located in the second shell. The
geometries of these complexes are given in Fig. 8 and Table 2.
PaHe17

5+ and UHe17
6+ have similar symmetry and geometry to

one another, with the average Anq+–He distances being 2.360 Å
and 2.296 Å, respectively. The average Pa5+–He and U6+–He
binding energies are much larger than that of Th4+–He, which

Fig. 7 Bond paths (dashed lines) and bond critical points (green dots) of
ThHe18

3+. The electron densities (a.u.) at the BCPs are displayed. He =
purple spheres, Th = blue sphere.

Fig. 6 Evolution of ThHe18
4+ potential energy by AIMD at (a) 3 K and (b)

10 K. The initial structures are as shown in Fig. 5(a).
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we attribute in part to the reduced steric effect induced by the
reduction in CN, but primarily to the increased metal charge of
Pa5+ and U6+, as found in the comparison of ThHe18

4+ and
AcHe18

3+. For PaHe16
3+ and UHe16

3+, the average An3+–He
distances are the same with the distance range of the latter
being smaller. The average binding energy of UHe16

3+ is slightly
larger than that of PaHe16

3+, but this increase is small compared
with that from PaHe17

5+ to UHe17
6+, as found for ThHe18

n+

complexes as noted above. This further indicates the significant
influence of metal charge on Anq+–He interaction.

3.2.4 The nature of the Anq+–He interaction. In order to
study the dependence of the nature of the Anq+–He interaction
on An and oxidation state, QTAIM, IQA, and NPA analyses were
conducted on AnHe17

q+ and AnHe16
3+ (An = Ac–U), selected as

they form families of closed-shell and trivalent AnHen
q+

complexes, respectively.

AnHe17
q+. As shown in Table 4, the average An–He distance

in AnHe17
q+ decreases significantly from Ac to U, while the

average binding energy increases substantially. The atomic

charges on the actinide ions deviate from their formal oxida-
tion states, suggesting that part of the overall positive charge is
acquired by the He atoms. This charge transfer increases across
the series from Ac to U, with the partial charge on Ac(III) close to its
formal oxidation state but increasingly less so from Th(IV) to U(VI).
The average binding energy correlates linearly with this charge
transfer (R2 = 0.999). We noted above that the Thq+–He (q = 3, 4)
and Ac3+–He interaction is primarily charge-induced dipole, with
little charge transfer and small delocalization indices. This
description is also suitable for the Pa–He interaction in PaHe17

5+,
given the small rBCP value, positive HBCP, and �GBCP/VBCP greater
than 1. However, considering the charge loss of 1.73 for U(VI) and
small negative HBCP, this description is arguably less appropriate
for U–He, which shows more Lewis acid–base interaction char-
acteristics. �GBCP/VBCP between 0.5 and 1.0 further evidences this.
Furthermore, rBCP and d rise from Ac to U, suggesting increasing
covalency.

The exchange–correlation energy (Vxc) between An and He,
obtained from IQA analysis, is also listed in Table 4. IQA is a
real-space energy partitioning method based on topology theory,
with good performance in quantifying chemical bonding, which
has only recently begun to be employed in the 5f series.40,48

According to the IQA approach, the interatomic energy (Vint) can
be decomposed into electrostatic (VElec) and exchange–correlation
terms (Vxc).

37 The former is composed of the nuclear–nuclear
repulsive energy, electron–electron coulombic repulsion energy,
and the electron–nuclear attraction energy. Vxc is a good descrip-
tor of the covalent contribution to the interatomic energy, and it
can be seen from Table 4 that Vxc becomes more negative as
the series is crossed. Considering that the more negative Vxc, the
higher the degree of covalency, IQA gives the same trend as the
other QTAIM metrics, i.e. that covalency increases from Ac to U in
this closed-shell family. As shown in Fig. 9(a), Vxc shows excellent
correlation with d (R2 = 0.991), which is a more widely used
indicator of covalency. This further suggests that the IQA method
can be a useful tool in the study of covalency in the 5f series.

To further analyze the electronic structures of these com-
plexes, the natural charges and natural electron configurations
were explored using NPA, and are listed in Table 5, together
with the Wiberg bond indices (WBIs). The trend in the NPA
charges of He in AnHe17

q+ is the same as that obtained from
QTAIM but with more charge being acquired by He, similar to
the behaviour noted above, indicating less closed-shell inter-
action compared with QTAIM. Like Vxc, WBI is very strongly
correlated with d (R2 = 0.985). Given the charge transfer, it is
unsurprising that the natural electron configurations show

Table 3 QTAIM metrics (a.u.) and NPA charges for optimized AcHe18
3+ and ThHe18

q+ (q = 3, 4)

Atomic charge

BCP properties

d

QTAIM NPA

qAn qHe qAn qHe rBCP r2rBCP �(GBCP/VBCP) HBCP

AcHe18
3+ 2.843 0.009 2.211 0.048 0.012 0.055 1.278 0.002 0.048

ThHe18
3+ 2.827 0.010 1.766 0.069 0.013 0.061 1.247 0.002 0.053

ThHe18
4+ 3.613 0.021 2.226 0.099 0.020 0.083 1.154 0.002 0.077

Fig. 8 Optimized AnHen
q+ (An = Pa, q = 3, 5; An = U, q = 3, 6)

configurations.
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significant deviation from the formal oxidation states, in which
the valence orbitals are expected to be empty. The occupancies
of all valence orbitals increase from AcHe17

3+ to UHe17
6+,

although the details differ. For AcHe17
3+, the electrons mainly

occupy the 6d orbitals, with the 5f occupancy being 0.08.
Although the 6d populations are also larger than 5f for ThHe17

4+

and PaHe17
5+, the 5f increases significantly and, for UHe17

6+, the
occupation of 5f exceeds that of 6d. The increasing occupation of
the 5f orbitals in part reflects their stabilization across the
actinide series, as reported in previous theoretical work.49,50

AnHe16
3+. As discussed in Section 3.1, the BHLYP-D3 func-

tional failed to convincingly describe U3+-based complexes, and
hence we employed B3LYP-D3 for calculations on UHe16

3+. To
systematically study trivalent An–He, QTAIM and NBO analyses
for AnHe16

3+ (An = Ac–U) were all conducted from single-point
calculations using B3LYP-D3, and the results are collected in
Table 4. The average An–He distance shortens across the early
actinide series, following the An trivalent radius contraction;
that r(Pa–He) and r(U–He) are the same as one another is likely
due to the very similar ionic radii of Pa3+ (1.04 Å) and U3+

(1.03 Å). The average binding energy increases slightly from
AcHe16

3+ to UHe16
3+, and the values for the Th, Pa and U

systems are significantly smaller than in the corresponding
AnHe17

q+. Moreover, the energy difference between AnHe16
3+

and the corresponding closed-shell AnHe17
q+ rises from Ac to U,

further illustrating the strong influence of metal charge on the
Anq+–He interaction.

Turning to the QTAIM metrics, the small values of rBCP and
d, and the positive r2rBCP and HBCP, all indicate charge-
induced dipole interaction for all AnHe16

3+ complexes. The
charge difference between metal and He decreases slightly
from Ac to U, although this change is small compared with
the closed-shell AnHe17

q+ complexes. The BCP electron densi-
ties are very similar for all four complexes, with that for Ac–He
being slightly smaller, similar to the charge transfer trend.
�GBCP/VBCP also suggests that the Ac system is the most ionic,
as does d, from which the covalency trend is Pa 4 Th 4 U 4
Ac. Vxc indicates the same trend and once again shows excellent

Table 4 Average Anq+–He distance, Anq+–He binding energies, QTAIM (a.u.) and IQA metrics for the optimized AnHen
q+ complexes

rav/Å Eav/kJ mol�1 qAn qHe rBCP r2rBCP
�GBCP

VBCP
HBCP d Vxc/kJ mol�1

AcHe17
3+ 2.719 �18.796 2.802 0.009 0.013 0.058 1.263 0.002 0.053 �27.543

ThHe17
4+ 2.511 �44.121 3.604 0.023 0.022 0.090 1.138 0.002 0.085 �48.296

PaHe17
5+ 2.360 �90.604 4.144 0.050 0.033 0.118 1.023 0.001 0.139 �83.375

UHe17
6+ 2.296 �179.917 4.259 0.102 0.040 0.123 0.958 �0.001 0.230 �124.580

AcHe16
3+ 2.701 �19.374 2.802 0.012 0.014 0.059 1.247 0.002 0.062 �29.507

ThHe16
3+ 2.650 �21.270 2.779 0.014 0.015 0.067 1.213 0.002 0.070 �33.444

PaHe16
3+ 2.623 �22.257 2.761 0.015 0.016 0.071 1.198 0.003 0.072 �34.859

UHe16
3+ 2.623 �22.908 2.754 0.015 0.015 0.069 1.198 0.002 0.069 �33.302

Fig. 9 The correlation between Vxc and d for AnHen
q+.

Table 5 Wiberg bond index (WBI) of Anq+–He, natural charge, and natural
electronic configuration of Anq+ in AnHe17

q+ and AnHe16
3+. For the

electronic configurations, the values listed are those above the formal
populations (shown in parentheses). As the 7p populations are negligible,
they are not shown. Note that there are 0.22, 0.29, and 0.15 metal Rydberg
electrons in ThHe16

3+, PaHe16
3+ and UHe16

3+ respectively

WBI qAn qHe(av)

Natural electronic configuration

7s 5f 6d

AcHe17
3+ 0.054 2.251 0.044 (0) 0.18 (0) 0.08 (0) 0.48

ThHe17
4+ 0.119 2.338 0.098 (0) 0.29 (0) 0.44 (0) 0.92

PaHe17
5+ 0.187 2.292 0.159 (0) 0.36 (0) 1.02 (0) 1.31

UHe17
6+ 0.286 1.789 0.248 (0) 0.37 (0) 2.23 (0) 1.58

AcHe16
3+ 0.053 2.304 0.044 (0) 0.17 (0) 0.17 (0) 0.45

ThHe16
3+ 0.138 1.827 0.073 (0) 0.21 (1) 0.10 (0) 0.65

PaHe16
3+ 0.151 1.714 0.080 (0) 0.22 (2) 0.11 (0) 0.67

UHe16
3+ 0.136 1.846 0.072 (0) 0.21 (3) 0.12 (0) 0.67
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correlation with d (R2 = 0.994, Fig. 9(b)). Notably, the difference
in d and Vxc between the trivalent AnHe16

3+ and group valent
AnHe17

q+ complexes increase very significantly from Ac to U,
suggesting significantly greater covalency in the higher oxida-
tion state systems. To place the QTAIM metrics for the An–He
complexes in context, the values of rBCP, d, and Vxc as a function
of the shortening and elongation of the An–He bond length are
studied for An3+–He diatomic systems (Fig. S5, ESI†).

The natural charge and WBI data (Table 5) show the same
trend as the QTAIM and IQA metrics, and once again the
correlation of WBI with d is very strong (R2 = 0.978). As
discussed above, the enhanced charge transfer predicted by
NPA suggests less of a closed-shell interaction nature. The
natural electronic configuration data show that the largest
enhancement in all valence orbitals is in the 6d, indicating
that the An 6d orbital is the principal acceptor of He electron
density in AnHe16

3+.
In order to study the effect of correlation on the An3+–He

bonding, HF and MP2 calculations were performed at the DFT
optimized geometries, and the results are plotted in Fig. S6
(ESI†). Although the average binding energies are smaller at the
HF level than the DFT, the trend as function of actinide is
similar, with a slight increase from Ac to U. At the MP2 level,
the binding energies are extremely close to the DFT values for
Th to U, but that for AcHe16

3+ is rather larger than from DFT. As
with the CCSD(T) data presented in Section 3.1, correction for
BSSE significantly reduces the depth of the potential energy
curve of Ac3+–He at the MP2 level, bringing it close to the DFT
value and resulting in a trend similar to that from DFT and HF.
BSSE has less of an effect on the MP2 data for the later
members of our target series. The correlation energy, obtained
as the difference between the MP2 and HF results, is largest for
Pa (8.62 kJ mol�1) and smallest for Ac (5.52 kJ mol�1) with an
overall trend of Pa 4 Th 4 U 4 Ac. This is the same trend as
Vxc, further demonstrating the reliability of the IQA method.
The strengthening of the An3+–He bond with the inclusion of
MP2-level correlation is reminiscent of the increase in the
closed-shell metallophilic interaction in [Cl–M–PH3]2 (M = Cu,
Ag, Au, Rg) from HF to MP2.51

3.2.5 Ac3+–Ng (Ng = Ne–Xe) complexes. To investigate the
influence of noble gas species on the structure and bonding of
AcNgn

q+ complexes, we extended our work to the heavier noble
gas elements Ne–Xe. DFT search for the highest CN of AcNgn

3+

(Ng = Ne–Xe) complexes resulted in an n of 15, 10, 10, and 8 for
Ng = Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively, with the structures shown

in Fig. 10. The highest CN reduces down the Ng group, which is
not unexpected considering the increasing atomic radii of the
Ng elements. The highest CNs of Ac3+–Ar and Ac3+–Kr are both
10, with similar structure, and the average metal–ligand dis-
tance of the latter (3.383 Å) is larger than the former (3.173 Å).
AIMD calculations were performed to confirm the thermody-
namic stability of these structures (Fig. S7, ESI†), and all of
them remain as the potential energy minimum during the
whole relaxation time at 10 K.

During the AIMD relaxations, an interesting effect was
discovered. It is logical that, for a compound consisting of n
Ng atoms and an An ion, if n is larger than the highest CN, the
system will have the highest-coordinated geometry with the
remaining Ng atoms accommodated in the second shell. If n is
less than the highest CN, an n-coordinated structure is
expected. But this is not true for AcAr12

3+ (Ng = Ar–Xe). The
optimized structures of AcArn

3+ (n = 10–12, 14) are shown in
Fig. 11. It can be seen that for n = 10, 11 and 14, 10-coordinated
structures with the remaining Ar atoms in the second shell are
obtained after AIMD relaxation at T = 10 K. For n = 12, however,
the minimum potential energy structure is the icosahedral
12-coordinated one, which is stable even at T = 100 K (as shown
in Fig. S8, ESI†). The 10-coordinated structure with 2 more Ar
atoms in the second shell was also obtained, but its energy is
11.64 kJ mol�1 higher than that of AcAr12

3+. This 12-coordinated
structure is also located for Kr and Xe.

To further study these AcNg12
3+ structures, QTAIM analysis

was conducted, with the results being presented in Table 6.
QTAIM analysis of the actinide-free Ng12 clusters were also
conducted (Table 6). BCPs are found between Ac3+ and Ng
atoms (Ng = He–Xe) in all AcNg12

3+, confirming direct Ac3+–Ng
bonding. For the Ng12 clusters, BCPs are present between
neighbouring Ng atoms in all systems (Ng = He–Xe). In AcHe12

3+

and AcNe12
3+, the Ng–Ng BCPs disappear, suggesting that the

stability of these two complexes is mainly due to the interaction
between Ac and Ng. However, for AcNg12

3+ (Ng = Ar–Xe), BCPs are
retained between neighbouring Ng atoms, indicating that Ng–Ng
interactions also contribute to the stability of these structures. As
shown in Table 6, the electron densities at these Ng–Ng BCPs
(Ar–Xe) are uniform down the group, even though the average
Ng–Ng distance increases from 3.44 Å for Ar to 4.09 Å for Xe. The
delocalization indices also increase from Ar to Xe, indicating
enhanced interaction between Ng and Ng. Moreover, the Ng–Ng
BCP data in AcNg12

3+ (Ng = Ar–Xe) are slightly larger than that
in the bare Ng12. It seems that the 12 Ng atoms in AcNg12

3+

Fig. 10 Optimized highest CN structures of Ac3+–Ng.
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(Ng = Ar–Xe) form a cage, trapping Ac3+ within and enhancing
the binding strength of Ng12 in return. This phenomenon is also
found in ThNg12

4+ (geometrical and QTAIM parameters are listed
in Table S3, ESI†). In summary, we suggest that the highest CN
for AcNgn

3+ (Ng = Ar–Xe) is 12 considering the BCPs found
between Ac3+ and all Ng atoms, although not all AcNgn

3+

structures are stable from n = 1 to 12 (e.g. AcAr11
3+, AcKr11

3+,
AcXen

3+, n = 9–11). The bonding situation in these complexes are
similar to the M(EH)12

19 which possess strong radial M–EH
bonding and weak peripheral E–E bonding.

The partial positive charge found on the Ng increases down
the group (Table 6), with a corresponding decrease in qAc,
reflecting the increasing polarizability of the heavier Ng elements,
and hence greater transfer of electrons from Ng - Ac. The small
values of rBCP and d, as well as the positive r2rBCP, indicate the
closed-shell nature of the Ac3+–Ng interaction. It is interesting to
note that the Ac3+–Ng rBCP data increase from He to Ne before
reducing in the heavier members of group 18. This is incon-
sistent with the metal–Ng interaction trend reported in previous
theoretical work, which finds the largest BCP data at metal–Xe,52

but the difference in behaviour likely arises from the direct
Ng–Ng interaction in AcNg12

3+ (Ng = Ar–Xe). The delocalization
indices rise from He to Xe, although the change from Ar to Xe is
quite small compared to the increase in binding energies, also
due to the Ng–Ng interaction.

The effect of outer coordination on the properties of
AcNg12

3+ are also studied. AIMD simulation of an Ac3+–Ar42

cluster clearly shows separate first, second and outer Ar atom
shells (Fig. S9, ESI†) with the former two containing 12 and
20 Ar atoms, respectively. The structure of Ac3+–Ar with two Ar
shells is shown in Fig. S10 (ESI†). It can be seen that the second

shell Ar has the same symmetry as that of the first shell. This
structure is also located for Ne and Kr. The structural and
QTAIM parameters for these compounds are shown in Table S4
(ESI†). Comparison with Table 6 shows that the average Ac–Ng
bond distance decreases slightly as the second shell is
included. Moreover, the cluster size has no effect on the trend
in Ac–Ng and first shell Ng–Ng BCP properties. It is worth
noting there are very weak bonds between the Ng atoms in the
second shell even though the distances are large (e.g. ca. 4 Å
for Ar).

4. Conclusions

In this contribution, we have studied the geometric and electronic
structures and bonding of a range of complexes involving early
actinide ions and the noble gases. We began by identifying
the most appropriate form of DFT to study these systems,
benchmarking the An3+–He interaction energy curves against
BSSE-corrected coupled cluster data, and concluding that
dispersion-corrected BHLYP is a good choice for An = Ac–Pa
and for U(VI), with B3LYP-D3 being better for U(III). Using this
approach, we verified that 18 He atoms can be accommodated
in the primary coordination shell of Ac3+, and checked the
stability of this system by AIMD. The very low incremental
binding energy for the 18th He supports our conclusion that a
coordination number of 18 is the maximum. We also report
new 18-coordinate Th4+–He and Th3+–He complexes. The former
is stable at 3 K by AIMD, but increasing the temperature to 10 K
leads to one He migrating into the second coordination shell. In
ThHe18

3+, two of the He are ca. 0.5 Å further from the metal than

Fig. 11 The lowest potential energy structures of AcArn
3+ determined by AIMD at T = 10 K. The Ar atoms in the second shell are highlighted in dark

green.

Table 6 Structural, energetic, and QTAIM parameters (a.u.) for Ac–Ng and Ng–Ng BCPs in AcNg12
3+ complexes. The QTAIM parameters for Ng–Ng

BCPs in bare Ng12 are listed in parentheses

rav/Å |Eav|/kJ mol�1 qAc qNg(av)

Ac–Ng Ng–Ng

rBCP r2rBCP d rBCP r2rBCP d

AcHe12
3+ 2.644 21.338 2.848 0.013 0.016 0.069 0.072 — (0.002) — (0.009) — (0.007)

AcNe12
3+ 2.779 33.445 2.800 0.017 0.019 0.092 0.092 — (0.003) — (0.021) — (0.015)

AcAr12
3+ 3.272 66.859 2.550 0.038 0.015 0.047 0.118 0.007 (0.006) 0.026 (0.025) 0.052 (0.048)

AcKr12
3+ 3.521 78.037 2.478 0.043 0.012 0.033 0.120(7) 0.007 (0.006) 0.023 (0.022) 0.067 (0.061)

AcXe12
3+ 3.887 88.278 2.403 0.050 0.009 0.019 0.121(3) 0.006 (0.006) 0.017 (0.016) 0.084 (0.075)
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the other 16, but QTAIM analysis supports the CN = 18 descrip-
tion. Further QTAIM and NPA of the 18 coordinated systems
indicates closed shell bonding, supporting previous conclusions
of charge-induced dipole interactions.

For Pa5+–He and U6+–He complexes, the highest CN is 17,
whereas for Pa3+ and U3+ it is 16. As expected, the average
An–He binding energies in the 17 coordinate group valent
species is significantly larger than in all four An(III) systems,
and there is greater transfer of charge from He - Anq+ in the
more highly charged complexes. The average An–He binding
energy correlates linearly with this charge transfer. The intera-
tomic exchange–correlation energy Vxc determined by the IQA
approach correlates linearly with the more widely used QTAIM
delocalization index covalency metric, both indicating that
An–He covalency increases from AcHe17

3+ to UHe17
6+. NPA of

these 17 CN systems shows that the He - Anq+ charge transfer
is primarily into metal 6d orbitals for Ac, Th and Pa, but mainly
into 5f for U.

QTAIM analysis of the bonding in AnHe16
3+ suggests charge-

induced interactions in all cases. HF and MP2 calculations on
these systems indicate that the trend in correlation energy is
Pa 4 Th 4 U 4 Ac; the same trend is seen in Vxc.

Finally, we studied complexes of Ac3+ with the heavier noble
gases. DFT searches show that the maximum coordination
number decreases down the group, being 15, 10, 10 and 8 for
Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe respectively. These complexes are confirmed
as being stable at 10 K by AIMD. However, further AIMD
analysis suggest that the highest coordination number for the
Ar, Kr and Xe systems is actually 12 as the 12 Ac3+–Ng bond
paths are confirmed by QTAIM. Comparison of the bonding in
AcNg12

3+ (Ng = He–Xe) using QTAIM shows enhanced Ng -

Ac3+ charge transfer as the Ng gets heavier, and the Ac–Ng
delocalization index increases.
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Supplementary Information

Table S1. Average Ac3+-Ne distances (rav), distance ranges (△r), and average Ac3+-Ne binding energies of AcNen
3+ 

by BHLYP-D3 method with different basis sets

Basis set rav /Å △r /Å |Eav| /kJ mol-1

aug-cc-pV5Z 2.678 - 41.365
AcNe3+

Stuttgart RLC 2.685 - 40.439

aug-cc-pV5Z 2.932 0.215 28.457
AcNe16

3+

Stuttgart RLC 2.936 0.216 28.411

Table S2. Total energies of U3+, He, and U3+-He by various functionals at equilibrium U3+-He distance. The unit of 

energy is Hartree. Total energy of U3+ by Gaussian 16/BHLYP is -475.2299. 

U3+ He U3+-He

PBE -475.3993 -2.8929 -478.3070

B3LYP -475.3565 -2.9081 -478.2796

PBE0 -475.3745 -2.8951 -478.2834

BHLYP -475.1612 -2.9057 -478.1472

2021SocietiesOwnerthe©isjournalThis
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Table S3. Structural, energetic, and QTAIM parameters for Th-Ng and Ng-Ng BCPs in ThNg12
4+ complexes. The 

QTAIM parameters for Ng-Ng BCPs in bare Ng12 are listed in 

S2

parentheses.

Ac-Ng Ng-Ng
rav /Å

|Eav| /

kJ mol-1
qAc qNg(av)

ρBCP ▽2ρBCP δ ρBCP ▽2ρBCP δ

ThHe12
4+ 2.430 52.573 3.627 0.031 0.027 0.106 0.116

-

(0.003)

-

(0.016)

-

(0.011)

ThNe12
4+ 2.582 78.072 3.510 0.041 0.032 0.136 0.147

-

(0.006)

-

(0.039)

-

(0.024)

ThAr12
4+ 3.116 145.437 3.053 0.079 0.023 0.055 0.194

0.010

(0.008)

0.037

(0.036)

0.069

(0.063)

ThKr12
4+ 3.371 165.687 2.895 0.092 0.019 0.035 0.207

0.009

(0.008)

0.031

(0.029)

0.086

(0.077)

ThXe12
4+ 3.740 185.498 2.676 0.110 0.014 0.018 0.226

0.008

(0.007)

0.023

(0.022)

0.104

(0.093)

Table S4. Average Ac-Ng distance (rav) and QTAIM parameters (au) for Ac-Ng and Ng-Ng BCPs in AcNg12
3+ 

complexes when including the second Ng shell. The average distance and BCP properties between Ac and second 

shell Ng atoms are listed in parentheses.

Ac-Ng Ng-Ng
rav /Å

ρBCP ▽2ρBCP --

𝐺𝐵𝐶𝑃
𝑉𝐵𝐶𝑃

ρBCP ▽2ρBCP --

𝐺𝐵𝐶𝑃
𝑉𝐵𝐶𝑃

AcNe12
3+

2.760

(4.307)
0.021 0.094 1.170

-

(0.003)

-

(0.015)

-

(1.684)

AcAr12
3+

3.238

(5.569)
0.017 0.050 1.120

0.008

(0.002)

0.028

(0.008)

1.340

(1.576)

AcKr12
3+

3.489

(6.002)
0.013 0.034 1.103

0.007

(0.002)

0.024

(0.007)

1.315

(1.678)



Figure S1. Potential energy curves of Ac3+-He by DFT calculation using PBE-D3 functionals with and without 

BSSE correction.

Figure S2. Potential energy curves of Ac3+-He by DFT calculation using various density functionals

        Figure S3. Average An3+-He binding energy of AnHe18
3+ complexes

S3



S4

Figure S4. Potential energy curves for U3+-He using various functionals

Figure S5. The electron density (ρ) at the An-He BCPs, delocalization index (δ) and IQA exchange-correlation 

energy (Vxc) for the An-He bond in diatomic An3+-He as a function of the shortening and elongation of An-He 

bond length from equilibrium (△r (An-He)). The equilibrium An-He distances in the AnHe16
3+ systems are used 

as references.



S5

Figure S6. Average binding energies of AnHe16
3+ (An=Ac-U) obtained from DFT, HF, and MP2 calculation.

(a) Potential Energy of AcNe15
3+ vs time (b) Potential Energy of AcAr10

3+ vs time

(c) Potential Energy of AcKr10
3+ vs time (d) Potential Energy of AcXe8

3+ vs time

Figure S7. Evolution of AcNe15
3+, AcAr10

3+, AcKr10
3+, and AcXe8

3+ potential energy with time at 10 K. The initial 

structures are the ones shown in Figure 10, which remain as the potential energy minimum structure during the 

whole relaxation time.



Figure S8. Evolution of AcAr12
3+ potential energy with time at 100 K. The initial structure is as in Figure 11.

Figure S9. Ac3+-Ar radial distribution function in Ac3+-Ar42 obtained from AIMD calculation at 10 K. The time 

step is 1.21 fs and the total simulation time is 3.63 ps.

(a) Side view (b) Top view

                      

         

Figure S10. (a) side and (b) top views of optimized AcAr12
3+ with a second Ar shell. The green and blue balls are

the Ar atoms in the first and second shell, respectively.

S6



Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of the optimized AnNgn

S7

q+

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of AcHen
3+ (n=1-18)

n = 1
Ac     -0.0023290   -0.0000000    0.0000000
He 2.6023290    0.0000000    0.0000000

n = 2
Ac 0.0382391    0.2454927   -0.0880064
He 0.2808210    2.3239681   -1.6403215
He     -2.2702233    1.3678086   -0.5402914

n = 3
Ac 0.0409476    0.2438557   -0.0872425
He 0.2805622    2.3241608   -1.6404209
He     -2.2726730    1.3692529   -0.5409558
He 2.2378698    1.5989099    0.3166649

n = 4 
Ac 0.0412087    0.2414614   -0.0863626
He     -0.2956683    2.3489158    1.4167260
He 0.2808454    2.3248755   -1.6405016
He     -2.2746778    1.3700397   -0.5415843
He 2.2393304    1.5998027    0.3164942

n = 5
Ac 0.0447718    0.2361947   -0.0854993
He     -0.2954896    2.3502015    1.4177138
He 0.2812081    2.3262624   -1.6414467
He     -2.2787845    1.3720559   -0.5424984
He 2.2393326    1.6003807    0.3165022
He 2.2131074   -1.2131229    0.2175539

n = 6
Ac 0.0423648    0.2292704   -0.0884083
He     -0.2961524    2.3568516    1.4222588
He 0.2812478    2.3292086   -1.6430198
He     -2.2813962    1.3738372   -0.5433457
He 2.2382895    1.5986912    0.3161002
He 2.2197923   -1.2158868    0.2187403
He     -0.3374344   -1.9626089    1.3172350

n = 7
Ac 0.0001836    0.1662686   -0.0821978



He     -0.3257753    2.3683066    1.3022218
He 0.2541668    2.3457056   -1.5365573
He     -2.2242285    1.4955572   

S8

-0.5361210
He 2.2038480    1.5643514    0.2586475
He 2.2328454   -1.1846661    0.2768064
He     -0.2743286   -2.0461600    1.3167610
He     -2.1890790   -1.2348703   -0.5097760

n = 8
Ac 0.0023889    0.1618814   -0.0882796
He     -0.3277025    2.3764885    1.3031599
He 0.2544138    2.3477557   -1.5335135
He     -2.2254818    1.4959249   -0.5366654
He 2.2059382    1.5652380    0.2570001
He 2.2375628   -1.1850270    0.2793210
He     -0.2756846   -2.0524985    1.3169165
He     -2.1938025   -1.2352700   -0.5081545
He 0.3025107   -2.0263010   -1.5226995

n = 9
Ac 0.0032627    0.1618915   -0.0839424
He     -0.3291320    2.3801288    1.3005454
He 0.2553383    2.3540672   -1.5325875
He     -2.2285374    1.4976520   -0.5365297
He 2.2088465    1.5671807    0.2562882
He 2.2405448   -1.1868987    0.2784425
He     -0.2770263   -2.0563509    1.3145702
He     -2.1966664   -1.2369862   -0.5080639
He 0.3035130   -2.0324924   -1.5216379
He 0.9114768    0.1861787    2.3848439

n = 10
Ac     -0.0112610    0.1615869   -0.1020644
He     -0.2984238    2.4070008    1.2518255
He 0.2361037    2.4048464   -1.4797035
He     -2.2332301    1.5163122   -0.5465077
He 2.1859920    1.5746805    0.2916684
He 2.2166317   -1.1954907    0.3119205
He     -0.2407372   -2.0807032    1.2680693
He     -2.2014643   -1.2525256   -0.5223864
He 0.2873813   -2.0848201   -1.4644174
He 0.9506276    0.1834835    2.3435245
He     -1.7764724    0.1492180    1.8459846



n = 11
Ac     -0.0121343    0.1615844   

S9

-0.1093546
He     -0.2983404    2.4080075    1.2505757
He 0.2361411    2.4099242   -1.4788010
He     -2.2360685    1.5192315   -0.5458002
He 2.1868477    1.5755202    0.2930426
He 2.2174710   -1.1964321    0.3131736
He     -0.2400501   -2.0816527    1.2666476
He     -2.2042685   -1.2552968   -0.5215475
He 0.2877443   -2.0900115   -1.4632009
He 0.9544980    0.1832084    2.3491796
He     -1.7766928    0.1495057    1.8439986
He     -0.9579454    0.1335887   -2.5795415

n = 12
Ac     -0.0076487    0.1617199   -0.1149765
He     -0.2972288    2.4075779    1.2497841
He 0.2342020    2.4147383   -1.4772994
He     -2.2347518    1.5190476   -0.5475493
He 2.1878242    1.5772023    0.2968274
He 2.2180772   -1.1978053    0.3169811
He     -0.2382546   -2.0812177    1.2656173
He     -2.2031956   -1.2551638   -0.5229165
He 0.2854721   -2.0945548   -1.4618418
He 0.9553944    0.1828111    2.3475051
He     -1.7796014    0.1497451    1.8469783
He     -0.9630870    0.1330767   -2.5807380
He 1.7589467    0.1799774   -2.0817297

n = 13
Ac 0.1430889    0.0802236   -0.1099349
He     -0.1083749    2.4230444    1.1277185
He     -0.1123193    2.4096748   -1.3679471
He     -2.3990659    0.8162248   -0.1215836
He 2.0819640    1.9001960   -0.1075564
He 1.0331209   -2.0160128    1.2547938
He     -1.4727035   -1.6622105    1.1138167
He     -1.4726919   -1.6817400   -1.3031210
He 1.0345059   -1.9968040   -1.5069087
He 1.5983370    0.4760924    2.0750341
He     -1.0127440    0.4490843    2.2626800
He     -1.0025923    0.4092497   -2.4920765
He 1.6056238    0.4901321   -2.2882726
He 2.7156119   -0.5777924   -0.1096471



n = 14
Ac     -0.0001304    0.0412995   

S10

-0.1108330
He 0.0007925    2.3269766    1.2732721
He     -0.0015603    2.3200334   -1.5079306
He     -1.9658288    1.8569701   -0.1201861
He 1.9656756    1.8569183   -0.1214458
He 1.2044235   -1.9748077    1.1755683
He     -1.2071576   -1.9694062    1.1824574
He     -1.2052014   -1.9752151   -1.3940135
He 1.2069728   -1.9693690   -1.4015027
He 1.3562616    0.3635058    2.1549904
He     -1.3575843    0.3678229    2.1532874
He     -1.3567655    0.3537916   -2.3780666
He 1.3594131    0.3596447   -2.3750490
He 2.6324498   -0.4388027   -0.1035530
He     -2.6327329   -0.4387832   -0.1069665

n = 15
Ac     -0.0001567    0.0228384    0.0487785
He 0.0002138    2.1877550    1.5890202
He     -0.0013094    2.2615816   -1.4490518
He     -1.9040952    1.9146289   -0.1014281
He 1.9037470    1.9140764   -0.1039430
He 1.2830339   -2.0311052    1.1724658
He     -1.2843819   -2.0292901    1.1739505
He     -1.1721091   -1.9889449   -1.3070401
He 1.1712266   -1.9863997   -1.3106940
He 1.9363407    0.5064938    1.8572119
He     -1.9368282    0.5045326    1.8575917
He     -1.2807427    0.3024918   -2.2792402
He 1.2847597    0.3067519   -2.2768571
He 2.6339141   -0.4034734   -0.2742906
He     -2.6345849   -0.4013578   -0.2764451
He 0.0008191   -0.5293311    2.6816190

n = 16
Ac     -0.0000710    0.1863385    0.1165788
He 0.0006637    2.8855453    0.4999944
He     -0.0004864    1.6578461    2.3971746
He     -0.0002068    2.1719645   -1.7244554
He     -2.0228192    1.9124858   -0.2756364
He 2.0230095    1.9121147   -0.2768496
He 1.2897774   -1.9274026    1.1589433



He     -1.2898895   -1.9277329    1.1586820
He     -1.1332802   -1.8990901   -1.2121794
He 1.1334295   

S11

-1.8988687   -1.2118810
He 2.0248620    0.5064316    1.8563042
He     -2.0247705    0.5056592    1.8560319
He     -1.2707729    0.2420227   -2.2501737
He 1.2705802    0.2417365   -2.2500682
He 2.6235168   -0.3755776   -0.2664213
He     -2.6237859   -0.3752392   -0.2667455
He     -0.0001413   -0.6618888    2.6892008

n = 17
Ac 0.0000107    0.0308856    0.1565480
He 0.0005040    2.6592700    0.8006187
He 0.0003953   -2.6546656    0.7089590
He     -0.0003566    1.2430349    2.6186469
He     -0.0000211    2.0915685   -1.6448259
He     -1.9030192    1.9130352   -0.3691315
He 1.9032501    1.9125788   -0.3696690
He 1.9051031   -1.5252328    1.3268214
He     -1.9048150   -1.5257342    1.3258914
He     -1.1931852   -1.9755522   -1.2128824
He 1.1927797   -1.9753516   -1.2134734
He 2.0768475    0.8026000    1.7081145
He     -2.0770117    0.8018824    1.7079725
He     -1.1868764    0.1464384   -2.2746605
He 1.1869317    0.1466514   -2.2746034
He 2.6443696   -0.2664080   -0.4610180
He     -2.6445110   -0.2659112   -0.4611351
He     -0.0003851   -1.0574103    2.6352856

n = 18
Ac 0.0000118    0.0000090   -0.0000451
He     -0.0000029    2.8009788   -0.0014354
He     -0.0000047   -2.8263926    0.0003837
He     -0.0000111    1.8200657    2.0328342
He     -0.0000040    1.8187695   -2.0337611
He     -2.0327915    1.8191737   -0.0002060
He 2.0327995    1.8191796   -0.0002063
He 1.4292665   -1.8162637    1.4312339
He     -1.4292618   -1.8162570    1.4312305
He     -1.4299741   -1.8167675   -1.4304128
He 1.4299768   -1.8167725   -1.4304178
He 1.9085923    0.5120517    1.9097714



He     -1.9085887    0.5120496    1.9097655
He     -1.9086173    
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0.5115316   -1.9096302
He 1.9086180    0.5115279   -1.9096319
He 2.7043184   -0.5104605    0.0001254
He     -2.7043077   -0.5104579    0.0001273
He     -0.0000088   -0.5102862    2.7077333
He     -0.0000107   -0.5116793   -2.7074586

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of ThHe18
q+ (q=3, 4)

ThHe18
3+

Th 0.0003130    0.0200369    0.0147806
He 0.0280231    2.6782793   -0.4339479
He     -0.0281616   -2.6153862    0.5855044
He     -0.1127778    2.0345873    1.7477625
He 0.1476722    1.3113897   -2.2932266
He     -1.9950524    1.7308297   -0.4388175
He 2.0369528    1.6994387   -0.3508238
He 1.6448820   -1.4085998    1.5658043
He     -1.7055973   -1.4281033    1.4745790
He     -1.6664130   -1.9033270   -0.8417927
He 1.6557887   -1.9422023   -0.7303804
He 1.8400205    0.8601829    1.7572442
He     -1.9994090    0.8011723    1.6328566
He     -1.7695385    0.0941036   -1.9909280
He 1.9517721    0.0065871   -1.8428762
He 3.1614649   -0.3244829    0.1575708
He     -3.1549132   -0.3009135   -0.0792697
He     -0.0683923   -0.2623922    2.6439607
He 0.0538323   -1.3080232   -2.2843361

ThHe18
4+

Th     -0.0000321    0.0037873   -0.0000048
He 0.0000031    2.6593151   -0.0007429
He 0.0000005   -2.6843630    0.0004364
He     -0.0000037    1.6874199    1.8648168
He     -0.0000018    1.6864772   -1.8657890
He     -1.8649678    1.6869803   -0.0003230
He 1.8649806    1.6870001   -0.0003248
He 1.3103783   -1.6849335    1.3115522
He     -1.3103729   -1.6849199    1.3115431
He     -1.3105970   -1.6854031   -1.3107873
He 1.3106002   -1.6854109   -1.3107928
He 1.7742940    0.4678604    1.7739492
He     -1.7742917    0.4678560    1.7739322



He     -1.7743640    0.4670802   -1.7740620
He 1.7743657    0.4670814   -1.7740789
He 2.5108167   -0.4671788    0.0002087
He     -2.5107998   -0.4671720    

S13

0.0002102
He     -0.0000046   -0.4651265    2.5118551
He     -0.0000036   -0.4663500   -2.5115984

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of AnHe17
q+ (An=Th, q=4; An=Pa, q=5; An=U, q=6)

ThHe17
4+

Th     -0.0154794    0.1311564   -0.0005670
He     -0.0333124    2.6591750    0.0164723
He     -0.3233917    1.6989723    1.9278647
He 0.2734643    1.7297360   -1.9064689
He     -1.9485532    1.6988488    0.2796589
He 1.8954301    1.7286899   -0.2591395
He 1.0433601   -1.8987448    1.0433311
He     -1.1245661   -1.8318462    1.0950030
He     -1.0453777   -1.9012589   -1.0698692
He 1.1194268   -1.8033962   -1.1215208
He 1.6711782    0.8693882    1.7204546
He     -1.8277624    0.1270908    1.7854177
He     -1.7106098    0.8745167   -1.7114102
He 1.7956087    0.1735717   -1.7894206
He 2.4171055   -0.4587444    0.1901123
He     -2.4398873   -0.4895016   -0.2043820
He 0.1519504   -0.4912967    2.4266468
He     -0.1772593   -0.4607093   -2.4340123

PaHe17
5+

Pa     -0.0074424   -0.0454443    0.0111894
He 0.1232187   -2.4153917   -0.0118233
He     -0.1414568    1.7660083    1.5053967
He     -0.1051486    1.7957722   -1.4487106
He     -1.5305990    1.7705814    0.0108044
He 1.2570564    1.9662193    0.0479676
He 1.1355174   -1.4798012    1.4849261
He     -1.0147340   -1.5995311    1.4618838
He     -0.9788289   -1.5686490   -1.4959360
He 1.1719374   -1.4491876   -1.4626352
He 1.6846711    0.6117932    1.5055033
He     -1.7876657    0.3975223    1.4890587
He     -1.7513313    0.4285439   -1.5014012
He 1.7203044    0.6429599   -1.4262425
He 2.2907215   -0.6521837    0.0335150



He     -2.2186680   -0.8916022   

S14

-0.0252327
He     -0.0221310   -0.0714171    2.4145647
He 0.0371787   -0.0223766   -2.3921913

UHe17
6+

U 0.0039430   -0.0058398   -0.0028691
He 0.0011812    2.3154442    0.0107271
He     -0.2956298    1.4236771    1.7506397
He 0.2850061    1.4405704   -1.7431702
He     -1.7524203    1.4260362    0.2507761
He 1.7539298    1.4371554   -0.2547634
He 0.9640934   -1.8749027    0.9642279
He     -1.0153288   -1.7852324    0.9997214
He     -0.9351695   -1.8843933   -0.9765670
He 1.0406823   -1.7706934   -1.0133626
He 1.5429009    0.7028398    1.5740994
He     -1.6912947   -0.0106288    1.6496408
He     -1.5443095    0.6985247   -1.5795239
He 1.6923929    0.0132864   -1.6637931
He 2.2131858   -0.5453781    0.1911358
He     -2.1989725   -0.5660834   -0.2063068
He 0.1552028   -0.5598733    2.2066553
He     -0.1487358   -0.5509225   -2.2138991

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of AnHe16
3+ (An=Th-U)

ThHe16
3+

Th 0.0254051   -0.0218638    0.0094330
He     -0.1782360    1.6599194    2.0372880
He 0.2042833   -1.7852892    1.9451895
He     -1.6129509   -0.1972652    2.0470910
He 1.6483173    0.1061865    2.0625969
He 1.3497690   -1.0809653   -1.9756790
He     -1.0315535   -1.4407961   -1.9506450
He     -1.0197891    0.8949010   -2.2030757
He 1.3261926    1.2885340   -1.8777635
He 2.0670120   -1.7253645    0.4146971
He     -1.7110178   -1.9742758    0.5055312
He     -1.9693025    1.6689305    0.5078277
He 1.5933490    2.0607323    0.5935217
He 2.6937808    0.2941151   -0.2623216
He     -2.5444818   -0.1881468   -0.6303654
He 0.2318726   -2.6595264   -0.4440350
He     -0.2436681    2.5431359   -0.6597915



PaHe16

S15

3+

Pa 0.0378538    0.0146467    0.0079519
He     -0.0256383    1.3839512    2.2573920
He 0.1368500   -1.7758256    1.8685232
He     -1.6659741   -0.2061589    1.9537183
He 1.7069567   -0.0524821    2.0157497
He 1.3219633   -1.0482914   -1.9417568
He     -1.0096935   -1.5293322   -1.8341614
He     -0.9012300    0.6558891   -2.3335907
He 1.3609366    1.2867232   -1.8373129
He 2.0671424   -1.6815394    0.3265547
He     -1.7315334   -1.8925104    0.4093556
He     -1.7072277    1.8340478    0.7457816
He 1.2742569    2.2185377    0.5481769
He 2.6257696    0.4501780   -0.1218766
He     -2.4689862    0.0879888   -0.5858193
He 0.2426847   -2.7296095   -0.3696993
He     -0.4351486    2.4267487   -0.9894875

UHe16
3+

U      -0.0112333    0.0103284    0.0062710
He 1.6232539    1.8771590    0.9014782
He     -1.4310616    0.3312864    2.2108052
He     -0.6633128    2.2381632    1.1148273
He 0.8061922    0.3776776    2.4860927
He     -0.6290860   -2.4810004   -0.6164208
He     -1.8552952   -0.7467697   -1.6113509
He 0.7147035   -1.3594940   -2.1297462
He 1.6017716   -2.0789566   -0.1002521
He     -1.9056838   -1.5615925    0.9836798
He     -1.4213408    1.9613028   -1.0692050
He 0.8857837    2.1740575   -1.2076147
He 2.4351159   -0.2826525    0.9670723
He 0.2802868   -1.7937375    1.8121570
He     -0.2262120    0.6474258   -2.5574981
He     -2.5905674    0.5179066    0.2074266
He 2.1860654    0.2458516   -1.3032303

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of Acngn3+ (ng=ne-Xe)
Acne15

3+

Ac 0.0649089    0.0374574   -0.0842097
ne     -0.7301278    2.3808119    1.5004672
ne     -0.2941238    2.3970812   -1.5590759
ne     -2.4540755    1.5129865   -0.1705287



ne 1.6001231    
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2.4558837    0.4254928
ne 1.5890502   -1.7620539    1.6627125
ne     -0.8151548   -2.4290434    1.1894670
ne     -0.6758719   -2.3538666   -1.4566864
ne 1.9594319   -1.8652829   -0.9806477
ne 1.0340101    0.6682458    2.5117670
ne     -1.5858081   -0.0590368    2.2040448
ne     -1.7458412    0.1592806   -2.3081171
ne 2.1182923    1.1501184   -1.7935565
ne 2.8988724    0.1769591    0.5271491
ne     -2.6250572   -1.0840760   -0.1079119
ne 0.6398915   -0.5977066   -2.9156596

AcAr10
3+

Ac     -0.3567782    0.7265734   -0.2300788
Ar     -0.5772107    3.5234594    1.3052302
Ar     -0.3854128    2.1160940   -3.0604747
Ar     -3.0111041    2.3904742   -0.8202945
Ar 2.0763068    2.7343745   -0.7034171
Ar 2.5104530   -0.6485413   -0.6297476
Ar     -0.1893949   -2.1482962    1.0277506
Ar     -2.9904791   -1.0247935   -0.7495303
Ar     -0.1631655   -1.3232921   -2.6547252
Ar 1.3773972    0.7955615    2.3861020
Ar     -2.2092375    0.5558364    2.2981995

AcKr10
3+

Ac     -0.0004260    0.0232246   -0.0506911
Kr     -0.2416594    3.0302771    1.5774009
Kr     -0.0277725    1.4908501   -3.0446000
Kr     -2.8415353    1.7956987   -0.6702414
Kr 2.6037483    2.1658224   -0.5413135
Kr 3.0858528   -1.4466482   -0.4970818
Kr 0.1760212   -3.0247055    1.2550756
Kr     -2.8384850   -1.8494789   -0.6301640
Kr 0.2060649   -2.1790022   -2.6192606
Kr 1.8485724    0.1064053    2.7030297
Kr     -1.9679374   -0.1529032    2.6154212

AcXe8
3+

Ac     -0.0001944    0.0004863    0.0003323
Xe     -0.2006829    3.3142520    1.0918181
Xe 0.8797183    1.9738265   -2.7414508
Xe     -3.0764723    1.0938363   -1.2427562



Xe 3.1388785   -1.1303005   
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-1.0391934
Xe 0.1324823   -3.2807289    1.1931258
Xe     -0.7227900   -2.0475573   -2.7328110
Xe 2.0805535    0.2256210    2.7958932
Xe     -2.2312394   -0.1464035    2.6833455

AcAr12
3+

Ac     -0.0064321    0.1613828   -0.1126065
Ar     -0.3569055    2.9493779    1.5683140
Ar 0.2761831    2.9423875   -1.8170246
Ar     -2.7651033    1.8465367   -0.6342013
Ar 2.7116720    1.9203437    0.3924955
Ar 2.7523255   -1.5238930    0.4086246
Ar     -0.2891103   -2.6194634    1.5923734
Ar     -2.7245511   -1.5977689   -0.6176913
Ar 0.3439262   -2.6270428   -1.7930608
Ar 1.1755828    0.1899758    2.9434158
Ar     -2.2100788    0.1450782    2.3070474
Ar     -1.1882409    0.1325036   -3.1686210
Ar 2.1968810    0.1777352   -2.5324220

AcKr12
3+

Ac     -0.0064609    0.1613050   -0.1126145
Kr     -0.3826153    3.1589140    1.6936062
Kr 0.2963391    3.1517449   -1.9443858
Kr     -2.9725790    1.9724941   -0.6733540
Kr 2.9154266    2.0507721    0.4309139
Kr 2.9597370   -1.6495599    0.4472938
Kr     -0.3093927   -2.8281639    1.7202355
Kr     -2.9282337   -1.7284680   -0.6560840
Kr 0.3696194   -2.8368753   -1.9179210
Kr 1.2634013    0.1918925    3.1753014
Kr     -2.3749951    0.1437606    2.4899818
Kr     -1.2759134    0.1304088   -3.4006078
Kr 2.3618155    0.1789283   -2.7157221

AcXe12
3+

Ac     -0.0063746    0.1612593   -0.1125097
Xe     -0.4210592    3.4620122    1.8753730
Xe 0.3274809    3.4530775   -2.1298069
Xe     -3.2720626    2.1551167   -0.7297988
Xe 3.2106775    2.2418562    0.4863145
Xe 3.2590979   -1.8324598    0.5047673
Xe     -0.3403766   -3.1304085    1.9045021



Xe     -3.2236764   -1.9192436   -0.7114511
Xe 0.4081659   
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-3.1393375   -2.1006408
Xe 1.3922992    0.1952062    3.5080264
Xe     -2.6123648    0.1419400    2.7522930
Xe     -1.4052203    0.1274805   -3.7330450
Xe 2.5995621    0.1806539   -2.9773807

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of the potetial energy minimum structure of AcArn
3+ by AIMD

AcAr10
3+

Ac     -0.341723    0.724974   -0.228494
Ar     -0.573627    3.531934    1.320062
Ar     -0.405558    2.102679   -3.047847
Ar     -3.007184    2.397427   -0.842387
Ar 2.079925    2.732924   -0.712099
Ar 2.516414   -0.645057   -0.638566
Ar     -0.186009   -2.157332    1.031794
Ar     -2.998035   -1.028356   -0.735354
Ar     -0.155496   -1.306967   -2.653594
Ar 1.372507    0.786558    2.391087
Ar     -2.219839    0.558666    2.284410

AcAr11
3+

Ac 0.130921   -0.274761   -0.058243
Ar     -0.019834    2.442194    1.620510
Ar 0.348832    3.947579   -1.545343
Ar     -2.245538    1.614507   -0.959315
Ar 2.654103    1.521801   -0.399833
Ar 2.944645   -1.861379   -0.067842
Ar     -0.066866   -3.140085    1.194310
Ar     -2.552767   -1.763997   -0.889436
Ar 0.463312   -2.548805   -2.293389
Ar 1.562438   -0.443207    2.741835
Ar     -2.002680   -0.320781    2.255836
Ar 0.458741    0.777742   -3.031223

AcAr14
3+

Ac     -0.379845   -0.113810   -0.141952
Ar 0.310617    3.233884    2.976142
Ar 0.318553    3.462513   -2.945343
Ar     -1.765577    2.717495    0.022367
Ar 1.692561    2.220635   -0.029788
Ar 1.829447   -3.793907    2.927315
Ar     -1.186119   -2.684237    1.510482



Ar     
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-1.288349   -2.500567   -2.046038
Ar 1.709723   -2.508248   -0.376321
Ar 1.537511   -0.312975    2.330371
Ar     -1.796525    0.502967    2.674790
Ar     -1.918681    0.795271   -2.825804
Ar 1.434847   -0.000023   -2.719706
Ar 4.207572   -0.135650   -0.248764
Ar     -3.531940   -0.566206   -0.098750

Cartesian Coordinates (Å) of the structure of Ac3+-Ng32 

Ac3+-Ne32

Ac   -0.2557642   -0.0021300   -0.0329163
Ne   -0.5587989    2.4423933    1.2109196
Ne    0.1072413    2.2481639   -1.5910966
Ne   -2.5446496    1.4116516   -0.6442176
Ne    2.0276362    1.4707031    0.4508044
Ne    2.0205464   -1.4308226    0.5947508
Ne   -0.6078562   -2.2751687    1.4909097
Ne   -2.5461581   -1.4652977   -0.5151873
Ne    0.0347948   -2.4397809   -1.2981961
Ne    0.5736939    0.1409147    2.5966771
Ne   -2.2009524    0.1632670    1.9211082
Ne   -1.0798125   -0.1336120   -2.6639635
Ne    1.7171178   -0.1846285   -1.9559249
Ne    1.2801902    4.0384617    0.0407959
Ne    1.5769574    2.6317245    2.8445563
Ne   -1.7467442    3.9799563   -0.6637484
Ne    2.7650903    2.2964542   -2.0042965
Ne   -1.1711443    1.8477249    3.7648016
Ne   -2.1065118    2.3120114   -3.1393394
Ne   -3.2128448    2.6454968    1.6604578
Ne    0.7796577    1.2790707   -4.0194054
Ne   -3.7718832   -0.1156363   -2.5068390
Ne    4.0243624   -0.0324760   -0.5623095
Ne    3.2663247    0.1182222    2.4267481
Ne   -4.5225767    0.0234492    0.5627881
Ne   -1.2320700   -1.3482242    3.9414087
Ne   -2.1126821   -2.6102901   -2.9189513
Ne   -3.2592551   -2.3132736    1.9408914
Ne    0.6816771   -1.8182225   -3.8400590
Ne    1.5613575   -2.3093511    3.1014562
Ne   -1.8181337   -4.0401160   -0.1452003
Ne    2.6914635   -2.6831633   -1.7017224



S20

Ne    1.2381888   -4.0092768    0.5478735

Ac3+-Ar32

Ac   -0.2869763    0.0034966   -0.0206506
Ar   -0.6848861    2.8416309    1.4318416
Ar    0.1343762    2.6249213   -1.8432795
Ar   -3.0250010    1.7059192   -0.7820436
Ar    2.4031841    1.7208497    0.5343885
Ar    2.4122436   -1.6791274    0.7353064
Ar   -0.6811930   -2.6339024    1.7715830
Ar   -3.0028658   -1.7213505   -0.5963264
Ar    0.1091246   -2.8368218   -1.4993672
Ar    0.7482411    0.1849346    3.0412916
Ar   -2.5760142    0.1331575    2.2227824
Ar   -1.2985175   -0.1674447   -3.0701423
Ar    2.0338151   -0.1677577   -2.2581531
Ar    1.8234909    5.1483608   -0.0491050
Ar    2.0586531    3.4730209    3.6118636
Ar   -2.2183979    5.1639672   -0.9733312
Ar    3.6626104    2.9229422   -2.5915375
Ar   -1.3680322    2.2886956    4.8939843
Ar   -2.5058031    3.0748522   -4.1388007
Ar   -4.1005689    3.3711427    2.3053111
Ar    1.1289502    1.5952150   -5.1304956
Ar   -4.9089071   -0.0953479   -3.2456084
Ar    5.2576482   -0.0114779   -0.6817396
Ar    4.3754911    0.0747965    3.0824206
Ar   -5.8517235    0.0467285    0.7502471
Ar   -1.3946356   -1.6656344    5.1315374
Ar   -2.5371818   -3.4503448   -3.7810384
Ar   -4.1244735   -3.0971456    2.5443368
Ar    1.0027096   -2.1869921   -4.9334258
Ar    2.0451623   -3.0377075    4.0143078
Ar   -2.2266267   -5.1884937   -0.2297617
Ar    3.4827764   -3.4691305   -2.1989730
Ar    1.7117896   -5.1277573    0.8461517

Ac3+-Kr32

Ac   -0.2550842   -0.0047875   -0.0332154
Kr   -0.6597942    3.0721779    1.5611173
Kr    0.2014729    2.8396181   -1.9918405
Kr   -3.1242047    1.8044087   -0.8456495
Kr    2.6472456    1.8444258    0.5551451
Kr    2.6129393   -1.8134464    0.7798306



Kr   -0.7096990   -2.8513897    
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1.9249203
Kr   -3.1566542   -1.8543899   -0.6222835
Kr    0.1506242   -3.0819534   -1.6294704
Kr    0.8265478    0.1920485    3.2810461
Kr   -2.7350639    0.1679868    2.4123693
Kr   -1.3343449   -0.2014433   -3.3460415
Kr    2.2287480   -0.1784094   -2.4800493
Kr    1.8725234    5.6049991    0.1171367
Kr    2.3287038    3.6872510    3.9299939
Kr   -2.2930274    5.5753706   -0.8904920
Kr    3.9557948    3.2631845   -2.7867410
Kr   -1.5596967    2.4912376    5.2698989
Kr   -2.7802687    3.2135557   -4.4209815
Kr   -4.4082258    3.6442548    2.2962395
Kr    1.0903874    1.7907766   -5.5997145
Kr   -5.1925671   -0.1684782   -3.4446648
Kr    5.7004662   -0.1088426   -0.7849952
Kr    4.6871793    0.1624069    3.3697408
Kr   -6.2089738    0.0985033    0.7311184
Kr   -1.5970580   -1.8039328    5.5315703
Kr   -2.8405547   -3.6923921   -4.0003958
Kr   -4.4659367   -3.2706292    2.7225349
Kr    1.0490622   -2.5019919   -5.3357022
Kr    2.2718442   -3.2215473    4.3554621
Kr   -2.3854005   -5.6133676   -0.1854534
Kr    3.8948660   -3.6609196   -2.3581187
Kr    1.7866119   -5.5860900    0.8112592
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions. 

In this thesis, we have used density functional theory (DFT) to study the bulk properties of 

actinide nitrides and the diffusion of noble gases (Ng, especially Kr and Xe) in them. The 

first thing we investigated (chapter 3) is the most appropriate density functional for nitrides 

because standard DFT functionals sometimes can yield incorrect predictions for actinide 

materials. For example, conventional GGA functionals usually incorrectly predict actinide 

dioxides as metallic due to the overestimation of the delocalization of actinide f states, 

which is typically corrected by the application of the Hubbard U term or avoided by using 

hybrid functionals. In chapter 3, we reported that the electronic structure of UN is well 

reproduced by conventional GGA functionals, while Hubbard U corrections, as well as 

hybrid functionals, overestimate the localization of U f states in UN. Chapter 5 also showed 

that the main features of Pu f and U f states in (U, Pu)N are well reproduced by the PBE 

functional. The addition of a Hubbard U correction predicts lower peak locations. Thus we 

conclude that conventional GGA functionals perform better than hybrid ones and the GGA 

+ U approach when studying UN and (U, Pu)N, and thus conventional GGA functionals 

have been used throughout chapters 3-5.  

We then explored intrinsic point defects and the incorporation of Ng atoms (Kr and Xe) in 

UN (chapter 3). We found that the defect formation energies of U and N vacancies and Ng 

solution energies are highly dependent on stoichiometry. The most stable defects are N 

vacancies under U-rich and near-stoichiometric conditions but U vacancies under N-rich 

conditions. The calculated solution energy of Kr and Xe shows that the preferred trap sites 

are Schottky defects and U vacancies under U-rich and N-rich conditions, respectively. 

Under near-stochiometric conditions, Kr prefers a U vacancy but Xe has similar solution 
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energies at U vacancy and Schottky defects, with the latter being slightly more stable. 

Considering that Ng atoms prefer U vacancy defects, we then studied Ng diffusion in UN 

by the U vacancy (VU)-assisted mechanism (chapter 4). The interstitial mechanism is also 

investigated for comparison. The calculated diffusion coefficients of the VU-assisted 

mechanism are 10-20 orders of magnitude larger than that of the interstitial mechanism. 

The good agreement with experiment indicates that the monovacancy-assisted mechanism 

governs Xe diffusion in UN and proves the accuracy of our theoretical model. The two 

mechanisms have the opposite stoichiometric dependence, with the VU-assisted 

mechanism increasing from U-rich to N-rich conditions while the interstitial mechanism 

decreasing.  

In chapter 5, we moved to the more complicated uranium-plutonium mixed nitride ((U, 

Pu)N). Considering the findings from the UN work, i.e., Ng atoms prefer defects 

containing U vacancies and the VU-assisted mechanism is the dominant one for Ng 

diffusion, we focused on the actinide vacancy (VAn) defects. We found that the VAn 

formation energy (𝐸𝑓) and Xe incorporation energy (𝐸𝑖) at VAn highly depend on the local 

chemical environment around the vacancy due to the chemical disorder of (U, Pu)N. Both 

𝐸𝑓 and 𝐸𝑖 increase as the number of uranium atoms in the first nearest-neighbour shell 

around the vacancy increases, while decrease as the number of uranium atoms in the 

second nearest-neighbour shell increases. Compared with that in binary UN, the 𝐸𝑓 of 

some VU are lower, indicating the mixing in of Pu creates some low energy cost U vacancy 

sites. For the migration energy barrier (𝐸𝑚), the values of some pathways that involve VPu 

are lower than those in UN, indicating the mixing in of Pu also creates some low energy 

cost migration pathways.  
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Overall, in chapter 3-5, we systemically calculated intrinsic defect formation energy, Ng 

incorporation energy, Ng migration barriers in nitride fuels UN and (U, Pu)N, as well as 

Ng diffusion coefficient in UN. We believe our work provides a good theoretical basis to 

predict the diffusivity of Ng in nitride fuel grains and to parameterize subsequent 

mesoscale simulations, and will contribute to fission gas release models in nitride fuels. 

In Chapter 6, we turned to molecular systems to study the nature of An-Ng interactions. 

The group valent and trivalent early actinides (from Ac to U) are considered. We found the 

charged actinide and Ng interactions are mainly charge-induced dipole with little charge 

transfer. This closed-shell interaction nature is consistent with the DOS and charge density 

results in chapter 3 and 5, in which Ng states do not overlap with U/Pu states and the 

calculated Ng Bader charges are quite small. This proves the extremely weak interaction 

between solute Ng atoms with matrix actinide atoms in nitride fuels. Moreover, the highest 

coordination number of 18 has been reported for Th4+-He and Th3+-He complexes for the 

first time. Then by looking at the group valent AnHe17
q+ (An = Ac, q = 3; An = Th, q = 4; 

An = Pa, q = 5; An = U, q = 6), we established a method of analysing covalency by 

implementing QTAIM and IQA. We found the IQA interatomic exchange-correlation 

energy term (𝑉XC) correlates linearly with the QTAIM bond order metric (𝛿), both 

indicating the An-He covalency increases from AcHe17
3+ to UHe17

6+. For the An-Ng bond 

nature across Ng series, QTAIM metrics of AcNg12
3+ (Ng = He – Xe) shows the covalency 

increases as Ng gets heavier. 

7.2 Future work 

As discussed in chapter 3, conventional GGA functionals reproduce the UN electronic 

spectrum better than the hybrid and meta-GGA functionals, as well as the GGA+U method. 

However, they incorrectly predict FM UN as the ground state, which is contradictory to 
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the experimental AFM state. Although we choose the conventional GGA functionals from 

the perspective of electronic structure, it does not mean they are the best choice for nitride 

fuels. Developing a new density functional, which could perform well in both electronic 

structure and magnetic state, is highly desirable. Additionally, as spin orbit coupling has 

been neglected in this work, it would be interesting to assess the effect of SOC in future 

work. 

Another way to progress this work is radiation-enhanced diffusion. As seen in chapter 4, 

Ng diffusion coefficients with thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration do not fit well 

with experiments, since the samples used in experiments are irradiated, for which the 

vacancy concentration would be higher than the equilibrium values. Under irradiation, 

vacancy concentration cannot be directly calculated by equation (2.68). Instead, it is 

determined by the fission rate, the availability of defect sinks, and the recombination rate 

of vacancies and interstitials. Rate theory would be helpful to study the radiation-enhanced 

diffusion. Moreover, in the current intrinsic diffusion model, we focus on the 

monovacancy-assisted mechanism of Ng diffusion, and the effect of defect clusters was 

not considered. As introduced in chapter 1, UxOy vacancy clusters play an important role 

in Xe intrinsic diffusion in UO2. It is reasonable to expect that defect clusters will affect 

Ng diffusion in nitrides. But a very large supercell is necessary to study this, which is too 

costly for the DFT method. Future work could use molecular dynamics with empirical 

potentials to study this.  

Furthermore, in the mixed (U, Pu)N work, a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell was used to model the 

(U, Pu)N solid solution in this work due to the computational cost of DFT method. This is 

too small to identify all the possible chemical environments. Future work, most likely using 

empirical potentials as employed by Bathellier et al. for (U, Pu)O2, should be able to take 
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a further step to draw some more definitive conclusions on the range of defect formation 

energies and Ng incorporation energies in uranium-plutonium mixed nitride. 

 


